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Renta 4 Corporate, S.A., with registered address at Paseo de la Habana 74, Madrid, and holder of tax 
identification number A-62585849, duly registered at the Madrid Mercantile Registry in volume 21,918, 
page 11, section B, sheet M-390614, as an AEM Registered Adviser, acting as such on behalf of the 
Company, which has applied for admission to listing on the AEM of its newly issued shares from its 
capital increase, for the purposes envisaged in sections A and B of AEM Circular 16/2016 on Registered 
Advisers, 

 

DECLARES 

 

One. That it has worked with and helped Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. (“Castellana”, the 
“Company”, or the “Issuer”) to prepare this Abbreviated Capital Increase Document required under 
AEM Circular 4/2018 on the requirements and procedures applicable to capital increases in companies 
whose shares are listed for trading on the Alternative Exchange Market. 

Two. That it has reviewed the information that the Issuer has gathered and published.  

Three. That the Abbreviated Capital Increase Document complies with the applicable laws and 
regulations and meets the applicable requirements for content, precision and quality without omitting any 
relevant information or misleading investors.  
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1! INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE OF THE COMPANY’S INFORMATIVE 
MARKET ENTRY DOCUMENT 

1.1! Informative Market Entry Document 

Upon the listing of its shares on the AEM-REIT on 25 July 2018, Castellana Properties SOCIMI, 
S.A. (“Castellana”, the “Company”, or the “Issuer”) prepared the corresponding Informative 
Market Entry Document (the “DIIM”) in accordance with the model provided in AEM Circular 
9/2017, which was replaced by Circular 2/2018, on the requirements and procedures applicable to 
including or excluding shares for trading on the Alternative Exchange Market that are issued by 
Growth Companies and by Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). 

This DIIM can be viewed at  the Company's website (http://www.castellanasocimi.es), and on the 
AEM’s website 
(https://www.bolsasymercados.es/mab/documentos/Otros/2018/07/05360_Folleto_20180720.pdf
), which also contain the financial information and relevant facts published for the Company and 
its business.  

1.2! Person or persons that will have the status of director, responsible for information contained 
in the Capital Increase Document. A declaration from them that, to the best of their 
knowledge, it is in accordance with the facts and there are no relevant omissions 

Alfonso Brunet Morales-Arce, on behalf of the Company and as the chairman of its board of 
directors, in exercise of the express powers granted to him by the board of directors in its meeting 
of 15 November 2018, assumes responsibility for the contents of this Abbreviated Capital Increase 
Document (“DAR”), the format of which is in accordance with the model provided in Schedule II 
of AEM Circular 4/2018, on the requirements and procedures applicable to capital increases in 
companies whose shares are listed for trading on the Alternative Exchange Market. 

Alfonso Brunet Morales-Arce, as the person responsible for this Abbreviated Capital Increase 
Document, declares that the information contained herein, to the best of his knowledge, is in 
accordance with reality and does not incur in any relevant omissions. 

1.3! Full identification of the Issuer 

Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. is a limited real estate investment trust (REIT) with registered 
address in Madrid at Glorieta de Rubén Darío, número 3, 1ª planta derecha, 28010 Madrid, and 
tax identification number A-87293015.  

It was incorporated for an open-ended period under the name of “Vinemont Investment, S.A.”, 
with registered address at calle Ayala, número 66, Madrid, through a deed notarised on 19 May 
2015 in the presence of the Notary Public of Madrid, Francisco Javier Piera Rodríguez, under his 
record number 1717. It is registered in the Madrid Mercantile Register, in Volume 33483, Book 
0, Page 61, Section 8, Sheet M 602735, Entry 1 dated 25 May 2015.  
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On 25 November 2015, the sole shareholder of the Company made the decision to change the 
Company’s registered office to Calle Alcalá, 61, 3ª planta, 28014, Madrid. It also amended article 
2 of the Company’s Articles of Association (on the Company’s corporate purpose) and it approved 
an amended text of the Articles of Association, adding the new Articles 4 bis and 13, to include 
the requirements for applying for inclusion under the special tax regime for REITs (real estate 
investment trusts), applicable as of 1 January 2016. These resolutions were formalised in a public 
deed executed on 25 November 2015 before Madrid Notary Public José Luis Martínez-Gil Vich, 
under his record number 2,774. This was registered in the Madrid Mercantile Register on 10 
December 2015, in Volume 33,483, Book 0, Page 64, Section 8, Sheet M 602735, Entry 4.  

Then, to adapt the Articles of Association to the special tax regime for REITs, the Company 
amended article 35 (Allocation of Profits/Losses) on 27 May 2016, in addition to changing its 
corporate name to its current name, “Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A.”, in a deed executed on 
30 May 2016 before Notary Public of Madrid Ignacio Martínez Plaza under number 1,563 of his 
protocol. This was registered in the Madrid Mercantile Register on 4 August 2016 Volume 33,483, 
Book 0, Page 69, Section 8, Sheet M 602735, Entry 5.  

Castellana’s corporate purpose is indicated in article 2 of its Articles of Association (the “Articles 
of Association”), the wording of which as of the date of this Informational Document, in 
accordance with Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October (the “Spanish REIT Act”), is as follows:  

“ARTICLE 2. Corporate Purpose – 

The Company’s main corporate purpose is the performance of the following activities, whether in 
Spain or abroad:  

(a)  the acquisition and development of urban real estate assets for lease or restoration of 
buildings as defined in Spanish Law 37/1992, of 28 December, on Value-Added Tax 
[Ley 37/1992, del Impuesto sobre el Valor Añadido];  

(b) The ownership of holdings in the share capital of listed real estate investment trusts 
(REITs) or other non-resident entities in Spain with the same corporate purpose, which 
are subject to a regime similar to that established for REITs in relation to the obligatory 
profit distribution policy stipulated by law or the Articles of Association;  

(c)  the shares in the capital of other resident or non-resident entities in Spain, the main 
corporate purpose of which is the acquisition of urban properties earmarked for lease, 
that are subject to the regime established for REITs in relation to the obligatory profit 
distribution policy stipulated by law or the Articles of Association and that meet the 
investment requirements referred to in article 3 of Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October, 
regulating REITs (the “Spanish REIT Act”);  

(d)  the ownership of shares or equity interests in collective real estate investment 
undertakings governed by Spanish Law 35/2003, of 4 November, on collective 
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investment undertakings [Ley 35/2003, de 4 de noviembre, de Instituciones de Inversión 
Colectiva], or any law that may replace it in the future. 

Together with the economic activity stemming from the main corporate purpose, the Company 
may carry out other supplementary activities, understood as those activities that jointly represent 
less than 20% of the Company’s income in each tax reporting period, or those that could be 
considered supplementary pursuant to the applicable law at any given time. These may include 
the following:  

(a)  In general, the subscription, derivative acquisition, holding, use, administration, or 
disposal of transferable securities and corporate shares, except for those activities 
subject to special legislation; and  

(b) Managing and administering values representing the equity of non-resident Spanish 
companies by means of the corresponding organisation of material and personal 
resources, in accordance with article 107 of Spanish Law 27/2014, of 27 November, on 
Corporation Tax [Ley 27/2014, del Impuesto sobre Sociedades] and its implementing 
regulations.  

The activities that make up the corporate purpose may be pursued by the Company, in full or in 
part, indirectly, through ownership of shares or equity interests in companies with a similar or 
identical purpose.  

The direct exercise and, where appropriate, indirect exercise, of all those activities reserved 
through special legislation are hereby excluded. If legal provisions require a professional title or 
administrative authorisation or entry in public registries for the exercise of any of the activities 
included in the corporate purpose, these activities may not be initiated until the necessary 
administrative requirements have been fulfilled.” 
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2! UPDATE TO THE INFORMATION IN THE INFORMATIVE MARKET 
ENTRY DOCUMENT 

2.1! Purpose of the capital increase  

Introduction 
 
Castellana’s board of directors reached an agreement with Morzal Property Iberia, S.L.” 
(“Morzal” or the “Contributing Shareholder”), to acquire 100% of Morzal’s shares by 
increasing Castellana’s non-cash capital. The Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders 
Meeting of 27 November 2018 resolved to increase the share capital by 39,000,000 euros by 
issuing 39,000,000 ordinary shares. The new shares will be issued at a par value of 1 euro plus a 
share premium of 5 euros per share, thus equalling a share price of 6 euros per share. The amount 
of the increase will be 234,000,000 euros, 39,000,000 euros of which will come from share capital 
and 195,000,000 euros from share premiums. 
 
Purpose of the capital increase 

 
The purpose of the proposed capital increase is to acquire a company that owns four shopping 
centres. Having analysed Morzal’s assets, Castellana’s board of directors has determined that the 
asset types, the leases and the rental incomes fit perfectly within the Company’s objectives and its 
strategy as explained in section 2.7 of the DIIM.  
 
Furthermore, conducting a capital increase in kind to formalise the transaction will make it possible 
to streamline the resources and diversify the financial risks. 
 
The capital increase in kind with contribution of shares will also allow Castellana to incorporate 
Morzal as a sub-REIT subsidiary in accordance with the requirements of Spanish Law 11/2009, of 
26 October, regulating real estate investment trusts (REITs). 
 
The capital increase will mean that Morzal’s shareholders will receive Castellana shares in the 
proportions defined by the exchange equation explained under the next heading of this Abbreviated 
Capital Increase Document. 
 
Castellana is a company with shares listed for trading on the AEM that is covered under the special 
REIT regime regulated in Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October, and that owned 406.3 million 
euros in assets on 30 September 2018. 
 
 
As of the date of this Document, Castellana’s portfolio of assets consists of 15 properties with a 
total gross leasable surface area of 197,322 square metres. The portfolio of assets comprises 2 
directly owned buildings, 11 retail centres, and 2 shopping centres managed using 13 SPVs. 
 
The properties had an occupancy rate of 98.2% on 30 September 2018, and all of the Company’s 
assets are earmarked for lease. On 30 September 2018, the Company had a Loan-To-Value ratio 
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(“LTV”, defined as the Group’s net financial debt at amortised cost divided by the value of its 
assets) of 41%.  
 

Morzal, in turn, is a company with registered address at Glorieta de Rubén Darío, 3, 1ª planta 
derecha, 28010, Madrid, registered in the mercantile registry of Madrid in volume 37,517, entry 
1, page 75, sheet M-668,777, and assigned tax identification number B-88073085. It is a limited 
company dedicated to real estate leasing, with a portfolio of four shopping centres: (i) the El Faro 
shopping centre in the city of Badajoz, (ii) the Vallsur shopping centre in the city of Valladolid, 
(iii) the Bahía Sur shopping centre in the city of San Fernando (Cádiz), and (iv) the Los Arcos 
shopping centre in the city of Seville. Morzal’s shopping centres were valued at 481.3 million 
euros on 6 June 2018 and at 491.7 million euros on 30 September 2018.  
 

After the planned transaction (described in detail in the “Report by Castellana’s Board of 
Directors” attached as Appendix I of this Abbreviated Capital Increase Document), Castellana will 
manage a real estate asset portfolio with a gross value of 898 million euros, with an estimated 
turnover of 37,709,000 euros at the close of financial year 2019, and a more diversified 
geographical distribution and portfolio of clients. By purchasing Morzal, Castellana will increase 
its gross assets by 121%, and the debt owed to banking institutions will be 444.3 million euros 
after the transaction. 
 

Morzal’s current shareholders will become part of a larger vehicle that trades on a multilateral 
exchange system, with decreased risk because of its geographical diversification and wider 
customer portfolio, and access to a sturdier growth platform. With regard to liquidity and share 
saleability, the benefits to Morzal’s shareholders will take the form of joining a company that is 
listed on the AEM. 
 

Morzal’s shareholders are listed below: 

 

1)! Morze European Real Estate Ventures ("MEREV"), a limited liability company (société 
à responsabilité limitée) duly established and valid under the laws of the Grand Duchy 
of Luxembourg with registered address at 58, rue Charles Martel, L-2134 Luxembourg, 
registered in the Luxembourg Mercantile Registry under number B-226129 and with tax 
identification number N0186530B, owner of 13,333,333 shares representing 34.2% of 
Morzal's share capital. 

 
MEREV is a Luxembourg-based investment vehicle with participation by more than 20 
international investors from a variety of countries. 

 
2)! Vukile Property Fund Limited, (“Vukile”), which is Castellana’s majority shareholder 

with a 97.4% stake as of the date of the Informative Market Entry Document. This is a 
company established and registered in accordance with the laws of South Africa, with 
registered address at One-on-Ninth Building, ground floor, corner Glenhove Rd and 9th 
Street - Melrose Estate, Johannesburg, South Africa, registered in the mercantile registry 
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under number 2002/027194/06, and with tax identification number N-3.881.057-H, 
owner of 19,833,334 shares representing 50.9% of Morzal's share capital. 

 
3)! Westbrooke Yield Plus, S.à r.l. ("Westbrooke"), a limited liability company (société à 

responsabilité limitée) duly established and valid under the laws of the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg with registered address at 3A, Val Ste Croix, L-1371, registered in the 
Luxembourg Mercantile Registry under number B-218033226129 and with tax 
identification number N0186535A, owner of 5,833,333 shares representing 14.9% of 
Morzal's share capital. 

 
Westbrooke is a Luxembourg-based investment vehicle with participation by a variety of 
international vehicles and investors, and with the promoter being Westbrooke Alternative 
Asset Management, a South African fund manager. 

 
The in-kind assets contributed to Castellana are 39,000,000 shares representing 100% of Morzal’s 
share capital, with each share with a par value of one euro. 
 

Valuation of the contribution and capital increase of Castellana 
 

Castellana's board of directors has assigned a value of 234,000,000 euros to the assets that will be 
contributed, in view of the value of the assets (490,000,000 euros) and liabilities (256,000,000 
euros) on Morzal’s balance sheet on 31 August 2018, and based on the appraisal of Morzal’s 
shopping centres on 6 June 2018 (including their acquisition cost), with this calculation taking into 
account both the purchase price and the costs and expenses inherent to the acquisition itself. 
 
Colliers International Spain, S.L. (“Colliers”) performed an appraisal of Morzal’s four shopping 
centres on 6 June 2018, using the “RICS Valuation Standards” approach, stating a gross asset value 
of 481.3 million euros. 
 
Colliers also produced another valuation of Morzal’s four shopping centres on 30 September 2018, 
stating a value of 491.7 euros, as well as an appraisal of Castellana’s shopping centres on that same 
date in the amount of 406.3 million euros. 
 

In consideration for the Contribution, Castellana will perform a capital increase for a nominal 
amount of 39,000,000 euros, by issuing this same number of nominative shares with a par value 
of one euro each, and with a share premium of five euros per share, for a total share premium of 
195,000,000 euros. Thus, in view of the par value and the share premium, the capital increase will 
be made for a total of 234,000,000 euros. 
 
This calculation is based on the valuation report on Morzal’s assets prepared by the independent 
expert Colliers on 6 June 2018. The value of the assets was estimated on the basis of the present 
value method of unrestricted operating cash flows using the hypotheses defined in the lease 
agreements adjusted to a rate of 8% to 9% plus the lease agreements’ adjusted reversion rate, 
taking into account the asset's physical impairment due to the passage of time.  
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Taking into consideration the range of values contained in the report prepared by the independent 
expert Gesvalt Sociedad de Tasación, S.A., dated 20 September 2018, and according to the value 
estimated for all of Morzal's shares (234,000,000 euros according to the report issued by the 
Company’s Board of Directors and dated 1 August 2018), each of these 39 million Morzal shares 
has a value of 6 euros.  
 

Based on the previous valuations, the exchange rate should be one Castellana share for each 
Morzal share. 
 

In view of all of these facts, Morzal’s shareholders should be entitled to 39,000,000 Castellana 
shares, each with a par value of one euro and a share premium of five euros, representing 
approximately 53.4% of Castellana's share capital after the acquisition, while Castellana’s 
shareholders will hold 33,967,703 shares with a par value of one euro each, all together 
representing approximately 46.6% of the share capital. Using the list price for the Company’s 
shares on 18 January 2019, (6.5 €/share), the Company will have a market value of 474,290,070 
euros after the capital increase. 
 

Castellana is therefore conducting this capital increase for an amount of 234,000,000 euros to 
complete the share exchange explained above. The identities of the contributors are provided in 
the “Report by Castellana's Board of Directors” that is appended to this Abbreviated Capital 
Increase Document as Appendix I. 
 

After the Capital Increase, Castellana has 41 direct shareholders, with 3 of them having direct 
holdings of over 5% in the share capital, as seen below: 
 

 
Direct shareholders 

Before share 
capital increase(*) 

New 
shares 

After share capital 
increase 

Holding 
% 

Vukile Property Fund Limited 33,082,961 19,833,334 52,916,295 72.52% 
Morze European Real Estate Ventures - 13,333,333 13,333,333 18.27% 
Westbrooke Yield Plus, S.à r.l. - 5,833,333 5,833,333 7.99% 
Minority shareholders 838,822  838,822 1.15% 
Treasury stock 45,920 - 45,920 0.06% 

Total 33,967,703 39,000,000 72,967,703 100% 
(*) Based on shareholding in the Company on 18 January 2019. 
 

There is also one legal person with indirect holding in the share capital of the Company greater 

than 5% through Morze European Real Estate Ventures: 

 

Shareholders % holding in 
MEREV 

% holding in 
Castellana 

Lava Capital Partners Limited 63% 11.59% 
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It should also be noted that there is one director, Adam Lee Morze, who has a direct or indirect 

share of 1% or greater in the Company (Adam Lee Morze holds a 25% stake in the Company Lava 

Capital Partners Limited and a 51% stake in the Company Diversified Real Estate Asset 

Management, S.L.): 

 

Director % 

Direct holding 0.44% 

Indirect holding 2.92% 

Total holding %  3.36% 

 
 
Description of the assets in Morzal's portfolio  

 
Morzal’s portfolio consisted of the following four shopping centres on 6 June 2018: 
 

Shopping centre Location Size (m2) Occupancy rate Valuation (€)(*) 
Bahía Sur Cádiz 24,760 98.1% 118,800,000 
El Faro Badajoz 43,423 97.6% 157,400,000 
Vallsur Valladolid 35,211 97.1% 93,100,000 
Los Arcos Seville 17,906 94.3% 112,000,000 
Total  121,300 96.78% 481,300,000 

(*)Does not include acquisition costs. 

 
 
The El Faro shopping centre in the city of Badajoz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The shopping centre is located at Avenida de Elvas sin número, post code 06006, Badajoz. The 
asset is well connected because it is close to the A-5 highway, and due to its location in a key area 
on the Portuguese border. 
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The shopping centre was opened in 2012 and it is a part of the area’s main shopping district. It has 
a gross leasable surface area (SBA) of 66,422 m², 43,423 m² of which are owned by Morzal 
(Hipercor and El Corte Inglés Opportunities are not property of Morzal).   
 
The asset has approximately 2,671 parking spaces divided between an outdoor and an underground 
lot. 
 
The main tenants are Inditex, H&M, Zara and Primark. There are also some large stores such as 
Media Markt, Espacio Casa, including various restaurants such as Muerde La Pasta, TGB, Lizarran 
and Burger King.   
 
As of 6 June 2018, the lease agreements had an average maturity of 5.0 years (3.5 years if early 
termination options are taken into account). The average monthly rental income is 16.63 euros per 
square metre. 
 
The main competing shopping centres in the area are Ruta de la Plata in Cáceres and the San Roque 
retail park in Badajoz. 
 
The market value of the property at 6 June 2018 was 157.4 million euros, and at 30 September it 
was 161.5 million euros. 
 
The mortgage debt associated with the property at 30 September 2018 was 84.5 million euros, and 
the occupancy ratio of the property was 97.6%. 
 
Morzal also owns 16% of a residential parcel connected to the shopping centre that has a surface 
area of 40,000 m².  
 
The Vallsur shopping centre in the city of Valladolid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The shopping centre is located at Paseo de Zorrilla sin número, post code 47008, Valladolid, Spain. 
 
The shopping centre was opened in 1998 and was completely remodelled in 2013. It has a gross 
leasable surface area (SBA) of 35,769 m², 35,211 m² of which are owned by Morzal. 
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The property consists of four floors: a basement and a first, second and third floor. It is rectangular 
with its central axis running from Plaza de Simancas to Plaza de Zorrilla. The shopping centre is 
in good condition, with good design and distribution. It can be accessed from the car parks or from 
the three main entrances on Paseo de Zorrilla, Plaza de Simancas and Avenida de Zamora.  
 
The asset has approximately 1,850 parking spaces divided between an outdoor and an underground 
lot. 
 
The main tenants are Carrefour, Inditex Group, New Yorker, Primor and a recently refurbished 
cinema complex operated by Yelmo. 
 
As of 6 June 2018, the lease agreements had an average maturity of 4.1 years (2.4 years if early 
termination options are taken into account). The average monthly rental income is 14.17 euros per 
square metre. 
 
The main competing shopping centre in the area is Río Shopping in Valladolid. 
 
The market value of the property at 6 June 2018 was 93.1 million euros and at 30 September it 
was 96.4 euros. 
 
The mortgage debt associated with the property at 30 September 2018 was 48.4 million euros, and 
the occupancy ratio of the property was 97.1%. 
 
The Bahía Sur shopping centre in the city of San Fernando (Cádiz)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The shopping centre is located at Avenida Caño Herrera s/n, post code 11100, San Fernando, 
Cádiz. 
 
The shopping centre was opened in 1992 and was remodelled in 2004- 2014. It has a gross leasable 
surface area (SBA) distributed on one floor of 56,500 m², 24,760 m² of which is owned by Morzal.   
 
The asset has approximately 2,818 parking spaces divided between an outdoor and a first level lot. 
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The main apparel tenants are the Inditex Group, El Corte Inglés, H&M, Womens Secret, Mango, 
Disney and Sprinter, while the most important dining tenants are La Tagliatella, Burger King, and 
Fosters Hollywood.   
 
As of 6 June 2018, the lease agreements had an average maturity of 3.8 years (2.7 years if early 
termination options are taken into account). The average monthly rental income is 25.36 euros per 
square metre. 
 
The main shopping centres providing competition in the area are San Fernando Plaza and Puerta 
de Chiclana. 
 
The market value of the property at 6 June 2018 was 118.8 million euros and at 30 September it 
was 119.5 million euros. 
 
The mortgage debt associated with the property at 30 September 2018 was 64.5 million euros, and 
the occupancy ratio of the property was 98.1%. 
 
The Los Arcos shopping centre in the city of Seville 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The shopping centre is located at Avenida de Andalucía s/n, post code 41007, Seville. 
 
The shopping centre was opened in 1992 and it was remodelled in 2013 and 2016. It has a gross 
leasable surface area (SBA) distributed on three floors of 43,500 m², 17,906 m² of which are owned 
by Morzal. 
 
The asset has approximately 1,800 parking spaces divided between an outdoor and an underground 
lot. 
 
The main tenants are the Inditex Group, Kiabi, Toys R Us, Sfera, Springfield and McDonalds.   
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As of 6 June 2018, the lease agreements had an average maturity of 4.3 years (1.9 years if early 
termination options are taken into account). The average monthly rental income is 32.28 euros per 
square metre and the rents vary in accordance with the CPI. 
 
The main shopping centres providing competition in the area are the Nervión Plaza and Plaza de 
Armas shopping centres. 
 
The market value of the property at 6 June 2018 was 112 million euros and at 30 September it was 
114.3 euros. 
 
The mortgage debt associated with the property at 30 September 2018 was 58.6 million euros, and 
the occupancy ratio of the property was 94.3%. 
 
Morzal also has an option to purchase a lot connected to the shopping centre with a buildable 
surface area of 20,572 m².  

2.2! Public information available 

In accordance withaccordance with AEM Circular 6/2018 on information to be provided by 
companies performing capital increases and REITs admitted to trading on the Alternative 
Exchange Market, it is being declared here that all relevant interim financial information for the 
Company as existing since its entry into the AEM is available at the Company’s website 
(https://www.castellanasocimi.es), as well as at the AEM website 
(https://www.bolsasymercados.es/mab/documentos/Otros/2018/07/05360_Folleto_20180720.pdf
), where information related to the Company and its business activities can also be found. 
 
In compliance with the AEM Circular 6/2018 cited, all public documents that have been provided 
to the Market for entry of the shares of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. are found at both those 
websites. 
 

2.3! Financial reporting 

In accordance with AEM Circular 6/2018, on 23 July 2018 publication occurred for the Market 
Entry Document, consolidated annual financial statements for the Company for the 3-month period 
from 1 January 2018 through 31 March 2018, and the Management Report for financial year 2018, 
along with the corresponding report from the independent auditor. The audit report was issued 
without exceptions. That financial reporting was produced in a manner consistent with 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as they have been adopted by the European 
Union in accordance with Regulation (EC) 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council and its subsequent amendments. The totality of the accounting principles, rules and 
valuation criteria that are of compulsory application, and that have a material effect, were taking 
into consideration. 
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The financial statements for the financial year that closed on 31 March 2018 were audited by Grant 
Thornton, S.L.P. (“Grant Thornton”). 

2.4! Information on significant trends related to the issuer’s production, sales and costs from the 
time of the most recent interim reporting, made available to the Market since the date of the 
Capital Increase Document 

The most recent financial information published by the Company corresponds to the summarised 
consolidated interim financial statements corresponding to the 6-month period that ended on 30 
September 2018, which were published on 15 November 2018 and that are attached as Appendix 
IV. The most recent annual financial statements published by the Company correspond to those 
for the 3-month financial year closed on 31 March 2018, which were described in section 2.3 of 
this Abbreviated Capital Increase Document and that have also been attached in Appendix IV. 
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Income statement for Castellana for 30 September 2018 
 

 
Thousands of € Amount 

 
Net turnover 

 
13,404 

Expenses for staff -1,100 
Other operating expenses -3.332 
Var. in fair value of real estate invest. 12,095 
Other profit/loss 77 

Results from operations 21,144 
 
Financing income 

 
- 

Financing costs -2,732 

Financing profit/loss -2,732 

Earnings before taxes 18,412 
 
Corporation tax 

 
- 

Profit/loss for financial year 18,412 

 
Income statement for Morzal for 30 September 2018 

 
For informative purposes, the income statement for Morzal for 30 September 2018 is summarised below. 
That financial information was produced using International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and 
was taken from that Company’s accounting records. The income statement for Morzal has not been 
subject to any auditing or review procedures. 
 

Thousands of € Amount 
 
Net turnover 

 
6,193 

Expenses for staff - 
Other operating expenses -1,732 
Var. in fair value of real estate invest. 13,447 
Other profit/loss 5 

Results from operations 17,913 
 
Financing income 

 
- 

Financing costs -1,839 

Financing profit/loss -1,839 

Earnings before taxes 16,074 
 
Corporation tax 

 
- 

Profit/loss for financial year 16,074 
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Net turnover 
 
It must be emphasised here that, although the income statement for Morzal corresponds to the period 
between 6 April 2018 (the date of constitution) and 30 September 2018, the Company’s actual business 
activities began on 31 July 2018, the acquisition date for the four shopping centres. 
 
Financing costs: 
 
On 27 September 2018, Morzal formalised a loan with the entity Aareal Bank AG, in the amount of 256 
million euros. 
 
The guarantees for the loan include pledging of its shares and establishment of mortgages on the "El 
Faro", "Bahía Sur", "Los Arcos" and "Vallsur" shopping centres. 
 
The financing obligations are: 
 
"! NYoD ratio: this must be calculated as the ratio between the net operating income and the outstanding 

principal, and it must be equal to or greater than 8%. On 30 September 2018 the NYoD ratio was 
10.23%. 

"! LTV ratio: this is the result of dividing the outstanding amount of the loan by the value of the real 
estate assets. The LTV ratio must not be above 65%. On 30 September 2018, the LTV ratio was 
52.06%. 

 
Calculation of the financing ratios must take place on a quarterly basis, on the last day of each quarter. 
 
The loan has a maturity of 7 years and must be fully repaid on 27 September 2025. The interest rate is 
1.6% for the first interest period (which ended on 14 December 2018) and 1.78% for the remaining interest 
periods, until 27 September 2023. After 27 September 2023, the borrower may opt for either a fixed rate 
or variable rate. 
 
The structure of the guarantees is as follows: 
 
"! A first-rank mortgage on each of the shopping centres. 
"! A first-rank pledge on all of the borrower’s bank accounts. 
"! First-rank pledges on all of the borrower’s credit rights. 
"! A first-rank pledge on all of the shares comprising the borrower’s share capital. 
"! Conferral of irrevocable powers to the agent. 
"! Real estate management agreement. 
 
Aareal Bank AG may enforce any of the guarantees in the order it considers appropriate. 
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2.5! Quantitative forecasts or estimates of future income and costs. Information with respect to 
level of compliance 

 
When Castellana was admitted to the AEM in July of 2018, the Company published in the DIIM 
the appropriate forecasts for its income statements for the 2019 and 2020 financial years. These 
forecasts were approved by the Board of Directors on 5 July 2018. 
 
On 15 November 2018, Castellana’s Board of Directors approved an updating of the Company’s 
Business Plan, taking into consideration the in-kind capital increase and acquisition of the 
Company Morzal. 
 
Those forecasts for the 2019 and 2020 financial years were published as a relevant fact on 30 
November 2018, and these forecasts replaced the ones published in the Informative Market Entry 
Document for admission to the AEM. 
 
The table below shows the level of compliance with those forecasts, by comparing them against 
the income statement from the Interim Financial Statements submitted for limited auditing and 
published on 15 November 2018, and which are attached in Appendix III of this Abbreviated 
Capital Increase Document. 
 

Thousands of € 30/09/2018 Mar-2019 FY Mar-2020 FY 
% degree of 

comp. 2019 FY 
 
Net turnover 

 
13,404 

 
37,709 

 
58,778 

 
36% 

Expenses for staff -1,100 -2,915 -3,109 38% 
Other operating expenses -3,332 -7,000 -8,652 48% 
Var. in fair value of real estate invest. 12,095 12,095 - 100% 
Other profit/loss 77    

Results from operations 21,144 39,889 47,017 53% 
 
Financing income 

 
 

 
- 

 
- 

 

Financing costs -2,732 -7,239 -11,998 38% 

Financing profit/loss -2,732 -7,239 -11,998 38% 

Earnings before taxes 18,412 32,650 35,019 56% 
 
Corporation tax 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 

Profit/loss for financial year 18,412 32,650 35,109 56% 

 
The Company believes that after the addition of Morzal taking effect 1 December 2018, Castellana 
will be able to comply with the forecasts. 
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2.6! Declaration on working capital 

In accordance with AEM Circular 4/2018, since 12 months have not yet passed from the time at 
which the declaration on working capital appeared in section 2.20 of the DIIM, no declaration 
needs to be made on this subject because it is believed that the conditions expressed in the DIIM 
of July of 2018 continue to be valid. 

2.7! Risk factors 

The existing risk factors are not substantially different from those included in the DIIM of July 
2018. These risks are not the only ones the Company faces.  

In addition to all of the information set forth in this Capital Increase Document and prior to making 
the decision to invest in the Company’s shares, the risks listed in this DIIM should also be taken 
into account, which if they materialise, may adversely affect the Issuer’s business, results, outlook, 
or its financial, economic or equity position. 

In addition, future risks that are currently unknown or not considered relevant could have an effect 
on the business, trading figures, prospects or the financial, economic or equity situation of the 
Issuer. 

The most relevant risks factors are as follows: 

The current influence of the Vukile Property Fund 

Following the capital increase, the Company is 72.52% controlled by a Vukile -- a South African 
REIT listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) and the Namibia Stock Exchange -- whose 
interests may differ from those of potential new shareholders that have a non-controlling interest, 
as they would not be able to significantly influence the resolutions passed by shareholders at the 
general meeting or the appointment of board members. Furthermore, as a result of the agreements 
signed between Vukile, Westbrooke and MEREV as described in section 3.5 of this document, 
Vukile could significantly increase its shareholding stake. 

Debt level and risk of interest rate increases 

On 30 September 2018, the Company and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) owed financial 
institutions 188.3 million euros and Morzal owed an amount of 256 million euros, including 
accrued variable and fixed interest. This debt has been taken out to partially finance acquisitions 
of new real estate assets, by granting mortgage guarantees over properties that had been acquired 
previously. There are interest rate hedge contracts that completely eliminate the related risk over 
at least the next five years. There is also an obligation to comply with a series of covenants every 
year. On 30 September 2018, the Loan-to-Value ratio for the gross nominal debt of the Group plus 
Morzal was 49.5%.  
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In the event that the cash flows generated by the income received from the real estate portfolio are 
insufficient to meet the payment of the existing financial debt, this shortfall would negatively affect 
Castellana’s financial situation, trading figures or valuation.  

Risks associated with valuation  

The Company’s board of directors defined the exchange equation using Colliers’ real estate asset 
appraisal report from 6 June 2018. The hypotheses envisaged in Colliers’ appraisal report included 
the properties’ occupancy rate, future rental income adjustments, and the estimated opening profit 
margin, although potential investors may not agree with these hypotheses. If the subjective 
elements used in the calculation evolve negatively, the valuation of Castellana’s assets would be 
lower, and the Company’s financial situation, trading figures or valuation might therefore be 
affected. 

Risk of mortgage foreclosure over art of the real estate assets over by the Company 
 
As of the date of this capital increase document, all the real estate assets owned by the Group are 
mortgaged in favour of the financial institutions that have granted loans. If the Group were to 
default on its contractual obligations for those loans, the financial institutions could enforce the 
guarantees, which means that they could take over ownership of the mortgaged real estate assets. 

3 INFORMATION REGARDING THE CAPITAL INCREASE 

3.1 Number of shares requested for listing and their par value. Reference to the 
corporate resolutions passed to formalise the capital increase. Information on 
the share capital level after the capital increase 

 
Before the capital increase, Castellana’s share capital amounted to 33,967,703 euros represented 
by 33,967,703 shares with a par value of one euro each, of a single class and series, and with the 
same voting and dividend rights, represented by book entries. 
 
Castellana’s Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting of 27 November 2018 resolved to 
increase the Company's share capital in the terms and conditions detailed below (the “Capital 
Increase”): 
 
Amount of the issuance and the shares that will be issued: 

Castellana’s General Shareholders Meeting resolved to increase the share capital by 39,000,000 
euros by issuing and releasing 39,000,000 ordinary shares (the “New Shares”) with a par value of 
one euro each, with the same class and series as those currently in circulation and represented by 
book entries. 

This capital increase will be paid out in kind in the form of the shares that will be issued to complete 
the acquisition of Morzal, based on the following exchange equation. 
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This exchange equation was calculated using the 234,000,000-euro value attributed to all of 
Morzal’s shares in the expert report by Gesvalt Sociedad de Tasación, S.A., which also matches 
the valuation conducted by the Company’s board of directors, as indicated in the board of 
directors’ report of 1 August 2018. The per-share unit value is therefore 6 euros.  

Based on the previous valuations, the exchange rate should be one Castellana share for each 
Morzal share. 

Based on all of these facts, Morzal’s shareholders should be entitled to 1 Castellana share, each 
with a par value of one euro and a share premium of five euros, representing approximately 53.4% 
of Castellana's share capital after the acquisition, while Castellana’s shareholders will hold 
33,967,703 shares with a par value of one euro each, all together representing approximately 
46.6% of the share capital. On 18 January 2019, the Company’s shares were trading at 6.5 euros 
per share; therefore, the Company’s market value is 474,290,070 euros. 

Castellana is thus conducting this capital increase for a nominal amount of 1 euro to complete the 
share exchange explained above. The identities of the contributors are provided in the “Report by 
Castellana's Board of Directors” that is appended to this Abbreviated Capital Increase Document 
as Appendix I. 

To do this, it has resolved to issue shares at a rate of SIX euros (€6) per share (the “Subscription 
Price”), one euro (€1) of which comes from the par value and five euros (€5) from the 
corresponding share premium. 
 
Share capital resulting from the transaction: 
  
Castellana’s resulting capital will be SEVENTY-TWO MILLION NINE HUNDRED SIXTY-
SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND THREE EUROS (€72,967,703), divided into 
SEVENTY-TWO MILLION NINE HUNDRED SIXTY-SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN 
HUNDRED AND THREE (72,967,703) shares with a par value of ONE EURO (€1) each.  
 
Listing: 
 
The Company will apply to have the new shares listed, estimating that the new shares should be 
listed for trading on the AEM once they have been entered as book entries in the Iberclear account, 
and as quickly as possible after publication of the Abbreviated Capital Increase Document. 

3.2 Description of the start date and term for subscribing the newly issued shares, with details 
(if applicable) of preferential, additional and discretionary subscription periods, and 
indicating the forecast for incomplete subscription of the capital increase 

Not applicable. 
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3.3 Intention of the primary shareholders and the board members to participate in the capital 
increase 

Since Castellana’s primary shareholder, Vukile, is also the primary shareholder of Morzal, it has 
subscribed a total of 19,833,334 shares from the capital increase described in this document.In 
addition, Castellana board member and shareholder Adam Lee Morze has subscribed 2,114,333 
shares of Castellana through the Company MEREV. 
 
The shareholding of Castellana after the capital increase will be as follows: 
 
 

Direct Shareholders 
Before share 

capital increase(*) 

New 
shares 

After share capital 
increase 

Holding 
% 

Vukile Property Fund Limited 33,082,961 19,833,334 52,916,295 72.52% 
Morze European Real Estate Ventures - 13,333,333 13,333,333 18.27% 
Westbrooke Yield Plus, S.à r.l. - 5,833,333 5,833,333 7.99% 
Minority shareholders 838,822  838,822 1.15% 
Treasury stock 45,920 - 45,920 0.06% 

Total 33,967,703 39,000,000 72,967,703 100% 
(*) Based on shareholding in the Company on 18 January 2019.  

3.4 Main characteristics of the newly issued shares and their included rights, describing their 
types and the dates they will take effect 

The legal rules for the Company’s new shares are those envisaged under Spanish law, specifically 
Spanish Royal Legislative Decree 1/2010, of 2 July, which approved the consolidated text of the 
Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act [RDL 1/2010, por el que se aprueba el texto refundido de la 
Ley de Sociedades de Capital], Spanish Royal Legislative Decree 4/2015, of 23 October, 
approving the revised text of the Spanish Securities Market Act [Ley del Mercado de Valores], 
and Spanish Royal Legislative Decree 21/2017, of 29 December, on urgent measures to adapt 
European Union securities market rules to Spanish law [Real Decreto Ley 21/2017, de medidas 
urgentes para la adaptación del derecho español a la normativa de la Unión Europea en materia 
del Mercado de Valores].  

The shares are nominative, and they are record as book entries and registered in the corresponding 
books of Iberclear (with registered address in Madrid, at Plaza de la Lealtad nº 1), and those of its 
authorised participants. The shares are denominated in euros.  

All of the shares, including those issued for the capital increase, will be ordinary and they must 
grant their holders the same voting and dividend rights as the shares currently in circulation as of 
the date that the capital increase is declared subscribed and paid out.  

3.5 If any, a description of any restrictions or conditions on the free transfer of shares compatible 
with trading on the AEM-REITs 

The shares issued by virtue of the capital increase may be subscribed freely, and they are not 
subject to any type of restrictions or conditions. 
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Vukile, Westbrooke, MEREV and MEREV’s shareholders signed a shareholder investment 
agreement with Morzal on 24 July 2018 entitled the "Investment and Shareholders' Agreement in 
relation to Morzal Property Iberia, S.L.". Under this agreement, the parties agreed to use the capital 
increase in this Abbreviated Capital Increase Document to contribute their shares in Castellana. 
This investment agreement will expire on the same day that Castellana's capital increase is 
registered in the mercantile register, and it specifies that the following will enter into force: (i) a 
new shareholders agreement between the same parties entitled the "Underwrite Agreement"; and 
(ii) a second agreement between the same shareholders entitled the "Castellana Placement and 
Share Purchase Agreement", that stipulates that once the capital increase has been approved by the 
Board of Directors, and if so resolved by Castellana’s Board of Directors, Castellana must be 
included as a company subject to the shareholders agreement. The relevant content of these 
agreements is described below. 

The "Underwrite Agreement” is subject to South African law and was signed by Westbrooke, 
Vukile and Morzal on 24 July 2018, just as it was amended on 28 November 2018, the date upon 
which Castellana acceded to the agreement. This agreement grants: 

a)! Westbrooke the right to compel Castellana to obtain, by June 2019 at the latest, a buyer (which 
may not be Vukile itself) for Westbrooke's shares in Castellana at a price defined in accordance 
with the parameters specified in the agreement, which must be 6.67 euros per share if the 
transaction is executed by 31 July 2019 at the latest (the “Agreed Price”). This right is called a 
"monetisation right". If Castellana fails to find a buyer for these shares within 30 days of 
Westbrooke requesting to exercise its right, then Vukile must find a buyer for them (that buyer 
may be Vukile itself) at the price negotiated (the “New Agreed Price”), which may not be higher 
than the Agreed Price. If the New Agreed Price is lower than the Agreed Price, Vukile must pay 
the difference between the two to Westbrooke. 

b)! If Westbrooke does not exercise its monetisation right by June 2019, Vukile will be entitled to 
procure a third-party buyer for Westbrooke’s Castellana shares (which may be Vukile itself or 
its subsidiaries) at the Agreed Price. If the New Agreed Price at which the shares are transferred 
is lower than the Agreed Price, Vukile must pay the difference between the two to Westbrooke. 

c)! Vukile is given the pre-emptive right of purchase if Westbrooke wants to dispose of all or part 
of its Castellana shares at any time. In this case, the purchase price for the shares will be, from 
the moment they are listed (i) the price Westbrooke included in the share offer notice it sent to 
Vukile, or (ii) the Agreed Price, whichever is lower. If Vukile does not exercise its right, then 
Westbrooke will have 30 days after the expiration of Vukile's right of first refusal to transfer its 
shares at a price that must not be lower than the price offered to Vukile.  

d)! Nevertheless, the agreement specifies a period ending in July 2019 during which Westbrooke 
may not dispose of its Castellana shares, encumber them or sign agreements for them, unless it 
does so to comply with the obligations envisaged in the agreement itself.  

e)! It also stipulates that Westbrooke must grant Vukile a usufruct for the economic rights deriving 
from its shares in Castellana. 
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If Vukile fails to comply with certain commitments under the financing agreements, then the 
prohibition stipulated in point (d) above will be lifted, the monetisation right will become 
immediately enforceable, and Vukile’s right of first refusal will not apply. 

Secondly, the "Castellana Placement and Share Purchase Agreement", is a contract under South 
African law signed by MEREV, Vukil and RMB (as the surety agent) on 28 November 2018. In 
accordance with this agreement, the parties agree to the following: 

a)! If there is a breach under a certain financing agreement with RMB or under the collateral granted 
and signed over to RMB, or if Castellana or Morzal breach any of the obligations they have 
assumed, then Castellana must act as MEREV's agent to procure the sale of MEREV's shares in 
Castellana to third parties (including Vukile) at a price of no less than 6.50 euros per share. Once 
a potential buyer is finally found, the parties will agree to implement and adopt any measures 
that may be necessary for formalising the Share Purchase Agreement, with their price paid 
directly into an account held by MEREV in RMB. If the sale of the shares is not completed for 
any reason, then Vukile must assume the obligation to find one or more buyers (expressly 
including the possibility for Vukile itself to be one of them) to buy the shares at a price 
established at its discretion and that must be paid no later than within the time period established 
in the agreement. 

b)! If MEREV wants to sell all or part of its Castellana shares at any time, then Vukile is granted a 
right of first refusal over the shares that MEREV wants to sell. To exercise this right of first 
refusal, Castellana must adhere to the deadlines and the procedure specified in the agreement. 

c)! Lastly, under this agreement MEREV grants Vukile the right to compel MEREV to sell its 
Castellana shares to one or more third parties at a specified price that under no circumstances 
may be less than the price indicted in the agreement. Vukile may exercise this right by the 
specified deadline if MEREV has received payment of three dividends. The price for these shares 
must be paid into an account held by RMB.  

 

4 OTHER INFORMATION OF INTEREST 

Not applicable 

 
5 REGISTERED ADVISER AND OTHER EXPERTS OR ADVISERS 
 
5.1 Information regarding the Registered Advisor, including possible relationships and 

connections with the Issuer  
 
In accordance with the requirements in AEM Circular 2/2018, establishing the need for a 
Registered Adviser in the AEM listing process for the REIT segment, and its continuation while 
the Company is listed on the market, on 2 November 2017 the Company contracted Renta 4 
Corporate, S.A. as the Registered Adviser for the admission process. 
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As a result of this appointment, from that date onwards Renta 4 Corporate, S.A. has been helping 
the Company to fulfil its obligations under Circular 16/2016.  
 
Renta 4 Corporate, S.A. was authorised by the board of directors of the AEM as a Registered 
Advisor on 2 June 2008, as set out in AEM Circular 16/2016; it is included among the first 13 
registered advisers approved by the market. 
 
Renta 4 Corporate, S.A. belongs to Renta 4 Banco, S.A., which was incorporated indefinitely as 
Renta 4 Terrasa, S.A. by way of public deed executed on 16 May 2001, and it is currently registered 
at the Madrid Mercantile Registry in volume 21,918, page 11, section B, sheet M-390614, with 
tax identification number A62585849, and with registered address at Paseo de la Habana 74, 
Madrid. On 21 June 2005, it changed its company name to Renta 4 Planificación Empresarial, 
S.A., and once again changed its name on 1 June 2007 to its current name. 
 
Renta 4 Corporate, S.A. will act at all times in carrying out its duties as Registered Adviser in 
accordance with the guidelines established in its Internal Code of Conduct. 
 
In addition, Renta 4 Banco, S.A., which belongs to the same Group as Renta 4 Corporate, S.A., 
acts as an Agent and Liquidity Provider. 
 
The Company and Renta 4 Banco, S.A. declare that, to date, there are no relationships or links 
between them beyond the one constituted by the appointment of the Registered Advisor and 
Liquidity Provider described above. 
 

5.2 Statements or third-party expert opinions including any qualifications and, where 
appropriate, any relevant interests held by the third party in the Issuer 
Colliers International, S.L., with registered address at calle Velázquez 94, 5º derecha 28006, 
Madrid, issued an independent appraisal report on Morzal’s assets on 15 June 2018. 
The Mercantile Registry of Madrid appointed Gesvalt Sociedad de Tasación, S.A. with tax 
identification code A80884372 and registered address at calle Alcalá 265, edificio 2B Madrid, to 
issue an independent expert report on Castellana’s capital increase. This report was issued on 20 
September 2018 (see Appendix II). 

5.3 Information regarding other advisers that have collaborated in the process of listing the 
newly issued shares on the AEM 

Apart from the advisers mentioned in the other sections of this Abbreviated Capital Increase 
Document, the following entities have provided advisory services to Castellana in relation to the 
listing of its shares from the capital increase on the AEM. 

I! Ashurst L.L.P., with tax identification number N0066146B and registered address at 
Alcalá, 44, Madrid, provided legal advisory services. 
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 
 

PROPOSAL AND REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON THE CAPITAL 
INCREASE THROUGH A NON-MONETARY CONTRIBUTION 

 
For! the!purpose!of! complying!with! section!300!of! the! Spanish!Corporate! Enterprises!Act! (Ley$de$
Sociedades$de$Capital),!the!Board!of!Directors!of!Castellana!Properties!Socimi,!S.A.!(“the!Company”)!
submits! the! following! proposal! and! report! on! the! capital! increase! through! a! nonImonetary!
contribution:!
!
AMOUNT!OF!THE!CAPITAL!INCREASE!THROUGH!A!NONIMONETARY!CONTRIBUTION:!A!proposal!has!
been! submitted! to! increase! the! Company’s! share! capital! by! THIRTYININE! MILLION! EUROS!
(€39,000,000)!through!the!issuance!of!39,000,000!shares!of!ONE!EURO!(€1)!par!value!each,!which!
will!be!subscribed!as!follows:!(i)!19,833,334!shares!by!Vukile!Property!Fund!Limited,!(ii)!5,833,333!
shares!by!Westbrooke!Yleld!Plus!S.á!r.L,!and!(iii)!13,333,333!shares!by!Morze!European!Real!Estate!
Ventures.!The!proposal!also! indicates!that!the!capital! increase!will!have!a!total!share!premium!of!
ONE!HUNDRED!NINETYIFIVE!MILLION!EUROS!(€195,000,000),!which!is!equal!to!a!share!premium!of!
FIVE! EUROS! (€5)! per! share.! All! of! the! shares! issued! in! the! capital! increase! and! the! premium!
corresponding!to!each!of!them!are!expected!to!be!paid!through!a!nonImonetary!contribution,!which!
constitutes!the!subject!matter!of!this!report.!For!clarification!purposes,!it!should!be!noted!that!the!
Company’s!shares!are!currently!admitted!to!listing!on!the!Alternative!Equities!Market.!
!
1.! NATURE'OF'THE'PLANNED'CONTRIBUTION'AND'IDENTITY'OF'THE'CONTRIBUTORS'

'

The! balancing! entry! of! the! increase! through! a! nonImonetary! contribution! will! consist! of!
39,000,000!shares,! representing!100%!of! the!share!capital!of!Morzal!Property! Iberia,!S.L.,!a!
company! with! registered! office! at! Glorieta! de! Rubén! Darío,! 3,! 1º! planta! derecha,! 28010,!
Madrid,! registered!with! the!Madrid!Mercantile!Registry!under!volume!37,517,!page!75!and!
sheet!MI660,777,!and!holder!of!tax!identification!number!BI88073085.!
!
The!shares!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!are!held!by!the!following!shareholders:!
!
(a)! numbers!1!to!3,010,!both!inclusive,!by!Morze'European'Real'Estate'Ventures,!a!limited!

liability!company!(société$á$responsabilité$limitée)!validly!incorporated!and!operational!in!
accordance!with!the!laws!of!the!Grand!Duchy!of!Luxembourg,!with!registered!office!at!58,!
rué! Charles! Martel,! LI2134,! Luxembourg,! registered! with! the! Luxembourg! Mercantile!
Registry!under!number!BI226129,!and!holder!of!tax!identification!number!N0186530B,!by!
way! of! a! public! deed! of! sale! executed! on! 32! July! 2018! before!Madrid!Notary! Antonio!
Morenés!Giles,!under!number!2,180!of!his!protocol;!
!

(b)! numbers!3,011!to!13,333,333,!both!inclusive,!by!Morze!European!Real!Estate!Ventures,!by!
virtue!of!the!subscription!of!the!shares!issued!in!the!capital!increase!of!Morzal!Property!
Iberia,!S.L.!on!31! July!2018,!which!was!executed! in!a!public!deed!on! this! same!date!by!
Madrid!Notary!Antonio!Morenés!Giles,!under!number!2,351!of!his!protocol;!
!

(c)! numbers!13,333,334! to!33,166,667,!both! inclusive,!by!Vukile'Property' Fund' Limited,! a!
company!incorporated!and!registered!in!accordance!with!the! laws!of!South!Africa,!with!
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registered!office!at!OneIonINinth!Building,!ground!floor,!on!the!corner!of!Glenhove!Rd!and!
9th! Street! I! Melrose! Estate,! Johannesburg,! South! Africa,! and! registered! with! the!
Mercantile! Registry! under! number! 2002/027194/06,! and! holder! of! tax! identification!
number!NI3.881.057IFI,!by!virtue!of! the!subscription!of! the!shares! issued! in! the!capital!
increase!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!on!31!July!2018,!which!was!executed!in!a!public!
deed!on!this!same!date!by!Madrid!Notary!Antonio!Morenés!Giles,!under!number!2,351!of!
his!protocol;!
!

(d)! numbers!33,166,668!to!39,000,000,!both! inclusive,!by!Westbrooke'Yield'Plus,'S.á'r.l.,!a!
limited! liability! company! (société$ á$ responsabilité$ limitée)! validly! incorporated! and!
operational! in! accordance! with! the! laws! of! the! Grand! Duchy! of! Luxembourg,! with!
registered! office! at! 3A,! Val! Ste! Croix,! LI1371! Luxembourg,! and! registered! with! the!
Luxembourg!Mercantile!Registry!(Registre$du$Commerce$et$des$Sociétés)!under!number!BI
218033226129,! and! holder! of! tax! identification! numberN0186535A,! by! virtue! of! the!
subscription!of!the!shares!issued!in!the!capital!increase!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!on!
31!July!2018,!which!was!executed!in!a!public!deed!on!this!same!date!by!Madrid!Notary!
Antonio!Morenés!Giles,!under!number!2,351!of!his!protocol.!
!

The! capital! increases! of! Morzal! Property! Iberia,! S.L.! have! yet! to! be! registered! with! the!
Mercantile!Registry!due!to!the!recent!date!of!the!corresponding!capital!increase!resolutions.!
!

2.! VALUATION'OF'THE'SHARES'CONTRIBUTED'

'

The!39,000,000!shares!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!that!would!be!contributed!to!subscribe!
the! capital! increase! are! valued! at! a! total! of! TWO!HUNDRED! THIRTYIFOUR!MILLION! EUROS!
(€234,000,000),!i.e.,!SIX!EUROS!(€6)!per!share.!
!
The!Company’s!Board!of!Directors!justifies!this!valuation!on!the!basis!of!the!value!of!the!assets!
and!liabilities!included!on!the!balance!sheet!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!
!
Yesterday!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!acquired!four!shopping!centres:!(i)!the!El!Faro!shopping!
centre!in!the!city!of!Badajoz,!(ii)!the!Vallsur!shopping!centre!in!the!city!of!Valladolid,!(iii)!the!
Bahía!Sur!shopping!centre!in!the!city!of!San!Fernando!(Cádiz),!and!(iv)!the!Los!Arcos!shopping!
centre!in!the!city!of!Seville.!The!value!of!the!Company’s!assets!amounts!to!FOUR!HUNDRED!
NINETY!MILLION!EUROS!(€490,000,000),!including!the!acquisition!cost!of!the!shopping!centres,!
taking! into!account! for! such!purposes!both! the!purchase!price!and! the!expenses!and! costs!
inherent!in!the!acquisition,!as!well!as!the!cash!currently!on!the!Company’s!balance!sheet.!
!
To!finance!the!acquisition,!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!entered!into!a!loan!agreement!for!TWO!
HUNDRED!FIFTYISIX!MILLION!EUROS!(€256,000,000).!The!remaining!price!(together!with!the!
intrinsic! expenses)! is! financed! through! shareholders’! equity,! which! amounted! to! TWO!
HUNDRED! THIRTYIFOUR! MILLION! EUROS! (€234,000,000)! on! the! balance! sheet! of! Morzal!
Property!Iberia,!S.L.!
!
Given!that!the!acquisition!by!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!of!the!assets!took!place!yesterday,!no!
unrealised! gains! have!been! generated.! Likewise,! there!were!no! assets! belonging! to!Morzal!
Property!Iberia,!S.L.!that!did!not!come!from!the!acquisition!of!the!shopping!centres.!
!
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The! value! of! Morzal! Property! Iberia,! S.L.! therefore! coincides! with! its! underlying! carrying!
amount,!represented!by!its!shareholders’!equity!amounting!to!TWO!HUNDRED!THIRTYIFOUR!
MILLION!EUROS!(€234,000,000),!i.e.,!SIX!EUROS!(€6)!per!share.!
!

3.! NUMBER'OF'SHARES'THAT'WOULD'BE'ISSUED'

'

The! capital! increase!proposed! in! this! report!would! include! the! issuance!of!39,000,000!new!
shares,!which!are!cumulative!and! indivisible,!with!a!par!value!of!ONE!EURO!(€1)!each.!Each!
share!would!be!issued!at!its!par!value!with!a!share!premium!of!FIVE!EUROS!(€5)!per!share.!Once!
the!administrative!proceedings!are!completed,!these!shares!would!be!listed!on!the!Alternative!
Equities!Market.!
!

4.! AMOUNT'OF'THE'CAPITAL'INCREASE'AND'GUARANTEES'TO'ENSURE'THE'EFFECTIVENESS'OF'

THE'INCREASE'

'

As!a!result!of!the!planned!nonImonetary!contribution,!the!Company’s!share!capital!would!be!
increased! by! THIRTYININE!MILLION! EUROS! (€39,000,000)! and,! therefore,!would! amount! to!
SEVENTYITWO! MILLION! NINE! HUNDRED! SIXTYISEVEN! THOUSAND! SEVEN! HUNDRED! AND!
THREE!EUROS!(€72,967,703).!Article!6!of!the!Company’s!Articles!of!Association!would!therefore!
be!amended!and!worded!as!follows:!
!

“Article)6.,)Share)capital.)
)
The$ share$ capital$ amounts$ to$ EUR$ 72,967,703,$ fully$ subscribed$ and$ paid,$
represented$by$72,967,703$ordinary$registered$shares$with$voting$rights,$all$of$
the$same$class$and$series,$with$a$par$value$of$EUR$1$each.”$

!
Due!to!the!nature!of!the!nonImonetary!contribution,!guarantees!do!not!need!to!be!provided!
in!relation!to!the!effectiveness!of!the!increase.!
!

5.! PERFORMANCE'OF' THE' CAPITAL' INCREASE' THROUGH'A'NONKMONETARY' CONTRIBUTION'

UNDER'THE'SPECIAL'TAX'REGIME'

'

The!capital!increase!subscribed!through!the!nonImonetary!contribution!of!all!of!the!shares!in!
the!share!capital!of!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!is!considered!a!share!exchange!and!is!carried!
out!in!accordance!with!the!special!tax!regime!for!mergers,!spinIoffs,!asset!contributions,!share!
exchanges!and!change!of!registered!office!of!a!European!company!or!a!European!cooperative!
entity!from!one!EU!Member!State!to!another!EU!Member!State!established!in!Chapter!VII!of!
Title!VII!of!Spanish!Law!27/2014,!of!27!November,!on!Corporation!Tax!(Corporation!Tax!Act,!
Ley$ del$ Impuesto$ sobre$ Sociedades),! the! tax! regime! under! which! the! transaction! will! be!
performed.!For!these!purposes,!the!communication!envisaged!in!section!28!will!be!sent!to!the!
Spanish!Tax!Administration.!
!
As!a!result!of!the!transaction,!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!will!have!met!one!of!the!requirements!
envisaged!in!Spanish!Law!16/2012,!of!27!December,!governing!real!estate!investment!trusts!
(Ley$ por$ la$ que$ se$ regulan$ las$ Sociedades$ Anónimas$ Cotizadas$ de$ Inversión$ en$ el$Mercado$
Inmobiliario),! which! is! that! of! listing! its! shares,! a! requirement! that! will! be! met! since! the!
Company’s!shares!are!listed!on!the!Alternative!Equities!Market;!this!transaction!is!necessary!to!
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adapt! the!corporate! structure! in!order! for!Morzal!Property! Iberia,!S.L.! to!adhere! to! the! tax!
regime!envisaged!in!this!Act.!The!transaction!is!therefore!considered!to!be!carried!out!on!valid!
economic!grounds!for!the!purposes!of!that!established!in!section!89.2!of!the!Corporation!Tax!
Act.!

!
In!Madrid,!01!August!2018!
!
CHAIRMAN'AND'DIRECTOR' ' DEPUTY'CHAIRMAN'AND'DIRECTOR!
[illegible$signature]!! ! [illegible$signature]!
Laurence'Gary'Rapp' ' Jorge'Moran'Sánchez!
' ' '

DIRECTOR' ' DIRECTOR!
[illegible$signature]!! ! [illegible$signature]!
Michael'John'Potts' ' Adam'Lee'Morze!
! ! !
DIRECTOR' ' DIRECTOR!
[illegible$signature]!! ! [illegible$signature]!
Alfonso'Brunet'MoralesKArce' ' Rubén'Pérez'Maíllo!
! ! !
DIRECTOR' ' DIRECTOR!
[illegible$signature]!! ! [illegible$signature]!
Guillermo'Massó'López' ' Nigel'George'Payne)
!
'
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!

CASTELLANA(PROPERTIES(SOCIMI,(S.A.(

Glorieta!de!Rubén!Darío,!3!–!1ª!Planta!derecha!

28010!Madrid!(Madrid)!Tax!identification!number!–!A87293015!

Madrid,!20!September!2018!

On!7!August!2018!we!received!the!appointment!from!the!Honourable!

Mercantile! Registrar! of! Madrid! to! act! as! independent! experts! in!

relation!to!the!capital!increase!through!a!non%monetary!contribution!

requested! by! CASTELLANA! PROPERTIES! SOCIMI,! S.A.,! as! placed! on!

record!in!file!no.!555/18.!

!

In! accordance! with! this! request! and! by! virtue! of! that! established!

pursuant!to!section!67!of!Legislative!Royal!Decree!1/2010,!of!20!July,!

approving!the!revised!text!of!the!Spanish!Corporate!Enterprises!Act,!

GESVALT! SOCIEDAD!DE! TASACIÓN,! S.A.! (gesvalt)! has! prepared! this!

report! on! the! aforementioned! non%monetary! contributions,! under!

the!terms!and!for!the!purposes!envisaged!in!the!Spanish!Corporate!

Enterprises!Act!and!in!the!Mercantile!Registry!Regulations.!

!

The! results! of! the! study! and! analysis! that! we! carried! out! are!

presented!below.!

!

!
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1.! EXECUTIVE(SUMMARY(
(
The!result!of!the!report!on!the!capital!increase!through!a!non%monetary!contribution,!expected!to!be!made!to!CASTELLANA!PROPERTY!SOCIMI,!S.A.,!

composed!of!the!Shares!that!are!described!above,!and!as!developed!in!subsequent!paragraphs,!is!shown!as!follows:!

!

NAV((31/08/2018)( ! LOWER(RANGE( MIDDLE(RANGE( UPPER(RANGE(
! ! ! ! !

Equity( ❶! €235,379,414.26( €235,379,414.26( €235,379,414.26(
!

Gains!on!assets!

!

❷!

!

€J28,447,631.02(
!

€J4,382,631.02(
!

€19,682,368.98(
Capital!gains!tax!(0%)! ❸! €0.00( €0.00( €0.00(
Gains!net!of!taxes! ! €J28,447,631.02( €J4,382,631.02( €19,682,368.98(
Adjusted(equity((NAV)( ❶+❷J❸( €206,931,783.24( €230,996,783.24( €255,061,783.24(
!

!

Number!of!shares!

! !

39,000,000!

!

39,000,000!

!

39,000,000!

Units! ! €5.31!/share! €5.92!/share! €6.54!/share!

!

Based!on!the!scope,!the!information!used!and!the!various!valuation!methodologies!applied!in!our!work,!the!result!of!the!valuation!carried!out!and!

taking!into!account!the!relevant!matters!to!be!taken!into!consideration!when!interpreting!the!results!of!our!work!and!for!the!exclusive!purpose!of!

complying!with!the!requirements!established!in!section!67!of!the!Spanish!Corporate!Enterprises!Act,!we!consider!that!the!value!of!the!aforementioned!

non%monetary!contribution!corresponds!at! least!to!the!par!value!plus!the!share!premium!of!the!shares!that!CASTELLANA!PROPERTIES!SOCIMI,!S.A.!

intends!to!issue!as!a!balancing!entry!in!the!amount!of!€243,000,000,!with!€39,000,000!corresponding!to!the!capital!increase!through!the!issuance!of!

39,000,000!new!shares,!with!a!par!value!of!€1!each,!and!with!a!total!share!premium!of!€195,000,000,!which!represents!€5!per!share.!

! !
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2.! PURPOSE(AND(SCOPE(
(
2.1.( Purpose(
(
In!accordance!with! section!67!of! the!Spanish!Corporate!Enterprises!Act!and!

sections!133,!338!et!seq.!of!Royal!Decree!1784/1996,!of!19!July,!approving!the!

Mercantile! Registry! Regulations! (the! “Mercantile! Registry! Regulations”),!

Gesvalt,!S.A.!was!appointed!as!an!independent!expert!to!prepare!the!report!on!

the! capital! increase! through! non%monetary! contributions! that! CASTELLANA!

PROPERTIES! SOCIMI,! S.A.! intends! to! carry! out,! under! the! terms! and! for! the!

purposes! envisaged! in! the! Spanish! Corporate! Enterprises! Act! and! in! the!

Mercantile!Registry!Regulations.!

!

This! capital! increase! will! consist! of! the! contribution! of! 39,000,000! shares,!

numbered! from!1! to!39,000,000,!both! inclusive,!which! constitute! the!entire!

share! capital! of!Morzal! Property! Iberia,! S.L.,! a! company! incorporated!under!

Spanish! law,! with! registered! office! at! Glorieta! de! Rubén! Darío,! 3,! 28010,!

Madrid,!registered!with!the!Madrid!Mercantile!Registry!under!volume!37,517,!

page! 75! and! sheet! M%660,777,! and! holder! of! tax! identification! number! B%

88073085!(the!“Shares”).!

!

With! this! non%monetary! contribution! of! the! Shares,! all! of! the! assets! and!

liabilities!held!by!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.!would!be!indirectly!contributed!

to!the!Company.!The!only!assets!held!by!Morzal!Property!Iberia,!S.L.! include!

the!following!four!shopping!centres:!(i)!the!Vallsur!shopping!centre!in!the!city!

of!Valladolid,!(ii)the!Los!Arcos!shopping!centre!in!the!city!of!Seville,!(iii)!the!El!

Faro! shopping!centre! in! the!city!of!Badajoz,!and! (iv)! the!Bahía!Sur! shopping!

centre!in!the!city!of!San!Fernando!(Cádiz).!

!

If! the! capital! increase! and! the! issuance! and! subscription! of! the! Company’s!

shares!are!carried!out,!the!share!capital!of!CASTELLANA!PROPERTIES!SOCIMI,!

S.A.!would!increase!by!€39,000,000!through!the!issuance!of!39,000,000!shares,!

with! a! par! value! of! €1! each.! This! capital! increase!would! have! a! total! share!

premium!of!€195,000,000,!whereby!each!share!issued!would!have!a!premium!

of! €5! per! share.!Once! the! administrative! proceedings! are! completed,! these!

shares!will!be!listed!on!the!Alternative!Equities!Market.!

!

The! total! value! of! the! non%monetary! contribution! will! consist! of! all! of! the!

Shares!amounting!to!€234,000,000.!

!

!

!

2.2.( Scope(J(Information(provided(
(
Throughout! the! course! of! the! study,! we! had! access! to! the! following!

information,! obtained! from! the! sources! indicated! and! considered! to! be!

reliable:!

!

! !
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−! Financial!statements!at!31!August!2018!of!Morzal!

Property!Iberia,!S.L.!

−! Carrying!amounts!of! the! investment!property!at!

the!date!of!the!valuation.!

−! Report!on!the!market!value!of! the!assets! issued!

by!Colliers!International,!dated!15!June!2018.!

! !

! !

!

−! Databases! and! recent! valuation! reports! of!

GESVALT!SOCIEDAD!DE!TASACIÓN,!S.A.!

−! Public!information!of!official!bodies.!

−! Other!information!published!relating!to!financial!

aggregates!in!the!sector!(accessible!databases).!

−! Biography:!

o! Company!valuation!manuals!edited!by!the!

Spanish! Association! of! Accounting! and!

Business!Administration!(AECA).!

o! Bibliography! edited! for! CEVE! ®! (Spanish!

Institute!of!Financial!Analysts)!

o! Red!Book!Ed!2017!(©!Royal! Institution!of!

Chartered!Surveyors!(RICS)!

!

!

Accordingly,!we!consider!it!necessary!to!point!out!that!the!work!of!this!report!

is!not!to!inspect!the!origin!of!the!line!items!included!in!the!accounting!records!

provided,!which!are!assumed!to!be!data!for!this!work.!The!conclusions!

reached!are!therefore!closely!linked!to!the!accuracy!of!the!information!

provided.!

!

!

!

!

!
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3.! INFORMATION(ON(THE(COMPANY(WHOSE(SHARES(ARE(
CONTRIBUTED(

(
•!Name:(Morzal(Property(Iberia,(S.L.(

(
The!Company!was! incorporated!on!6!April!2018.! Its! corporate!purpose! is!as!

follows:!

!

(A)(The(Company’s(main(corporate(purpose(is:(

(i)! The!acquisition!and!development!of!urban!properties!earmarked!for!

lease.!

(ii)! The!holding!of!equity!interests!in!real!estate!investment!trusts!(REITs)!

or!in!other!non%resident!entities!in!Spain!that!have!the!same!corporate!purpose!

and! that! operate! under! a! regime! similar! to! that! established! for! REITs! with!

regard! to! the!mandatory!profit! distribution!policy!established!by! law!or! the!

Articles!of!Association.!

(iii)! The! holding! of! equity! interests! in! other! resident! or! non%resident!

entities! in! Spain,! the!main! corporate! purpose! of!which! is! the! acquisition! of!

urban!properties!earmarked!for!lease,!and!that!operate!under!the!same!regime!

established! for!REITs!with! regard! to! the!mandatory!profit!distribution!policy!

established! by! law! or! the! Articles! of! Association! and! meet! the! investment!

requirements!established!for!REITs.!

(iv)! The! holding! of! shares! or! equity! interests! in! collective! real! estate!

investment!undertakings!governed!by!Spanish!Law!35/2003,!of!4!November,!

on! collective! investment! undertakings! (Collective! Investment! Undertakings!

Act,!Ley$de$Instituciones$de$Inversión$Colectiva).!

(B)(The(Company(may(also(carry(out(the(following(activities:(

(i)! The! purchase! and! sale! of! any! properties,! and! the! development,!

subdivision,! urban! planning,! lease! and! management! of! all! manner! of!

properties,!including!their!construction!and!sale.!

(ii)! The!acquisition,!holding,!use,!swap,!sale!and!management!of!Spanish!

or!foreign!marketable!securities,!as!well!as!any!type!of!securities!or!rights,!such!

as! interests! in! limited! liability! companies,! that! grant! ownership! interest! in!

companies,!all!for!its!own!account!and!without!intermediation.!

The! Company’s! balance! sheet! at! the! date! of! valuation! (31! August! 2018)! is!

shown!below:!

!

ASSETS 2018 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 485,682,631.02 

Assets 486,047,015.34 

Accumulated depreciation and 
amortisation 

-364,384.32 

 
CURRENT ASSETS 

 
19,975,186.52 

Trade receivables 210,954.84 

Input VAT 1,612,835.03 

Cash 18,151,396.65 

TOTAL ASSETS 505,657,817.54 

(
!

The!most!important!assets!in!the!economic!structure!of!the!balance!sheet!are!

the! investment!properties.!The!potential! for!generating!profit! through!these!

investments!is!noteworthy!of!mention.!

!

! !
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!

EQUITY(AND(LIABILITIES( 2018(
EQUITY( 235,379,414.26(
Share!capital! 39,000,000.00!

Share!premium! 195,000,000.00!

Profit! 1,379,414.26!

!

CURRENT(LIABILITIES(
!

12,514,623.17(
PREPAID!EXPENSES! 666.76!

Short%term!loans!from!

shareholders!

3,010.00!

Sundry!accounts!payable! 923,003.97!

Provision!for!invoices!receivable! 10,945,306.41!

Tax!withholdings!and!

prepayments!

3,302.32!

Output!VAT! 637,933.71!

Payable!to!Group!companies! 1,400.00!

!

FINANCIAL(LIABILITIES(
!

257,763,780.11(
Security!deposits! 1,702,792.38!

Additional!guarantees! 2,269,398.84!

Interest!on!debts! 364,088.89!

Long%term!loans! 253,427,500.00!

TOTAL(EQUITY(AND(LIABILITIES( 505,657,817.54(
!

The!Company!is!mainly!financed!through!non%current!liabilities,!which!are!

basically!made!up!of!long%term!loans.!
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4.! THEORY(ON(THE(VALUATION(OF(COMPANIES(
(
According to IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement, the main valuation 
techniques for all assets are based on three general approaches –cost 
approach, market approach and income approach (appendices B5 to 
B30)-, which are in line with the international valuation standards 
issued by the IVSC (International Valuation Standards Committee). 
Pursuant to this standard, and applied to the valuation of companies, 
a series of adaptable methodologies that are described below are thus 
applied. 

!

4.1.( Valuation(methods(
(
Several valuation methods are used in practice for assessing operations 
and businesses, with those generally used being as follows: 
 

−! Discounted cash flow 

−! Multiples analysis of comparable companies 

−! Multiples analysis of comparable transactions 

−! Equity adjusted by unrealised gains 
 
Each of these methods are briefly described below. 
 

DISCOUNTED!CASH!FLOW!(Income!Approach)!
This is without a doubt the most widely used method for valuating 
companies due to its thoroughness and analytical capacity. 

With this approach, the value of the Company corresponds to the 
discounting of the net cash flows that are available for operations to 
provide returns to shareholders and third parties, once taxes are paid 
and the capital investments that are required to maintain operation are 
made. The main advantages are the possibility of examining the factors 
that create value for operations and explicitly recognising the time 
value of the cash flows generated by the business. 
!

MULTIPLES! ANALYSIS! OF! COMPARABLE! COMPANIES!

(Market!Approach)!
This valuation technique is attractive due to its apparent simplicity and 
ease of application. It is based on the assumption that securities 
markets are, in one way or another, efficient and include all 
information available on the businesses in their market prices. 
 
Therefore, the majority of the valuation work has already been carried 
out by the market, and the only problem is selecting a group of 
companies that are comparable to that subject to valuation and that 
are also listed on stock market. 
!

MULTIPLES!ANALYSIS!OF!COMPARABLE!TRANSACTIONS!

(Market!Approach)!
An analysis of the closing prices of transactions for the purchase and 
sale of businesses belonging to the same industry or sector may provide 
information on the range of values to be used for the valuation of the 
business. 
! !
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EQUITY!ADJUSTED!BY!UNREALISED!GAINS!(Market!and!

Cost!Approach)!
This is considered the value that a buyer would be willing to pay for all 
assets that the Group has at market value or that the buyer would 
obtain from selling the Company’s assets also at market value. 
 
This market value of the assets, together with the accounting 
adjustments to be made to the Company’s actual equity, would give us 
the economic value of the Group. This method is often used for 
companies with important fixed assets (securities portfolios or real 
estate assets) for which the projected future cash flows is less 
predictable and may be adjusted over time. 
!

4.2.( Methodology(used(
(
The Company subject to analysis is an asset-holding company. 
Therefore, the most suitable process would be to use the equity 
adjusted by the market value of the investments held thereby, the 
majority of which can be identified through an independent appraisal. 
 
We can therefore determine the value of the Company to be the value 
of all assets held thereby, less any third-party borrowings assumed to 
obtain these assets. More specifically, this value is calculated by taking 
the difference between the Actual Total Assets (ATA) of the Company 
and the claimable liabilities or third-party borrowings (TPB), existing 
at the time of the valuation, in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles, that is: 

!

!

!

This value coincides with the adjusted equity (AE’) and, therefore, can 
be calculated directly by adding the various components that make up 
the equity on the balance sheet, adjusted by deferred income, treasury 
shares in assets, dividends approved and paid on shares, and by 
subtracting all manner of fictitious assets. 
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5.! VALUATION(PROCESS(
!

In order to determine whether the value of the capital increase through 
a non-monetary contribution, consisting of the contribution of 
39,000,000 shares, numbered from 1 to 39,000,000, both inclusive, 
which constitutes the entire share capital of Morzal Property Iberia, 
S.A., corresponds to the par value plus the share premium of the 
shares, CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. will carry out the 
valuation of these shares in accordance with the following process: 
 

•! Identification of items subject to valuation other than 
accounting valuation. 

•! Adjustments to market values based on direct information. 
•! Application of the valuation. 
•! Comparison of the value with the exchange value envisaged for 

the shares. 

!

!

5.1.( Identification(of(relevant(assets(and(liabilities(
(
In order to apply the process of using equity adjusted by the market 
value of the investments held thereby, it is important to isolate those 
assets that have a market value other than that which appears on the 
balance sheet (nominal value). 
 
The following items stand out on the Company’s balance sheet at 31 
August 2018: 

Investment!property!
The detail of the assets that make up this line item, according to the 
information provided, is attached. In order to apply the adjusted equity 
process, these properties must be recognised at market value through 
appraisals carried out by Colliers International: 
!

( Carrying(amount( (
Bahía!Sur!shopping!centre! €118,762,857.69!

El!Faro!shopping!centre! €160,687,061.91!

Los!Arcos!shopping!centre! €113,047,709.45!

Vallsur!shopping!centre! €93,549,386.30!

( €486,047,015.34((
!

!

Financial!debt!
!

After having analysed the Company’s financial debt, and based on the 
nature thereof, we consider that the interest rates and the spread 
applied based on the credit quality of the issuer are in line with market 
parameters. Consequently, we will use the carrying amount as the 
reference equal to its present market value. 
!

Other!items!on!the!balance!sheet!
!

The other items on the balance sheet were taken into consideration at 
the carrying amount, since, due to their nature and the information 
provided, they may have a market value similar to their carrying 
amount at the time of the valuation. 
! !
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5.2.( Fair(value(adjustments(
(
As previously mentioned, only the valuation of the items included 
under investment property is analysed. 

!

INVESTMENT!PROPERTY!PORTFOLIO!AT!31/08/2018!
!

Pursuant to IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement, the use of relevant 
observable inputs is maximised in order to thus comply with the 
objective of measurement at fair value. 
 
In this regard, the independent appraisals carried out were provided as 
data, and are considered to be data for this analysis. We have used 
these verifications as objective data for our opinion and assume that 
the procedures as well as the results have been adequate for the 
request carried out thereon. 
 
In turn, it can be affirmed that Gesvalt Sociedad de Tasación, S.A. 
carried out the following analysis process with regard to the valuations 
of the property assets: 
 
•! Verification of the application method. 
•! Verification of the location and description of each item. 
•! Identification of the variables applied. 
•! Understanding of the calculations obtained. 
 

Once this information was verified, we considered the conclusions 
obtained in the reports to be reasonable. 

The Company’s properties, along with their carrying amounts and 
market values, are set forth below. The gross difference (gains/losses) 
arising therefrom is as follows: 

!

( Carrying(amount( Market(value( Difference(

Bahía!Sur!shopping!centre! €118,762,857.69!! €118,800,000.00!! €37,142.31!

El!Faro!shopping!centre! €160,687,061.91!! €157,400,000.00!! €%3,287,061.91!

Los!Arcos!shopping!centre! €113,047,709.45! €112,000,000.00! €%1,047,709.45!

Vallsur!shopping!centre! €93,549,386.30! €93,100,000.00! €%449,386.30!

! €486,047,015.34! €481,300,000.00! €J4,747,015.34!

!

The total carrying amount of the properties is €486,047,015.47, 
whereas their total market value, obtained through the appraisals 
performed by Colliers International, would amount to €481,300,000.00. 
The gross difference (losses) obtained from these values amounts to €-
4,747,015.34. 
 
For the purpose of providing a range of market values for the 
properties, we have calculated an upper and a lower range, obtained 
by using the following assumption: 

�! Change of +/- 5.00% in market values. 
!

Gains on INVESTMENT PROPERTY Lower range Middle range Upper range 

Carrying amount €485,682,631.02 €485,682,631.02  €485,682,631.02 

Market value €457,235,000.00 €481,300,000.00  €505,365,000.00 

Gain €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02  €19,682,368.98 

!

! !
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5.3.( Result(of(the(valuation(
(
The result of the valuation is broken down as follows: 
!
NAV (31/08/2018) ! LOWER RANGE MIDDLE RANGE UPPER RANGE 

 !    

Equity ❶! €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 

Gains on assets ❷ €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Capital gains tax (0%) ❸ €0.00 €0.00 €0.00 

Gains net of taxes  €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Adjusted equity (NAV) ❶+❷-❸ €206,931,783.24 €230,996,783.24 €255,061,783.24 

Number of shares  39,000,000 39,000,000 39,000,000 

Units  €5.31 /share €5.92 /share €6.54 /share 

!

!

5.4.( Restrictions(on(the(distribution(of(dividends(
(
According to the information provided by the Petitioner of this report, 
there is a possibility that Morzal Property Iberia, S.L. will distribute the 
amount of the profit accumulated prior to the non-monetary 
contribution of its Shares as interim dividends. This would represent a 
reduction in the equity on which the valuation is based, and the balance 
sheet would be as follows: 

!

ASSETS 2018 
NON-CURRENT ASSETS 485,682,631.02 
Assets 486,047,015.34 
Accumulated depreciation and 
amortisation 

-364,384.32 

 

CURRENT ASSETS 
 

18,595,772.26 
Trade receivables 210,954.84 
Input VAT 1,612,835.03 
Cash 16,771,982.39 
  
TOTAL ASSETS 504,278,403.28 

(
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 2018 
EQUITY 234,000,000.00 
Share capital 39,000,000.00 
Share premium 195,000,000.00 
Profit 0.0 
 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
 

12,514,623.17 
PREPAID EXPENSES 666.76 
Short-term loans from shareholders 3,010.00 
Sundry accounts payable 923,003.97 
Provision for invoices receivable 10,945,306.41 
Tax withholdings and prepayments 3,302.32 
Output VAT 637,933.71 
Payable to Group companies 1,400.00 
 

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES 
 

257,763,780.11 
Security deposits 1,702,792.38 
Additional guarantees 2,269,398.84 
Interest on debts 364,088.89 
Long-term loans 253,427,500.00 
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 504,278,403.28 

!

Based on this equity, and following the same valuation process as 
described in the previous pages, the resulting range of values in this 
scenario would be as follows: 
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NAV (31/08/2018) ! LOWER RANGE MIDDLE RANGE UPPER RANGE 

 !    

Equity ❶! €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 

 !    

Dividends  €-1,379,000.00 €-1,379,000.00 €-1,379,000.00 

Gains on assets ❷ €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Capital gains tax (0%) ❸ €0.00 €0.00 €0.00 

Gains net of taxes  €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Adjusted equity (NAV) ❶+❷-❸ €205,552,783.24 €229,617,783.24 €253,682,783.24 

Number of shares  39,000,000 39,000,000 39,000,000 

Units  €5.27 /share €5.89 /share €6.50 /share 

!

!

5.5.( Matters(to(be(taken(into(consideration(
(
Having valued the business based on the discounted cash flows, and 
taking into account the comments on the assets not assigned to 
operations, the following caveats should be pointed out: 

−! Our conclusion must be interpreted within the context, scope and 
procedures used in our work, without this giving rise to any liability 
in addition to that related to the reasonableness of the valuation 
procedures analysed and the results obtained. 

−! Our work is of an independent and external nature and, therefore, 
the result this work is free from connections to the opinions of 
agents related to the Company or others. 

−! The result of this work is linked to the accuracy of the information 
provided. In this regard, the information provided by the petitioner 
is considered to be closely linked to the results obtained, which 
means that the result is conditional upon its consistency with the 
accounting reality of the Company valued. 

−! The figures included in the balance sheet were not checked against 
the supporting documentation, such as deeds, deposit certificates 

or verification of entries, since these verifications are not included 
in the scope of the work requested. 

−! With regard to the items for which the carrying amount is used as 
the best approximation, the criterion is adopted based on the 
nature of the item included under each heading. 

−! To determine the tax effect on the gain analysed, a tax rate of 0% 
was used, based on a reasoned process, due to the fact that Morzal 
Property Iberia, S.L. is subject to the special tax regime envisaged 
in Spanish Law 11/2009 governing REITs (REIT Act, Ley 11/2009 que 

regula a las SOCIMI). 

−! The financial statements were not audited or revised by auditor, 
since they are interim financial statements. The result of the 
valuation is therefore linked to the accuracy of this information. 

−! The opinion adopted by GESVALT SOCIEDAD DE TASACIÓN, S.A. in 
this document favourably assesses both the process used for the 
valuation and the results obtained, but limits the scope thereof to 
carrying out the effective valuation with regard to other purposes, 
situations and specific considerations. 
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6.! CONCLUSION(
(
GESVALT SOCIEDAD DE TASACIÓN, S.A. (gesvalt), registered under no. 
4,455 in the Appraisal Specialists Registry of the Bank of Spain on 27 
May 1994, by appointment of Concepción Rodríguez Gil, the Mercantile 
Registrar, has drafted this independent expert report in relation to the 
capital increase through a non-monetary contribution to be carried out 
by CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 
 
Based on the scope, the information used and the valuation 
methodology applied in our work, the result of the valuation carried 
out and taking into account the relevant matters to be taken into 
consideration when interpreting the results of our work and for the 
exclusive purpose of complying with the requirements established in 
section 67 of the Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act, we considered that 
the value of the aforementioned non-monetary contribution, with 
regard to the two scenarios analysed, corresponds at least to the par 
value plus the share premium of the shares that CASTELLANA 
PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. intends to issue as a balancing entry in the 
amount of €243,000,000, with €39,000,000 corresponding to the capital 
increase through the issuance of 39,000,000 new shares, with a par 
value of €1 each, and with a total share premium of €195,000,000, 
which represents €5 per share. 

!

SCENARIO!WITHOUT!PRIOR!DISTRIBUTION!OF!DIVIDENDS!

!
NAV (31/08/2018) ! LOWER RANGE MIDDLE RANGE UPPER RANGE 

 !    

Equity ❶! €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 

 !    

Gains on assets ❷ €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Capital gains tax (0%) ❸ €0.00 €0.00 €0.00 

Gains net of taxes  €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Adjusted equity (NAV) ❶+❷-❸ €206,931,783.24 €230,996,783.24 €255,061,783.24 

Number of shares  39,000,000 39,000,000 39,000,000 

Units  €5.31 /share €5.92 /share €6.54 /share 

!
NAV (31/08/2018) ! LOWER RANGE MIDDLE RANGE UPPER RANGE 

 !    

Equity ❶! €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 €235,379,414.26 

 !    

Dividends  €-1,379,000.00 €-1,379,000.00 €-1,379,000.00 

Gains on assets ❷ €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Capital gains tax (0%) ❸ €0.00 €0.00 €0.00 

Gains net of taxes  €-28,447,631.02 €-4,382,631.02 €19,682,368.98 

Adjusted equity (NAV) ❶+❷-❸ €205,552,783.24 €229,617,783.24 €253,682,783.24 

Number of shares  39,000,000 39,000,000 39,000,000 

Units  €5.27 /share €5.89 /share €6.50 /share 

!

By virtue of the appointment as independent experts, and under the 
terms and conditions of our proposal for professional services, we ratify 
this opinion and sign this document. 
!

! !



 
 

File no. 2018-042751-99 

!

21!|!Non%monetary!capital!increase!%!CASTELLANA!PROPERTIES!SOCIMI,!S.A. 

 
!

Conditioning!factors!and!caveats:!
"! The conclusions are conditional upon the matters included in section 5.4 of 

this report, which have been taken into account in carrying out the 
valuation. 

"! The information provided was obtained directly from the petitioner of this 
report, which assumes responsibility for the accuracy of such information, 
and is assumed to be valid in order to draw up the conclusions. 

 
GESVALT SOCIEDAD DE TASACIÓN, S.A. does not assume any obligation 
for the ownership of or liability arising from the properties valued, nor 
does it have any specific interests in these properties. The economic 
compensation received for preparing this report is not subject to the 
valuation conclusions reached. 
 
Madrid, 20 September 2018 
 
GESVALT SOCIEDAD DE TASACIÓN, S.A. 
  

 

 
[illegible signature]  [illegible signature] [illegible signature] 
Victoria García Sánchez Roberto Guíñales Agustín Sergio Espadero Colmenar 
Consultor Advisory Services Business & Intangible Assets Manager Director Advisory Services 
 Advisory Services Company representative 
 CEVE® Miembro IEAF  

 
 
This report consists of 20 pages and is valid for six months from the date of issue. Final date of validity: 
20 March 2019. This appraisal report appears in the Company archives under file no. 2018-042751-99 
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APPENDIX III Interim condensed consolidated financial statements for the six-

month period ended 30 September 2018 of Castellana Properties 
SOCIMI, S.A. 
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LIMITED REVIEW REPORT ON THE INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 
To the shareholders of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A.: 
 
Introduction 
 
We have carried out a limited review of the accompanying interim condensed consolidated financial 
statements of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. (“the Parent”) and subsidiaries (“the Group”), which 
comprise the interim condensed consolidated balance sheet as at 30 September 2018, and the interim 
condensed consolidated income statement, interim condensed consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income, interim condensed consolidated statement of changes in equity, interim condensed consolidated 
statement of cash flows and explanatory notes to the interim condensed consolidated financial statements 
for the six-month interim period then ended. The Parent’s directors are responsible for the preparation of 
these interim financial statements in accordance with the requirements of International Accounting 
Standard (IAS) 34, Interim Financial Reporting, as adopted by the European Union, on the preparation of 
interim condensed information. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on these interim consolidated 
financial statements based on our limited review. 
 
Scope of the review 
 
We have carried out our limited review in accordance with International Standard on Review Engagements 
2400 “Engagement to review financial statements”. A limited review of interim financial statements 
consists of making inquiries, primarily of the persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and 
applying analytical and other review procedures. A limited review is substantially less in scope than an 
audit conducted in accordance with current audit regulations in Spain and, consequently it does not enable 
us to obtain assurance that we would become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an 
audit. Accordingly, we do not express an audit opinion on the accompanying interim condensed 
consolidated financial statements. 
 
Conclusion 
 
As a result of our limited review, which under no circumstances may be considered an audit of financial 
statements, nothing has come to our attention that might cause us to believe that the accompanying 
interim condensed consolidated financial statements for the six-month period ended 30 September 2018 
were not prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the requirements of International 
Accounting Standard (IAS) 34, Interim Financial Reporting, as adopted by the European Union, for the 
preparation of interim condensed financial statements. 
!  
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Emphasis of matter 
 
We draw attention to Note 2.1 to the accompanying financial statements, which indicates that the 
aforementioned accompanying interim condensed consolidated financial statements do not include all the 
information that would be required for a complete set of consolidated financial statements prepared in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union and, 
therefore, the accompanying interim condensed consolidated financial statements should be read together 
with the Group’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2018. Our conclusion is 
not modified with regard to this matter. 
 
Other matters 
 
This report was prepared at the Board's request in relation to the publication of the six-month financial 
report required by Circular 6/2018 of the Alternative Equities Market on “Information to be provided by 
growth companies and REITs listed for trading on the Alternative Equities Market”. 
 

PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditores, S.L. 
 
[illegible signature] 
Rafael Pérez Guerra 
 
13 November 2018 
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CASTELLANA'PROPERTIES'SOCIMI,'S.A.'AND'SUBSIDIARIES'
'
INTERIM'CONDENSED'CONSOLIDATED'BALANCE'SHEET'
(Expressed!in!thousands!of!euros)!
!
!
!
! !

Notes'
At'30'

September'
2018'

At'31'March'
2018'

!
Assets' ! ! !
NonPcurrent'assets' ! ! !
Property,!plant!and!equipment! ! 72! 58!
Investment!property! 6! 406,260! 308,050!
Other!non7current!financial!assets! 7! 2,889! 2,329!
Deferred!tax!assets! ! 52! !
! ! 409,273' 310,437'
Current'assets' ! ! !
Trade!receivables!for!sales!and!services! 7! 363! 546!
Trade!receivables!from!related!parties! 7!and!13! 280! 617!
Other!accounts!receivable!from!public!authorities! ! 656! 920!
Current!prepayments!and!accrued!income! ! 74' !
Cash!and!cash!equivalents! ! 14,231! 16,026!
! ! 15,604' 18,109'
Total'assets' ! 424,877' 328,546'
! ! ' '
!
!
!
Notes!1!to!16!form!an!integral!part!of!these!interim!condensed!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
!
! '
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CASTELLANA'PROPERTIES'SOCIMI,'S.A.'AND'SUBSIDIARIES'
'
INTERIM'CONDENSED'CONSOLIDATED'BALANCE'SHEET'
(Expressed!in!thousands!of!euros)!
!
!

Notes'
At'30'

September'
2018'

At'31'March'
2018'

Equity' ! ! !
Share!capital! 8! 33,968! 26,298!
Share!premium! 8! 155,845! 118,832!
Legal!reserve! 9! 148! 15!
Other!reserves! 9! 9,422! 8,548!
Treasury!shares! 8! (300)! !
Retained!earnings! 9! 28,064! 22,711!
Interim!dividend! 9! (10,948)! !
Profit!for!the!year! ! 18,412! 6,651!
Valuation!adjustments! 9! (329)! (210)!
! ! 234,282' 182,845'
'
Liabilities'

! ! !

NonPcurrent'liabilities' ! ! !
Bank!loans!and!credit!facilities! 10! 180,853! 138,936!
Derivative!financial!instruments! 10! 329! 210!
Deferred!tax!liabilities! ! 437! 437!
Other!non7current!financial!liabilities! 10! 5,201! 4,142!
! ! 186,820' 143,725'
Current'liabilities' ! ! !
Bank!loans!and!credit!facilities! 10! 133! 144!
Trade!and!other!payables! ! 2,697! 1,369!
Other!accounts!payable!to!public!authorities! ! 945! 463!
Total'current'liabilities' ! 3,775' 1,976'
Total'liabilities' ! 190,595' 145,701'
Total'equity'and'liabilities' ! 424,877' 328,546'
' ! ' '
'

'

'

'
Notes!1!to!16!form!an!integral!part!of!these!interim!condensed!consolidated!financial!statements.!

!
! !
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!
CASTELLANA'PROPERTIES'SOCIMI,'S.A.'AND'SUBSIDIARIES'
!
INTERIM'CONDENSED'CONSOLIDATED'INCOME'STATEMENT'

(Expressed!in!thousands!of!euros)!
!
!

!
Note'

SixPmonth'period'ended'
30'September'2018'

SixPmonth'period'ended'
30'September'2017'(*)'

Continuing'operations! ! ! !

Services!rendered! 5! 13,404! 4,220!

Changes!in!fair!value!of!investment!property! 5!and!6! 12,095! 2,114!

Staff!costs! 5! (1,100)! (40)!

Other!operating!expenses! 5! (3,332)! (410)!

Other!gains!or!losses! 5! 77! !

PROFIT'FROM'OPERATIONS' ' 21,144' 5,884'

Finance!income! ! 7! 7!

Finance!costs! 5!and!10! (2,732)! (394)!

FINANCIAL'LOSS' ' (2,732)' (394)'

PROFIT'BEFORE'TAX' ' 18,412' 5,490'

Income!tax! ! 7! (71)!

CONSOLIDATED'PROFIT'FOR'THE'PERIOD'
ATTRIBUTABLE'TO'THE'OWNERS'OF'THE'PARENT'

' 18,412' 5,419'

' ' ' '

EARNINGS'PER'SHARE'ATTRIBUTABLE'TO'THE'
OWNERS'OF'THE'PARENT'

' ' '

' ' ' '

Basic'and'diluted'earnings'per'share' 8! 0.57' 0.48'

' ! ' '

!
'
(*)!Figures!not!subject!to!limited!review!
Notes!1!to!16!form!an!integral!part!of!these!interim!condensed!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
! !
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!
!

CASTELLANA'PROPERTIES'SOCIMI,'S.A.'AND'SUBSIDIARIES'
'
INTERIM'CONDENSED'CONSOLIDATED'STATEMENT'OF'COMPREHENSIVE'INCOME'
(Expressed!in!thousands!of!euros)!
!
!
!

! ' Thousands'of'euros'

!
Note'

SixPmonth'period'
ended'30'September'

2018'

SixPmonth'period'
ended'30'September'

2017'(*)'

Consolidated'profit'for'the'period'' 5! 18,412! 5,419!

Other'consolidated'comprehensive'income! ! ! !

! ! ! !

Items&that&may&be&reclassified&to&profit&or&loss! !

Other!gains!or!losses! ! P' P'

! ! ! !

Items&that&will&not&be&reclassified&to&profit&or&loss! ! ! !

Cash!flow!hedges! ! (119)! 7!

! ! ! !

Other'comprehensive'income'for'the'period,'net'of'tax' ' P' P'

Total'consolidated'comprehensive'income'for'the'
period'

'
18,293' 5,419'

' ' ' '

!
'
(*)!Figures!not!subject!to!limited!review!
Notes!1!to!16!form!an!integral!part!of!these!interim!condensed!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
! '
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!
!

CASTELLANA'PROPERTIES'SOCIMI,'S.A.'AND'SUBSIDIARIES'
'
INTERIM'CONDENSED'CONSOLIDATED'STATEMENT'OF'CASH'FLOWS'
(Expressed!in!thousands!of!euros)!
!
'

Note'

SixPmonth'
period'

ended'30'
September'

2018'

SixPmonth'
period'

ended'30'
September'

2017'(*)'

A)'CASH'FLOWS'FROM'OPERATING'ACTIVITIES' ' ' '

Profit'for'the'period'before'tax' 5' 18,412' 5,490'

Adjustments'to'profit'or'loss' ' (9,248)' (1,720)'

Changes!in!fair!value!of!investment!property! 6! (12,095)! (2,114)!
Changes!in!provisions! ! 115! 7!
Finance!costs! ! 2,732! 394!

Changes'in'working'capital' ' 2,889' 2,691'

Accounts!receivable! 7! 405! (2,144)!
Other!current!assets! 7! 264! 7!
Accounts!payable! 10! 2,289! 3,033!
Other!current!liabilities! ! (516)! 525!
Other!non7current!assets!and!liabilities! ! 447! 1,277!

Cash'flows'from'operating'activities' ' 12,053' 6,461'

' ' ' '
B)'CASH'FLOWS'FROM'INVESTING'ACTIVITIES' ' ' '

Payments'due'to'investments' ' ' '

Property,!plant!and!equipment! ! (14)! (11)!
Investment!property! 6! (86,115)! (198,985)!

Cash'flows'from'investing'activities' ' (86,129)' (198,996)'

' ' ' '

C)'CASH'FLOWS'FROM'FINANCING'ACTIVITIES' ' ' '

Proceeds'and'payments'relating'to'equity'instruments' ' 45,257' 103,081'

Issue!of!equity!instruments! 8! 45,557! 103,081!
Purchase!of!treasury!shares! 8! (300)! 7!

Proceeds'and'payments'relating'to'financial'liabilities' 10' 39,174' 94,508'

Proceeds!due!to!financial!debt! ! 41,039! 89,502!
Proceeds!due!to!financial!debt!with!shareholders! ! 7! 5,400!
Interest!paid! ! (1,865)! (394)!

Dividends'paid'and'returns'on'other'equity'instruments' ' (12,150)' 0'

Dividends! 9! (12,150)! 7!

Cash'flows'from'financing'activities' ' 72,281' 197,589'

NET'INCREASE'(DECREASE)'IN'CASH'AND'CASH'EQUIVALENTS' ' (1,795)' 5,054'

!
(*)!Figures!not!subject!to!limited!review!
Notes!1!to!16!form!an!integral!part!of!these!interim!condensed!consolidated!financial!statements.!
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CASTELLANA(PROPERTIES(SOCIMI,(S.A.(AND(SUBSIDIARIES(
INTERIM(CONDENSED(CONSOLIDATED(STATEMENT(OF(CHANGES(IN(EQUITY(
(Expressed"in"thousands"of"euros)"

Attributable(to(the(owners(of(the(Parent(
" Share(

capital(
Share(

premium(
Reserves( Treasury(shares(

Retained(
earnings(

Interim(
dividend(

Profit(for(
the(period(

Hedging(
transactions(

TOTAL(

" Note(8( Note(8( Note(9( Note(8( Note(9( Note(9( ( Note(9( (
BALANCE(AT(31(MARCH(2017( 12,660( ( (139)( ( ( ( 260( ( 12,781(
Profit"for"the"period" " " " " " " 5,159" " 5,159"
Other"comprehensive"income"for"the"period" " " " " " " " " 0"
Total(comprehensive(income(for(the(period( W( W( W( W( W( W( 5,159( W( 5,159(
Capital"reduction" (10,128)" " 10,128" " " " " " 0"
Capital"increase" 17,180" 85,901" " " " " " " 103,081"
Other"changes" " " 233" " " " " " 233"
Total(transactions(with(owners,(recognised(
directly(in(equity(

7,052( 85,901( 10,361( W( W( W( W( W( 103,314(

BALANCE(AT(30(SEPTEMBER(2017((*)( 19,712( 85,901( 10,222( W( W( W( 5,419( W( 121,254(
Profit"for"the"period" " " " " " " 21,150" " 21,150"
Other"comprehensive"income"for"the"period" " " " " " " " (210)" (210)"
Total(comprehensive(income(for(the(period( W( W( W( W( W( W( 21,150( (210)( 20,940(
Distribution"of"profit" G" G" (1,319)" G" 21,103" G" (19,918)" G" (134)"
Capital"increase"(Note"8)" 6,586" 32,931" (340)" G" G" G" " G" 39,177"
IFRS"9"(Note"2.2)" " " " " 1,608" " " " 1,608"
Total(transactions(with(owners,(recognised(
directly(in(equity(

6,586( 32,931( (1,659)( W( 22,711( W( (19,918)( W( 40,651(

BALANCE(AT(31(March(2018( 26,298( 118,832( 8,563( W( 22,711( W( 6,651( (210)( 182,845(
Profit"for"the"period" " " " " " " 18,412" " 18,412"
Other"comprehensive"income"for"the"period" " " " " " " " (119)" (119)"
Total(comprehensive(income(for(the(period( W( W( W( W( W( W( 18,412( (119)( 18,293(
Distribution"of"prior"year’s"profit" " " 133" " 5,316" " (6,651)" " (1,202)"
Capital"increase"(Note"8)" 7,670" 37,013" 874" " " " " " 45,557"
Distribution"of"dividends"(Note"9)" " " " " " (10,948)" " " (10,948)"
Treasury"share"transactions"(Note"8)" " " " (300)" " " " " (300)"
Other"changes" " " " " 37" " " " 37"
Total(transactions(with(owners,(recognised(
directly(in(equity(

7,670( 37,013( 1,007( (300)( 5,353( (10,948)( (6,651)( W( 33,144(

BALANCE(AT(30(September(2018( 33,968( 155,845( 9,570( (300)( 28,064( (10,948)( 18,412( (329)( 234,282(
"
(*)"Figures"not"subject"to"limited"review" Notes"1"to"16"form"an"integral"part"of"these"interim"condensed"consolidated"financial"statements."



 
 
 

 
CASTELLANA(PROPERTIES(SOCIMI,(S.A.(AND(SUBSIDIARIES(
(
NOTES(TO(THE(INTERIM(CONDENSED(CONSOLIDATED(FINANCIAL(STATEMENTS(
(Expressed)in)thousands)of)euros))
 

7)
)
)
)

1.! ACTIVITIES(AND(GENERAL(INFORMATION(
(
Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.)(“the)Company”))was)incorporated)in)Spain)on)19)May)2015)pursuant)to)
the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act)under)the)name)Vinemont)Investment,)S.A.,which)was)then)changed)
to)its)current)name)on)30)May)2016.)Its)registered)office)is)at)Glorieta)de)Rubén)Darío,)3)S)1S)Planta)derecha,)
28010)Madrid.)
)
Its)corporate)purpose)is)described)in)article)2)of)its)Articles)of)Association)and)consists)of:)
)

•! The)acquisition)and)development)of)urban)properties)earmarked)for)lease.)The)development)activity)
includes)refurbishment)of)buildings)in)accordance)with)Spanish)Law)37/1992,)of)28)December,)on)
ValueSAdded)Tax)(Ley$de$Impuesto$sobre$Valor$Añadido))

)
•! The)holding)of)equity)interests)in)other)real)estate)investment)trusts)(REITs))or)in)other)nonSresident)

entities)in)Spain)that)have)the)same)corporate)purpose)and)that)operate)under)a)regime)similar)to)
that)established)in)Spain)for)REITs)with)regard)to)the)mandatory)profit)distribution)policy)established)
by)law)or)the)Articles)of)Association.)

)
•! The)holding)of)shares)or)equity)interests)in)other)resident)or)nonSresident)entities)in)Spain,)the)main)

corporate)purpose)of)which) is) the)acquisition)of)urban)properties)earmarked) for) lease,)and) that)
operate) under) the) same) legal) regime) established) for) REITs)with) regard) to) the)mandatory) profit)
distribution) policy) established) by) law) or) the) Articles) of) Association) and) meet) the) investment)
requirements)referred)to)in)section)3)of)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)of)26)October.)

)
•! The)holding)of)shares)or)equity)interests)in)collective)real)estate)investment)undertakings)governed)

by)Collective)Investment)Undertakings)Act.)
)
The)Company)may)also)engage)in)other)ancillary)activities,)this)being)understood)to)mean)activities)that)
generate)income)accounting)for)less)than)20%)of)the)Company’s)total)income)over)a)single)tax)period.)
)
All)activities)that)by)law)involve)meeting)special)requirements)that)are)not)fulfilled)by)the)Company)are)
excluded.)
)
The)aforementioned)business)activities)may)be) indirectly)carried)out,) in)full)or) in)part,)by)the)Company)
through)ownership)interests)in)another)company)or)companies)with)a)similar)corporate)purpose.)
)
The)Company)is)in)turn)majority)owned)by)the)group)of)companies)headed)by)Vukile)Property)Fund)Limited,)
a)South)African)company)listed)on)the)Johannesburg)Stock)Exchange.)
)
On)21)December)2017,)the)shareholders)at)the)General)Meeting)approved)the)change)of)reporting)date)
for)the)companies)comprising)the)Group,)to)31)March)of)each)year)(previously)31)December).)Accordingly,)
the)financial)year)of)the)Parent)and)its)subsidiaries))comprises)a)twelveSmonth)period)from)1)April)to)31)
March.)
)
On)13)July)2018,)the)shareholders)at)the)General)Meeting)of)Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.)approved)
the)separate)and)consolidated)financial)statements)for)the)threeSmonth)period)ended)31)March)2018.)
)



 
 
 

 
CASTELLANA(PROPERTIES(SOCIMI,(S.A.(AND(SUBSIDIARIES(
(
NOTES(TO(THE(INTERIM(CONDENSED(CONSOLIDATED(FINANCIAL(STATEMENTS(
(Expressed)in)thousands)of)euros))
 

8)
)
)
)

a)! Regulatory)regime)
)
The)Company)is)governed)by)the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act.)
)
In)addition,)on)15)September)2016,)the)Company)notified)the)tax)authorities)that)it)had)decided)to)apply)
the)regime)for)real)estate)investment)trusts)(REITs))and)is)therefore)subject)to)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)of)26)
October,)following)its)amendment)through)Spanish)Law)16/2012,)of)27)December,)governing)REITs.)Section)
3)of)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)of)26)October,)sets)forth)certain)requirements)for)these)types)of)companies,)
namely:)
)

i)! They)must)have)invested)at)least)80%)of)the)value)of)their)assets)in)urban)properties)intended)
for) lease,) in) land) for) the) development) of) property) that) will) be) intended) for) this) purpose)
provided) that) development) begins) within) three) years) following) acquisition,) and) in)
shareholdings)or)in)the)equity)other)entities)referred)to)in)section)2.1)of)this)Act.)

)
ii)! At)least)80%)of)the)rental)income)for)the)tax)period)corresponding)to)each)year,)excluding)that)

arising)from)the)transfer)of)the)ownership)interests)and)the)properties)used)by)the)Company)
to)achieve)its)main)corporate)purpose,)once)the)holding)period)referred)to)below)has)elapsed,)
should)come)from)the) lease)of)properties)and)from)dividends)or)shares) in)profit) tied)to)the)
aforementioned)investments.)

)
iii)! The)properties)that)form)part)of)the)Company’s)assets)must)remain)leased)for)at)least)three)

years.) The) time) during) which) the) properties) have) been) made) available) for) lease,) up) to) a)
maximum)of)one)year,)will)be)included)for)the)purposes)of)this)calculation.)

)
Transitional)Provision)One)of)the)REIT)Act)allows)the)tax)regime)for)real)estate) investment)trusts)to)be)
applied)pursuant)to)section)8)of)this)Act,)even)when)the)requirements)stipulated)therein)at)the)date)of)
incorporation)are)not)met,)under)the)condition)that)such)requirements)are)met)within)two)years)following)
the)date)on)which)the)Company)decides)to)apply)this)regime.)The)Company’s)directors)believe)that)the)
aforementioned)requirements)will)be)fully)met)in)due)time)and)form.)
)
All)shares)of)Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.)have)been)admitted)to)listing)on)the)Alternative)Equities)
Market)(MAB))since)25)July)2018,)within)the)REIT)segment.)
)
b)! Subsidiaries)
)
The)Parent,)Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.,)is)the)head)of)a)Group)of)companies)that)was)comprised)the)
following)subsidiaries)at)30)September)2018:)
)

Company) Registered)office) Corporate)purpose) %)of)
ownership) Date)of)takeover)

Junction)Parque)Castellón,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Principado,)
S.L.U.)

Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Randolph)Spain,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)
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Roxbury)Spain,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Huelva,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Motril,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Granada,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Cáceres,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Mérida,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Villanueva)1,)
S.L.U.)

Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)parque)Villanueva)fase)
2,)S.L.U.)

Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Alameda,)S.L.U.) Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 5)December)2017)

Junction)Parque)Habaneras,)
S.L.U.)

Glorieta)Rubén)Darío,)
nº)3)(Madrid))

Shopping)centre)
lease)

100%) 9)May)2018)

)
)
On)30)June)2017,)the)Parent)acquired)100%)of)the)ownership)interest)in)11)of)the)companies)listed)in)the)
table)above.)These)companies)engage)in)real)estate)investment,)as)does)the)Parent,)and)they)own)a)variety)
of)properties.)This)transaction)was)considered)and)defined)as)an)acquisition)of)assets,)as)it)does)not)meet)
the)definition)of)a)business)in)accordance)with)IFRS)3.)
)
On)5)December)2017,)the)Company)acquired)two)assets)through)its)subsidiary,)Junction)Parque)Alameda,)
S.L.U.)(formerly)Netece)Servicios)Empresariales,)S.L.):)the)Pinatar)Park)Retail)Park)(San)Pedro)del)Pinatar,)
Murcia))and)the)Alameda)shopping)centre)(Pulianas,)Granada).)
)
On)9)May)2018,)the)Company)acquired)the)Habaneras)shopping)centre)(Torrevieja,)Alicante))through)its)
subsidiary,)Junction)Parque)Habaneras,)S.L.U.)(formerly)Socatena)Servicios)y)Gestiones,)S.L.).)
)
)
2.! BASIS(OF(PRESENTATION(OF(THE(INTERIM(CONDENSED(CONSOLIDATED(FINANCIAL(STATEMENTS(
(
The)main)accounting)policies)applied)in)the)preparation)of)these)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)
statements) are) set) out) below.) These)policies) have)been) applied) consistently) to) all) the)periods) shown,)
unless)otherwise)stated.)
)
2.1! Basis(of(presentation(
(
These)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)for)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)
2018)have)been)prepared)in)accordance)with)IAS)34)“Interim)Financial)Reporting”)and,)therefore,)do)not)
include)all)the)information)that)would)be)required)for)a)complete)set)of)consolidated)financial)statements)
prepared) in) accordance)with) International) Financial) Reporting) Standards) as) adopted) by) the) European)
Union;)the)accompanying)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)should)therefore)be)read)
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together)with)the)Group’s)consolidated)financial)statements)for)the)year)ended)31)March)2018,)prepared)
in)accordance)with)International)Financial)Reporting)Standards)adopted)by)the)European)Union)(EUSIFRSs).)
)
These) interim) condensed) consolidated) financial) statements) have) been) prepared) in) accordance) with)
International) Financial) Reporting) Standards) (IFRSs)) and) the) interpretations) issued) by) the) International)
Financial)Reporting)Interpretations)Committee)(IFRIC))adopted)by)the)European)Union)(jointly,)EUSIFRSs),)
pursuant) to) Regulation) (EC)) No.) 1606/2002) of) the) European) Parliament) and) of) the) Council) and) its)
successive)amendments.)
)
The)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)have)been)prepared)on)a)historical)cost)basis,)
although)values)have)been)modified)as) the) result)of) the) restatement)of) investment)property,) financial)
assets)and)financial)liabilities)(including)derivative)instruments))at)fair)value)through)profit)or)loss.)
)
The)preparation)of)these)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)in)accordance)with)EUSIFRSs)
requires)the)use)of)certain)critical)accounting)estimates.)It)also)requires)management)to)make)judgements)
in)the)application)of)the)Group’s)accounting)policies.)Note)2.3)discloses)the)areas)that)require)a)higher)level)
of)judgement)or)complexity)and)areas)where)assumptions)and)estimates)have)a)significant)effect)on)the)
interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements.)
)
The) figures) contained) in) these) interim) condensed) consolidated) financial) statements) are) expressed) in)
thousands)of)euros,)unless)otherwise)indicated.)
)
These) interim) condensed) consolidated) financial) statements) have) been) prepared) and) approved) by) the)
Board)of)Directors)on)8)November)2018.)These)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)have)
been)submitted)for)limited)review,)but)they)have)not)been)audited.)
)
2.2! New(EUDIFRS(standards,(amendments(and(IFRIC(interpretations(issued(
(
a)! Mandatory)standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)for)all)annual)periods)beginning)on)or)
after)1)January)2018:)
)
−! IFRS) 4) (Amendment)) “Applying) IFRS) 9) “Financial) instruments”) with) IFRS) 4) “Insurance) contracts”) S)

Amendments)to)IFRS)4”)
−! Annual)Improvements)to)IFRSs,)2014S2016)Cycle:)The)amendments)affect)IFRS)1)and)IAS)28,)and)will)

apply)to)annual)periods)beginning)on)or)after)1)January)2018.)The)main)amendments)refer)to:)
)

o! IFRS)1)“FirstStime)adoption)of)International)Financial)Reporting)Standards”)
o! IAS)28)“Investments)in)associates)and)joint)ventures”)

)
−! IFRS)2)(Amendment))“Classification)and)measurement)of)shareSbased)payment)transactions”)IAS)40)

(Amendment))“Transfers)of)investment)property”)
−! IFRIC)22)“Foreign)currency)transactions)and)advance)consideration”)
−! IFRS)9)S)Financial)instruments:)IFRS)9)replaces)IAS)39)for)annual)periods)beginning)on)or)after)1)January)

2018)and)affects)both)asset)and)liability)financial)instruments.)The)new)asset)classification)approach)is)
based)on)the)contractual)characteristics)of)the)cash)flows)of)the)assets)and)the)entity’s)business)model,)
which)has)entailed)a)name)change,)but)has)had)no)impact)on)the)measurement)of)the)Group’s)financial)
assets)and)liabilities.)
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)
Additionally,)as)regards)contractual)amendments)to) liability)financial) instruments)that)under)IAS)39)
did)not)entail)derecognition)from)the)balance)sheet)due)to)being)regarded)as)nonSsubstantive)changes,)
the)new)standard)stipulates)that)they)must)be)recognised)as)a)change)to)the)estimated)contractual)
flows) from) the) liability,) maintaining) the) original) effective) interest) rate) and) adjusting) the) carrying)
amount)on)the)date)of)the)amendment,)with)the)difference)taken)to)the)income)statement.)In)prior)
years,) the) Group) refinanced) a) portion) of) its) debt) and) recognised) the) impact) of) this) change) in)
accumulated)reserves)for)an)initial)amount)of)EUR)1,608)thousand.)
)
The) new) standard) establishes) a) financial) asset) impairment) model) based) on) expected) losses) as)
compared)with) the) former) incurred) loss)model.)The)Group)has)analysed) the)credit) risk)of) financial)
assets)since)initial)recognition,)having)concluded)that)there)is)no)accounting)impact)on)the)model)given)
that)financial)assets)receivable,)comprising)accounts)receivable)mainly)from)property)sales,)are)settled)
at)the)same)time)as)the)income)is)recognised)and,)therefore,)there)is)no)credit)risk.)Customer)advances)
are)collected)before)the)income)is)recognised,)together)with)a)liability)in)the)same)amount.)The)Group)
therefore)considers)that)credit)risk)on)customer)advances)is)covered)by)the)liabilities)recognised)and)
is)not)affected)by)the)new)standard.)The)Group)also)recognises)a)payable,)the)recovery)of)which)has)
been)separately)analysed,)taking)into)account)the)expected)loss)and)counterparty)credit)risk,)so)the)
new)standard)has)no)further)impact.)

)
−! IFRS)15)S)Revenue)from)contracts)with)customers:)IFRS)15)is)the)new)standard)for)recognising)revenue)

from)customers,)which)came)into)force)on)1)January)2018.)The)new)5Sstep)revenue)recognition)model)
has) had) no) impact) on) either) the) measurement) of) revenue) or) on) the) timing) of) recognition) and,)
therefore,)no)adjustments)have)been)made)to)the)opening)balance)of)reserves)due)to)the)firstStime)
application)of)this)standard.)

)
The)Group)recognises)revenue)when)ownership)of)the)properties)is)transferred,)as)was)previously)the)
case)under)IAS)18,)this)being)the)date)on)which)the)sale)and)purchase)agreements)are)executed)in)a)
public)deed.)Revenue)is)measured)at)the)property)transfer)price)and)no)material)financial)impact)has)
been) identified) due) to) customer) advances,) which) are) recognised) when) collected) together) with) a)
liability)reflecting)the)obligation)to)hand)over)the)properties.)
The) incremental) costs)of)obtaining)a) contract,) specifically) sales) commissions,)are)capitalised) in) the)
balance) sheet) as) prepaid) expenses) until) the) actual) transfer) of) ownership) of) the) properties) and)
recognition)of)the)revenue,)as)was)previously)the)case.)The)expenses)are)capitalised)on)the)basis)that)
the)entity)expects)to)recover)these)costs)through)the)sale)of)the)assets.)

)
The)analysis)of)the)accounting)standards)and)interpretations)applicable)as)from)1)January)2018)has)not)
revealed)any)significant)impact)that)must)be)included)in)these)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)
statements.)
)
b)! Standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)that)have)not)yet)entered)into)force)but)that)may)be)
adopted)early)
)
At)the)date)of)authorisation)for)issue)of)these)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements,)the)IASB)and)
the)IFRS)Interpretations)Committee)had)issued)the)standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)that)are)
detailed)below,)however,)the)Group)decided)not)to)apply)them)early.)
)
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−! IFRS)16)S)Leases:)IFRS)16)S)Leases)will)replace)IAS)17)S)Leases)for)annual)periods)beginning)on)or)
after)1)January)2019.)This)new)standard)proposes)a)single)model)for)the)lessee)for)all)leases)(lowS
value)assets)and)leases)of)12)months)or)less)may)be)excluded))and)maintains)a)dual)model)for)the)
lessor)based)on)the)current)IAS)17,)and)leases)will)be)finance)or)operating)leases.)

)
−! IFRS)9)(Amendment))“Prepayment)features)with)negative)compensation”)

)
These)new)standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)are)not)expected)to)have)a)significant)impact)on)
the)Group’s)consolidated)financial)statements.)
)
c))Standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)of)existing)standards)that)cannot)be)adopted)early)or)that)
have)not)been)adopted)by)the)European)Union)
)
At)the)date)of)authorisation)for)issue)of)these)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements,)the)IASB)and)
the)IFRS)Interpretations)Committee)had)issued)the)following)standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)
that)have)yet)to)be)adopted)by)the)European)Union.)
)

−! IFRS) 10) (Amendment)) and) IAS) 28) (Amendment)) “Sale) or) contribution) of) assets) between) an)
investor)and)its)associate)or)joint)venture”)

−! IFRS)17)“Insurance)contracts”)
−! IFRIC)23)“Uncertainty)over)income)tax)treatments”)
−! IAS)28)(Amendment))“LongSterm)interests)in)associates)and)joint)ventures”)
−! Annual)Improvements)to)IFRSs,)2015S2017)Cycle:)The)amendments)affect)IFRS)3,)IFRS)11,)IAS)12)

and)IAS)23,)and)will)apply)to)annual)periods)beginning)on)or)after)1)January)2019,)all)of)which)are)
subject)to)adoption)by)the)EU.)The)main)amendments)refer)to:)

)
o! IFRS)3)“Business)combinations”)
o! IFRS)11)“Joint)arrangements”)
o! IAS)12)“Income)taxes”)
o! IAS)23)“Borrowing)costs”)

)
−! IAS)19)(Amendment))“Plan)amendment,)curtailment)or)settlement”)

)
These)new)standards,)amendments)and)interpretations)are)not)expected)to)have)a)significant)impact)on)
the)Group’s)consolidated)financial)statements.)
)
2.3! Use(of(estimates(
(
The) preparation) of) these) interim) condensed) consolidated) financial) statements) requires) the) Parent’s)
directors)to)make)judgements,)estimates)and)assumptions)that)affect)the)application)of)the)accounting)
policies)and)the)balances)of)assets,) liabilities,) income)and)expenses.)The)actual) results)may)differ) from)
these)estimates.)
)
Estimates)and)judgements)are)evaluated)on)an)ongoing)basis)and)are)based)on)past)experience)and)other)
factors,) including) expectations) of) future) events) that) are) considered) to) be) reasonable) under) the)
circumstances.)
)
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)

The)Group)makes)estimates)and)assumptions)concerning)the)future.)The)resulting)accounting)estimates)
will,)by)definition,)rarely)match)the)corresponding)outcomes) in)real) life.)The)estimates)and) judgements)
that) would) pose) a) significant) risk) of) material) adjustments) to) the) carrying) amounts) of) the) assets) and)
liabilities)in)the)following)year)are)explained)below.)
)
•! Fair)value)of)the)investment)property)

)
The)best)indication)of)the)fair)value)of)investment)property)in)an)active)market)is)the)price)of)similar)assets.)
In)the)absence)of)such)information)regarding)the)current)market)situation,)the)Company)determines)fair)
value)using)a)range)of)fair)values.)In)arriving)at)such)a)judgement,)the)Company)uses)a)set)of)sources)that)
encompasses:)
)

i.! Current)prices)in)an)active)market)for)properties)of)a)different)nature)or)in)a)different)condition)or)
location,)adjusted)to)reflect)the)differences)with)the)assets)owned)by)the)Company.)

ii.! Recent)prices)of)properties)in)other)less)active)markets,)adjusted)to)reflect)the)change)in)economic)
circumstances)since)the)date)of)the)transaction.)

iii.! Discounted)cash)flows)based)on)estimates)derived)from)the)terms)and)conditions)of)current)lease)
agreements)and,)if)possible,)the)evidence)provided)by)the)market)prices)of)similar)properties)in)the)
same)location,)using)discount)rates)that)reflect)the)uncertainty)of)the)time)factor.)

)
The)market)value)of) investment)property)was)obtained) from)the)appraisals)conducted)by) independent)
valuers)at)30)September)2018.)These)appraisals)are)carried)out)in)accordance)with)the)criteria)established)
by)the)Royal)Institution)of)Chartered)Surveyors)(RICS).)
)
•! Fair)value)of)derivatives)or)other)financial)instruments)

)
The)fair)value)of)those)financial)instruments)that)are)not)traded)on)an)active)market)(e.g.)OTC)derivatives))
is)determined)using)valuation)techniques.)The)Group)exercises)judgement)in)selecting)a)range)of)methods)
and)making)assumptions)that)are)based)mainly)on)prevailing)market)conditions)at)the)reporting)date.)The)
Group)used)the)discounted)cash)flow)analysis)for)various) interest)rate)contracts)that)are)not)traded)on)
active)markets.)
)
•! Income)tax)

)
The)Company)has)availed)itself)of)the)regime)established)in)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)26)October,)governing)
real)estate)investment)trusts)(REITs),)which)in)practice)means)that)provided)certain)requirements)are)met,)
the)Company)is)subject)to)a)corporate)income)tax)rate)of)0%)(Note)1).)
The)directors)monitor)compliance)with)the)relevant)legal)requirements)for)the)purpose)of)securing)the)tax)
advantages)offered.)
In)this)regard,)the)directors)consider)that)such)requirements)will)be)met)within)the)established)terms)and)
periods,)and)therefore)have)not)recognised)any)type)of)income)tax)income)or)expense.)
)
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2.4! Consolidation(
(
(a)! Subsidiaries)
)
Subsidiaries)are)all)entities) (including)structured)entities))over)which)the)Group)has)control.)The)Group)
controls)an)entity)when)it)is)exposed)or)has)the)right)to)obtain)variable)returns)from)its)involvement)in)the)
investee)and)has)the)ability)to)use)its)power)over)this)entity)to)influence)these)returns.)Subsidiaries)are)
consolidated)from)the)date)on)which)control)passes)to)the)Group,)and)are)excluded)from)consolidation)on)
the)date)on)which)control)ceases)to)exist.)
)
Intercompany)transactions,)balances)and)unrealised)gains)on)transactions)between)Group)companies)are)
eliminated.)Unrealised) losses)are)also)eliminated.)Where)necessary,)amounts)presented)by)subsidiaries)
have)been)adjusted)to)bring)them)into)line)with)the)Group’s)accounting)policies.)
)
(b)! Changes)in)the)ownership)interests)in)subsidiaries)without)change)of)control)

)
Transactions) with) nonScontrolling) interests) resulting) in) a) loss) of) control) are) recognised) as) equity)
transactions,) i.e.,)as)transactions)with)owners) in)their)capacity)as)such.)The)difference)between)the)fair)
value)of)the)consideration)paid)and)the)relevant)portion)acquired)of)the)carrying)amount)of)the)subsidiary’s)
net) assets) is) recognised) under) equity.) Gains) or) losses) on) the) disposal) of) nonScontrolling) interests) are)
recognised)under)equity.)
)
(c)! Disposal)of)subsidiaries)

)
When)the)Group)ceases)to)have)control,)any)retained)interest)in)the)entity)is)remeasured)at)its)fair)value)
on)the)date)on)which)control)was)lost,)with)the)change)in)the)carrying)amount)recognised)in)profit)or)loss.)
The)fair)value)is)the)initial)carrying)amount)for)the)purpose)of)subsequently)accounting)for)the)retained)
interest)as)an)associate,)joint)venture)or)financial)asset.)In)addition,)any)amount)previously)recognised)in)
other)comprehensive)income)in)relation)to)this)company)is)accounted)for)as)if)the)Group)had)directly)sold)
the)related)assets)or)liabilities.)This)may)mean)that)amounts)previously)recognised)in)other)comprehensive)
income)are)reclassified)to)profit)or)loss.)
)
2.5! Segment(reporting(
(
Information)on)operating)segments)is)presented)in)accordance)with)the)internal)information)provided)to)
the)chief)operating)decision)maker.)The)investments)committee)has)been)identified)as)the)chief)operating)
decision)maker,)as)it)is)responsible)for)allocating)resources)and)assessing)the)performance)of)the)operating)
segments,)and)is)in)charge)of)strategic)decisionSmaking,)with)final)approval)from)the)Board)of)Directors.)
)
2.6! Investment(property(
(
Property)that)is)held)in)order)to)obtain)longSterm)rental)income)or)capital)gains)or)both)and)is)not)occupied)
by)Group)companies)is)classified)as)investment)property.)Investment)property)includes)shopping)centres,)
retail)parks)and)other)buildings)owned)by)the)Group.)Investment)property)also)includes)property)that)is)
under)construction)or)being)developed)for)future)use)as)investment)property.)
)
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Investment)property)is)initially)measured)at)cost,)including)related)transaction)costs)and)financing)costs,)if)
applicable.)Following)its)initial)recognition,)investment)property)is)accounted)for)at)fair)value.)
)
The)fair)value)of)investment)property)reflects,)among)other)things,)rental)income)and)other)assumptions)
that) market) participants) would) take) into) account) when) valuing) the) property) under) current) market)
conditions.)
)
Subsequent)expenses)are)capitalised)at)the)carrying)amount)of)the)asset)only)when)it)is)probable)that)the)
future)economic)benefits)that)are)associated)with)these)expenses)will)flow)to)the)Group)and)the)cost)of)
the)item)can)be)measured)reliably.)Other)repair)and)maintenance)expenses)are)recognised)in)the)income)
statement)when)they)are)incurred.)When)part)of)an)investment)property)is)replaced,)the)carrying)amount)
of)the)replaced)portion)is)written)down.)
)
If)the)appraisal)obtained)for)a)property)held)for)lease)is)net)of)all)payments)that)are)expected)to)be)made,)
any)liability)recognised)separately)on)the)balance)sheet)with)regard)to)the)lease)is)added)once)again)when)
the)carrying)amount)of)the)investment)property)for)accounting)purposes)is)reached.)
)
Any)changes)in)fair)value)are)recognised)in)the)income)statement.)
)
Investment)property)is)presented)at)fair)value)at)the)end)of)the)reference)period)and)is)not)depreciated)in)
accordance)with)IAS)40.)
)
When)the)Group)disposes)of)a)property)at)fair)value)in)an)arm’s)length)transaction,)the)carrying)amount)
immediately)prior)to)the)sale)is)adjusted)to)the)transaction)price)and)the)adjustment)is)recognised)in)the)
income)statement)as)part)of)the)net)gain)from)the)adjustment)to)the)fair)value)of)the)investment)property.)
)
If)an)investment)property)becomes)an)ownerSoccupied)property,)it) is)reclassified)as)property,)plant)and)
equipment.) Its) fair) value) on) the) date) of) reclassification) becomes) its) cost) for) subsequent) accounting)
purposes.)
)
If) an)ownerSoccupied)property)becomes)an) investment)property,)due) to)a)change)of)use,) the) resulting)
difference)between)the)carrying)amount)and)the)fair)value)of)that)asset)on)the)transfer)date)is)treated)in)
the)same)way)as)a)restatement)under)IAS)16.)Any)resulting)increase)in)the)carrying)amount)of)the)property)
is)recognised)in)the)income)statement,)insofar)as)it)reverses)a)previous)impairment)loss,)and)any)remaining)
increase)is)recognised)in)other)comprehensive)income,)directly)increasing)equity)in)the)revaluation)reserve.)
Any)resulting)decrease)in)the)carrying)amount)of)the)property)is)initially)recognised)in)other)comprehensive)
income)against)any)previously)recognised)revaluation)reserve,)and)any)remaining)decrease)is)recognised)
in)the)income)statement.)
)
When) an) investment) property) is) subject) to) a) change) of) use,) as) demonstrated) by) the) beginning) of)
development)work)with)a)view)to)its)sale,)the)property)is)transferred)to)inventory.)The)cost)allocated)to)
property)for)subsequent)recognition)as)inventory)is)its)reasonable)value)on)the)date)on)which)the)change)
of)use)occurs.)
)
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2.7! Property,(plant(and(equipment(
(
Items)of)property,)plant)and)equipment)are) recognised)at) their)acquisition)or)production)cost) less)any)
accumulated)depreciation)and)any)accumulated)losses)recognised.)
)
Subsequent)expenses)are)capitalised)at)the)carrying)amount)of)the)asset)only)when)it)is)probable)that)the)
future)economic)benefits)that)are)associated)with)these)expenses)will)flow)to)the)Group)and)the)cost)of)
the)item)can)be)measured)reliably.)Recurring)maintenance)expenses)are)charged)to)the)income)statement)
for)the)period)in)which)they)are)incurred.)
)
The)depreciation)of)property,)plant)and)equipment)(except)for)land)that)is)not)depreciated))is)calculated)
systematically)using)the)straightSline)method,)on)the)basis)of)their)estimated)useful)life,)based)on)the)actual)
decline)in)value)caused)by)their)use)and)by)wear)and)tear.)The)estimated)useful)lives)are:)
)
) )
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) Depreciation(rate((%)(
)
Other)fixtures)

)
10%)

Furniture) 10%)
Computer)hardware) 25%)
Transport)equipment) 25%)
Other)items)of)property,)plant)and)equipment) 10%)
)
The)useful)life)of)property,)plant)and)equipment)is)reviewed)and,)where)applicable,)adjusted)on)the)balance)
sheet)date.)
)
If) an) asset’s) carrying) amount) is) greater) than) its) estimated) recoverable) amount,) its) carrying) amount) is)
immediately)reduced)to)its)recoverable)amount)(Note)2.8).)
)
2.8! Impairment(losses(on(nonDfinancial(assets(
(
Assets)subject)to)depreciation)or)amortisation)are)reviewed)for)impairment)whenever)events)or)changes)
in) circumstances) indicate) that) the) carrying) amount) may) not) be) recoverable.) An) impairment) loss) is)
recognised) for) the) amount)by)which) the) asset’s) carrying) amount) exceeds) its) recoverable) amount.) The)
recoverable)amount)is)the)higher)of)an)asset’s)fair)value)less)costs)to)sell)and)value)in)use.)For)the)purposes)
of)assessing)impairment)losses,)assets)are)grouped)together)at)the)lowest)level)for)which)there)are)largely)
independent)cash)flows)(cashSgenerating)units).)Previous)impairment)losses)on)nonSfinancial)assets,)other)
than)goodwill,)are)reviewed)for)their)possible)reversal)on)each)financial)reporting)date.)
)
2.9! Inventories(
(
The)Group’s)inventories)arise)when)there)is)a)change)in)the)use)of)investment)property,)as)demonstrated)
by) the) beginning) of) development) work) with) a) view) to) its) sale,) and) the) properties) are) reclassified) as)
inventory)at)attributed)cost,)which)is)the)fair)value)on)the)date)of)reclassification.)They)are)subsequently)
measured)at)the)lower)of)cost)and)net)realisable)value.)The)realisable)value)is)the)estimated)sale)price)in)
the)ordinary)course)of)business,)less)the)costs)to)complete)the)development)and)costs)to)sell.)At)the)end)
of)this)period,)the)Group)did)not)have)any)inventories.)
)
2.10! Financial(assets(
(
Loans)and)receivables)
)
Loans)and)receivables)are)nonSderivative)financial)assets)with)fixed)or)determinable)payments)that)are)not)
quoted)on)an)active)market.)They)are)included)under)current)assets,)except)for)those)maturing)within)more)
than) 12) months) from) the) balance) sheet) date,) which) are) classified) as) nonScurrent) assets.) Loans) and)
receivables)are)included)under)“Trade)and)other)receivables”)in)the)balance)sheet.)
)
These) financial) assets) are) initially) measured) at) their) fair) value,) including) any) directly) attributable)
transaction)costs,)and)subsequently)at)amortised)cost,)whereby)the)interest)income)is)recognised)on)the)
basis)of)the)effective)interest)rate,)which)is)considered)to)be)the)discount)rate)that)matches)the)carrying)
amount) of) the) instrument) to) all) its) estimated) cash) flows) until) maturity.) However,) trade) receivables)
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maturing) within) twelve) months) are) measured,) both) on) initial) recognition) and) subsequently,) at) their)
nominal)value)when)the)effect)of)not)discounting)the)cash)flows)is)not)material.)
)
At) least) at) each) reporting) date,) the) necessary) impairment) losses) are) recognised) if) there) is) objective)
evidence)that)not)all)amounts)owed)will)be)collected.)
)
The)amount)of)the)impairment)loss)is)the)difference)between)the)carrying)amount)of)the)asset)and)the)
present)value)of)estimated)future)cash)flows)discounted)at)the)effective)interest)rate)at)the)time)of)initial)
recognition.)Impairment)losses)and)any)subsequent)reversal)are)recognised)in)the)income)statement.)
)
Cash)and)cash)equivalents)
)
Cash)and)cash)equivalents)include)cash)on)hand,)demand)deposits)in)banks)and)other)shortSterm)highly)
liquid)investments)originally)maturing)within)three)months)or)less,)and)bank)overdrafts.)
)
2.11! Financial(derivatives(and(hedge(accounting(
(
Financial)derivatives)are)measured)both)initially)and)in)subsequent)valuations)at)their)fair)value.)Resulting)
gains)and) losses)are)recognised)depending)on)whether)or)not)the)derivative) is)designated)as)a)hedging)
instrument)and,)if)so,)the)nature)of)the)item)being)hedged.)
)
Hedging)instruments)are)measured)and)recognised)in)accordance)with)their)nature)if)they)are)no)longer)
effective)hedges.)
)
In) the) case) of) derivatives) that) do) not) qualify) for) hedge) accounting,) gains) and) losses) in) fair) value) are)
immediately)recognised)in)the)income)statement.)
)
The)Group)designates)certain)derivatives)as)hedges)of)a)specific)risk)associated)with)a)recognised)asset)or)
liability)or)a)highly)probable)forecast)transaction)(cash)flow)hedge).)
)
At)the)inception)of)the)hedge,)the)Group)documents)the)relationship)between)the)hedging)instruments)
and)the)hedged)items,)as)well)as)its)risk)management)objectives)and)the)strategy)for)undertaking)various)
hedging)transactions.)The)Group)also)documents)its)assessment,)both)initially)and)on)an)ongoing)basis,)of)
whether)the)derivatives)that)are)used)in)hedging)transactions)are)highly)effective)in)offsetting)changes)in)
fair)values)or)cash)flows)of)hedged)items.)
)
The)total)fair)value)of)a)hedging)derivative)is)classified)as)a)nonScurrent)asset)or)liability)if)the)remaining)
term)to)maturity)of)the)hedged)item)is)over)12)months,)and)as)a)current)asset)or)liability)if)the)remaining)
term)to)maturity)of)the)hedged)item)is)less)than)12)months.)Derivatives)held)for)trading)are)classified)as)
current)assets)or)liabilities.)
)
Cash)flow)hedges)
)
The)effective)portion)of)changes)in)the)fair)value)of)the)derivatives)designated)and)qualifying)as)cash)flow)
hedges)is)recognised)under)other)comprehensive)income.)Gains)or)losses)relating)to)the)ineffective)portion)
are)immediately)recognised)under)“Other)net)gains/(losses)”)in)the)income)statement.)
)
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The)cumulative)balance)under)equity)is)reclassified)in)the)income)statement)during)the)periods)in)which)
the)hedged)item)affects)profit)or)loss)(for)example,)when)the)expected)hedged)sale)takes)place).)The)gains)
or)losses)relating)to)the)effective)portion)of)the)interest)rate)swaps)that)hedge)loans)at)floating)interest)
rates)are)recognised)under)“Finance)income”)or)“Finance)costs”)in)the)income)statement.)However,)when)
the)forecast)transaction)that)is)being)hedged)results)in)the)recognition)of)a)nonSfinancial)asset)(for)example,)
inventory) or) property,) plant) and) equipment),) the) gains) and) losses) previously) deferred) in) equity) are)
transferred)from)equity)and)included)in)the)initial)valuation)of)the)cost)of)the)asset.)The)deferred)amounts)
are)definitively)recognised)as)the)cost)of)the)assets)sold,)in)the)case)of)inventory,)or)as)depreciation)in)the)
case)of)property,)plant)and)equipment.)
)
When)a)hedging)instrument)expires)or)is)sold,)or)when)the)hedge)no)longer)qualifies)for)hedge)accounting,)
any)cumulative)gains)or)losses)recognised)under)equity)until)then)remain)in)equity)and)are)recognised)in)
the)income)statement)when)the)expected)transaction)finally)takes)place.)When)the)envisaged)transaction)
is)not)expected) to) take)place,) the) cumulative)gains)or) losses) recognised)under)equity) are) immediately)
transferred)to)“Other)net)gains/(losses)”)in)the)income)statement.)
)
2.12! Financial(liabilities(
(
Accounts)payable)
)
This)heading)includes)trade)payables)and)nonStrade)payables.)These)borrowings)are)classified)as)current)
liabilities,)unless)the)Company)has)an)unconditional)right)to)defer)settlement)for)at)least)twelve)months)
after)the)balance)sheet)date.)
)
These)borrowings)are) initially) recognised)at) fair)value,)adjusted)by)any)directly)attributable) transaction)
costs,) and) subsequently) recognised) at) their) amortised) cost) using) the) effective) interest) method.) This)
effective) interest) rate) is) the) discount) rate) that)matches) the) carrying) amount) of) the) instrument) to) its)
expected)future)cash)flows)until)the)liability)matures.)
)
However,)trade)payables)maturing)within)twelve)months)where)there)is)no)contractual)interest)rate)are)
measured,)both)initially)and)subsequently,)at)their)nominal)value)when)the)effect)of)not)discounting)the)
cash)flows)is)not)material.)
)
Financial)debt)
)
Borrowings) are) initially) recognised) at) fair) value,) less) any) transaction) costs) incurred.) Borrowings) are)
subsequently) carried) at) amortised) cost;) any) difference) between) the) funds) obtained) (net) of) the) costs)
required)to)obtain)them))and)the)redemption)value)is)recognised)in)the)income)statement)over)the)term)
of)the)borrowings)using)the)effective)interest)method.)
)
2.13! Offsetting(of(financial(instruments(
(
Financial)assets)and)financial)liabilities)are)offset)and)presented)as)net)in)the)balance)sheet)when)there)is)
a)legally)enforceable)right)to)offset)the)recognised)amounts)and)the)Group)intends)either)to)settle)on)a)net)
basis,)or)to)realise)the)asset)and)settle)the)liability)simultaneously.)The)legally)enforceable)right)should)not)
be)contingent)on)future)events)and)should)be)enforceable)in)the)ordinary)course)of)business)and)in)the)
event)of)default,)insolvency)or)bankruptcy)on)the)part)of)the)Company)or)the)counterparty.)
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)
2.14! Share(capital(
(
The)share)capital)is)represented)by)ordinary)shares.)
)
The)cost)of)issuing)new)shares)or)options)is)recognised)directly)against)equity,)as)a)reduction)in)reserves.)
)
If) the)Company)acquires)any)treasury)shares,) the)consideration)paid,) including)any)directly)attributable)
incremental)cost,)is)deducted)from)equity)until)their)redemption,)reSissue)or)disposal.)When)these)shares)
are)sold)or)are)later)reSissued,)any)proceeds)received,)net)of)any)directly)attributable)incremental)cost)of)
the)transaction,)are)included)in)equity.)
)
Basic) earnings) per) share) are) calculated) by) dividing) the) profit) attributable) to) the) Company’s) owners,)
excluding)the)cost)of)servicing)equity)other)than)ordinary)shares,)among)the)weighted)average)number)of)
ordinary)shares)outstanding)during)the)year,)adjusted)for)any)incentives)in)ordinary)shares)issued)during)
the)year)and)excluding)treasury)shares.)
)
For)diluted)earnings)per)share,)the)figures)used)in)determining)basic)earnings)per)share)are)adjusted,)taking)
account) of) the) effect) after) income) tax) of) interest) and) other) finance) costs) related) to) dilutive) potential)
ordinary)shares)and) the)weighted)average)number)of)additional)ordinary)shares) that)would)have)been)
outstanding)assuming)the)conversion)of)all)dilutive)potential)ordinary)shares.)
)
2.15! Current(and(deferred(taxes(
(
In)accordance)with)the)REIT)tax)regime,)the)Parent)is)subject)to)a)corporate)income)tax)rate)of)0%.)
)
As)established)in)section)9.2)of)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)of)26)October,)with)the)amendments)incorporated)
by)Spanish)Law)16/2012,)of)27)December,)the)Company)will)be)subject)to)a)special)tax)rate)of)19%)on)the)
total)dividends)or)shares) in)profit)distributed)to)shareholders)that)have)a)stake)in)the)Company’s)share)
capital)equal)to)or)greater)than)5%,)when)these)dividends,)in)reference)to)the)shareholders,)are)exempt)or)
are)taxed)at)a)rate)less)than)10%)(to)this)effect,)the)tax)due)will)be)taken)into)consideration)under)the)NonS
Resident)Income)Tax)Act,.)Ley$del$Impuesto$sobre$la$Renta$de$los$No$Residentes).)
)
However,)the)special)tax)rate)will)not)be)applicable)when)the)dividends)or)shares)in)profit)are)received)by)
entities)whose)corporate)purpose)is)the)holding)of)equity)interests)in)other)REITs)or)in)other)nonSresident)
entities)in)Spain)that)have)the)same)corporate)purpose)and)that)operate)under)a)regime)similar)to)that)
established) for)REITs)with) regard) to) the)mandatory)profit) distribution)policy) established)by) law)or) the)
Articles)of)Association,)with)regard)to)those)shareholders)that)have)a)stake)equal)to)or)greater)than)5%)of)
the)share)capital)of)these)companies)and)are)taxed)at)a)tax)rate)of)at)least)10%)on)these)dividends)or)shares)
in)profit.)
)
For)those)Group)companies)that)do)operate)under)the)aforementioned)tax)regime,)the)income)tax)expense)
(income))is)the)amount)of)income)tax)accrued)for)the)year,)comprising)both)the)current)and)deferred)tax)
expense)(income).)
)
Both)the)current)and)the)deferred)tax)expense)(income))are)recognised)in)the)income)statement.)However,)
the)tax)effect)related)to)items)that)are)recognised)directly)in)equity)is)likewise)recognised)in)equity.)
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)
Current)tax)assets)and)liabilities)are)measured)at)the)amount)expected)to)be)paid)to)or)recovered)from)the)
tax)authorities,) in)accordance)with) current)or) approved)but)not) yet)published) legislation)on) tax)at) the)
reporting)date.)
)
Deferred) taxes) are) calculated,) in) accordance) with) the) balance) sheet) liability) method,) based) on) the)
temporary) differences) that) arise) between) the) tax) bases) of) the) assets) and) liabilities) and) their) carrying)
amounts.)
)
However,)deferred)taxes)are)not)recognised)if)they)arise)from)the)initial)recognition)of)an)asset)or)liability)
in)a)transaction)other)than)a)business)combination,)which)at)the)time)of)the)transaction)affects)neither)
accounting) profit) (loss)) nor) taxable) profit) (tax) loss).) Deferred) taxes) are) determined) by) applying) the)
regulations)and)tax)rates)that)have)been)enacted)or)substantially)enacted)by)the)balance)sheet)date)and)
that)are)expected)to)be)applied)when)the)related)deferred)tax)asset)is)realised)or)the)deferred)tax)liability)
is)settled.)
)
Deferred)tax)assets)are)recognised)to)the)extent)that)it)is)considered)probable)that)future)taxable)profit)
will)be)available)against)which)the)temporary)differences)can)be)offset.)
)
2.16! Leases(
(
a)! When)the)Group)is)the)lessee)S)Operating)lease)
)
Leases)in)which)the)lessor)substantially)retains)the)risks)and)rewards)arising)from)ownership)of)the)asset)
are)classified)as)operating) leases.)Payments)relating)to)operating) leases) (net)of)any) incentives)received)
from)the)lessor))are)charged)to)the)income)statement)for)the)period)in)which)they)are)accrued)on)a)straightS
line)basis)during)the)lease)term.)
)
b)! When)the)Group)is)the)lessor)
)
Properties)leased)out)under)operating)leases)are)included)in)investment)property)on)the)balance)sheet.)
Rental)income)is)recognised)on)a)straightSline)basis)over)the)term)of)the)lease)(Note)2.19).)
)
2.17! LongDterm(incentive(plans(
(
According) to) the) prospectus) for) admission) to) the) Alternative) Equities) Market,) the) remuneration) of)
executive)directors)may) include) longSterm) incentive)plans) consisting)of) the)delivery)of) shares)or) share)
options)or)monetary)remuneration)tied)to)the)share)value.)The)shareholders)at)the)General)Meeting)have)
the)authority)to)decide)whether)remuneration)is)supplemented)by)delivery)of)the)Company’s)shares,)share)
options)or)monetary)remuneration)tied)to)the)share)value.)
)
Company)management) is) currently)analysing) the)various) longSterm) remuneration)options)and)plans) to)
implement)that)chosen)in)the)second)half)of)the)year)ended)31)March)2019.)
)
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2.18! Provisions(and(contingent(liabilities(
(
Provisions)are)recognised)when)the)Group)has)a)present)obligation)(legal)or)constructive))as)a)result)of)
past) events,)where) an) outlay) of) resources)will) likely) be) needed) to) settle) the) obligation) and)when) the)
amount)can)be)reliably)estimated.)Provisions)are)not)recognised)for)future)operating)losses.)
)
Provisions)are)measured)at) the)present)value)of) the)expenditure)expected) to)be) required) to)settle) the)
obligation)using)a)preStax)interest)rate)that)reflects)current)market)assessments)of)the)time)value)of)money)
and)the)specific)risks)of)the)obligation.)Adjustments)made)to)provisions)due)to)revaluations)are)recognised)
as)an)expense)on)an)accrual)basis.)
)
Provisions)maturing)within)no)more)than)twelve)months)that)do)not)have)a)material)financial)effect)are)
not)discounted.)Where)some)of)the)expenditure)required)to)settle)a)provision)is)expected)to)be)reimbursed)
by)a)third)party,)the)reimbursement)is)recognised)as)a)separate)asset,)as)long)as)it)is)virtually)certain)to)be)
received.)
)
Contingent) liabilities) are) considered) to) be) possible) obligations) arising) from) past) events) and) whose)
existence)will)be)confirmed)only)by)the)occurrence)or)nonSoccurrence)of)one)or)more)future)events)not)
wholly)within) the) control) of) the)Group.) These) contingent) liabilities) are) not) recognised) in) the) financial)
statements.)
)
2.19! Revenue(recognition(
(
Revenue) is) recognised) at) the) fair) value) of) the) consideration) receivable) and) represents) the) amounts)
receivable)for)the)services)provided)in)the)Group’s)normal)course)of)business,)net)of)any)refunds,)rebates,)
discounts)and)value)added)tax.)
)
Services)rendered)
)
The)Group)provides)lease)services.)Income)earned)from)the)lease)of)property)is)recognised)on)a)straightS
line)basis) over) the) term)of) the) lease.)When) the)Group)offers) incentives) to) its) tenants,) the) cost) of) the)
incentive)is)recognised)during)the)term)of)the)lease)on)a)straightSline)basis,)as)a)reduction)in)rental)income.)
The)costs)related)to)each)lease)payment)are)recognised)as)an)expense.)
)
Interest)income)
)
Interest)income)is)recognised)using)the)effective)interest)method.)When)an)account)receivable)becomes)
impaired,)the)Group)reduces)the)carrying)amount)to)its)recoverable)amount,)which)is)calculated)on)the)
basis)of)estimated)future)cash)flows)discounted)at)the)original)effective)interest)rate)of)the)instrument,)
and)maintains)the)discount)as)interest)income.)
)
2.20! Distribution(of(dividends(
(
The)dividends)paid) to) the)Company’s) shareholders)are) recognised)as)a) liability) in) the)Group’s) financial)
statements)in)the)period)in)which)the)dividends)are)approved)by)the)Company’s)shareholders.)
)
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)
)
)

The)Parent)is)subject)to)the)special)regime)for)real)estate)investment)trusts)(REITs),)which)are)governed)by)
the) special) tax) regime) established) in) Spanish) Law) 11/2009,) of) 26) October,) amended) by) Spanish) Law)
16/2012,)of)27)December,)governing)real)estate)investment)trusts.)
)
Once)the)related)commercial)obligations)are)met,)these)companies)are)required)to)distribute)the)profit)
obtained) during) the) year) as) dividends) to) their) shareholders,)which)must) be) distributed)within) the) six)
months)following)the)end)of)each)year)as)follows:)
)

a)! 100%)of)the)profit)from)dividends)or)shares)in)profit)distributed)by)the)entities)referred)to)in)
section)2.1)of)this)Act.)

)
b)! At)least)50%)of)the)profit)generated)from)the)transfer)or)property)and)shares)or)investments)

referred)to)in)section)2.1)of)this)Act,)once)the)periods)referred)to)in)section)3.3)of)this)Act)have)
elapsed,)subject)to)compliance)of)its)main)corporate)purpose.)The)rest)of)the)profit)must)be)
reinvested) in)other)properties)or) shares) subject) to) compliance)with) this) purpose,)within) a)
period)of)three)years)following)the)date)of)transfer.)Failing)this,)the)profit)must)be)distributed)
in) full) together) with,) if) applicable,) the) profit) generated) during) the) year) in) which) the)
reinvestment)period)ends.)If)the)items)to)be)reinvested)are)transferred)prior)to)the)end)of)the)
holding)period,)that)profit)must)be)distributed)in)full)together)with,)if)applicable,)the)portion)
of)this)profit)allocated)to)the)years)in)which)the)Company)did)not)qualify)for)the)special)tax)
regime)established)in)this)Act.)

)
c)! At)least)80%)of)the)rest)of)the)profit)obtained.)

)
The)dividend)must)be)paid)within)one)month)following)the)date)of)the)distribution)agreement.)
When)dividends)are)distributed)with)a)charge)to)reserves)allocated)out)of)profit)from)a)year)in)which)the)
special)tax)regime)was)applicable,)they)must)be)distributed)in)accordance)with)the)section)above.)
)
2.21! Going(concern(principle(of(accounting(
(
These)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)were)prepared)in)accordance)with)the)goingS
concern)principle)of)accounting,)which)means)that)the)Group)will)realise)its)assets)and)meet)its)obligations)
in)the)normal)course)of)business.)
)
3.! SIGNIFICANT(CHANGES(IN(THE(CURRENT(REPORTING(PERIOD(
(
On)9)May)2018,)the)Company)acquired)the)Habaneras)shopping)centre)(Torrevieja,)Alicante))through)its)
subsidiary,)Junction)Parque)Habaneras,)S.L.U.)(formerly)Socatena)Servicios)y)Gestiones,)S.L.))for)EUR)83,807)
thousand) (including)acquisition)costs).)On) the)same)day,) the) financing) for) the)asset)was)arranged)with)
Aareal)Bank)for)EUR)42,330)thousand.)
)
On)25)July)2018,)the)Parent)began)to)trade)on)the)Spanish)Alternative)Equities)Market)(MAB).)
)
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)
)
)

4.! FINANCIAL(RISK(MANAGEMENT(
(
The)Group’s)activities)are)exposed)to)various)financial)risks:)market)risk)(interest)rate)risk),)credit)risk)and)
liquidity)risk.)The)Group’s)global)risk)management)programme)focuses)on)the)uncertainty)of)the)financial)
markets)and)aims)to)minimise)the)potential)adverse)effects)on)its)financial)returns.)
)
Risk)management)is)overseen)by)the)Group’s)Finance)Department,)which)identifies,)assesses)and)hedges)
financial)risks)in)accordance)with)the)policies)approved)by)the)Board)of)Directors.)The)Board)of)Directors)
provides)global)risk)management)policies,)and)policies)for)specific)areas)such)as)interest)rate)risk,)liquidity)
risk,)the)use)of)derivatives)and)nonSderivatives)and)the)investment)of)liquidity)surpluses.)
)
4.1! Financial(risk(management(
(
a)! Market)risk)
)
The)Group’s)interest)rate)risk)arises)from)its)bank)borrowings.)Loans)issued)at)floating)rates)exposes)the)
Group)to)cash)flow)interest)rate)risk.)At)30)September)2018,)approximately)78%)(100%)in)March)2018))of)
its) financing)was) tied) to) floating) rates.)The)Group’s) loans)at) floating) interest) rates)are)denominated) in)
euros.)
)
The)Group)analyses)its)exposure)to)interest)rate)risk)dynamically.)Several)scenarios)are)generated,)taking)
account)of)financing)and)hedging)alternatives.)Based)on)these)scenarios,)the)Group)estimates)the)impact)
of)a)certain)changes)in)interest)rates)on)the)result)(scenarios)are)only)used)for)liabilities)that)represent)the)
most)significant)positions)affected)by)interest)rates).)
)
These)analyses)take)into)account:)
)

•! The)economic)environment)in)which)the)Group)operates:)designing)different)economic)scenarios)
and) modifying) the) key) variables) potentially) affecting) the) Group) (interest) rates,) share) price,)
occupancy) rate)of) investment) property,) etc.).) Identification)of) interdependent) variables) and) the)
extent)of)their)relationship.)
•! Time) frame) over) which) the) assessment) is) carried) out:) the) time) horizon) of) the) analysis) and)
potential)deviations)will)be)taken)into)account.)

)
Based)on)the)simulations)carried)out,) the)maximum)recalculated) impact) that)a)1%)variation) in) interest)
rates)would)have)on)profit)after)tax)would)be)a)respective)increase)of)EUR)742)thousand)or)a)decrease)of)
EUR) 742) thousand) in) finance) costs.) Simulations) are) performed) regularly) to) ensure) that) the) potential)
maximum)loss)remains)within)the)limits)established)by)management.)
)
On)the)basis)of)these)different)scenarios,)the)Group)manages)its)cash)flow)interest)rate)risk)through)fixed)
or) floating) interest) rate) swaps.)The)economic)effect)of) these) interest) rate) swaps) is) to)convert) loans)at)
floating) rates) into) loans) at) fixed) interest) rates.) In) general,) the) Group) obtains) longSterm) floatingSrate)
borrowings)and)swaps)them)for)fixedSrate)borrowings,)with)rates)that)are) lower)than)those)that)would)
have)applied)had)the)Group)arranged)the)borrowings)directly)at)fixed)interest)rates.)In)these)interest)rate)
swaps,)the)Group)undertakes)to)swap)with)third)parties,)at)certain)intervals)of)time,)the)difference)between)
the) fixed) interest) rates)and) the) floating) interest) rates,)calculated)on) the)basis)of) the)notional)amounts)
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)
)
)

arranged.)Fixed)interest)rates)range)between)1.50%)and)2.00%)and)floating)interest)rates)range)between)
1.40%)and)1.60%.)
)
b)! Credit)risk)
)
Credit)risk)is)managed)at)Group)level.)The)Group)defines)its)policy)for)managing)and)analysing)the)credit)
risk)of)its)new)customers)before)offering)them)customary)payment)terms)and)conditions.)Credit)risk)mainly)
arises) from) deposits) made) with) the) relevant) organisations,) derivative) financial) instruments,) trade)
receivables)for)sales)and)services,)and)sundry)accounts)receivable.)The)Group’s)credit)risk)controls)set)out)
the)credit)quality) that)must)be)displayed)by)customers,) taking)account)of) their) financial) situation,)past)
experience) and) other) factors.) Individual) credit) risk) limits) are) established) on) the) basis) of) internal) and)
external)ratings,)in)accordance)with)the)limits)established)by)the)Board)of)Directors.)The)use)of)credit)limits)
is)regularly)reviewed.)
)
The)Group)believes)that)it)does)not)have)any)significant)concentrations)of)credit)risk,)which)is)understood)
as)the)posible)impact)on)the)income)statement)of)the)nonSpayment)of)accounts)receivable.)
)
) )
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)
)
)

The)Group’s)maximum)exposure)to)credit)risk)by)type)of)financial)asset,)excluding)financial)derivatives)and)
deposits,)is)as)follows:)
)

) ) Thousands(of(
euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
) ) )
Current(assets,(net(of(impairment(provisions) ) )
Trade)and)other)receivables)(Note)7)) 643) 1,163)
Cash)and)cash)equivalents) 14,231) 16,026)
) 14,874( 17,189(
) ( (

Deposits)to)be)returned)to)the)Group’s)tenants)will)be)withheld)if)the)balances)payable)by)the)tenants)to)
the)Group)are)not)paid)or)there)is)a)breach)of)the)lease)agreement.)
)
The)fair)value)of)cash)and)cash)equivalents)approximates)the)carrying)amounts)shown)in)the)above)table.)
)
c)! Liquidity)risk)
)
Cash)flow)predictions)are)carried)out)by)the)Group’s)Finance)Department.)This)Department)monitors)the)
forecasts)of)the)Group’s) liquidity)requirements) in)order)to)ensure)that) it)has)sufficient)cash)to)meet) its)
operational) needs)while)maintaining) sufficient) available) liquidity) at) all) times) to) ensure) that) the)Group)
continues)to)comply)with)its)financing)limits)and)covenants.)These)forecasts)take)account)of)the)Group’s)
financing) plans,) ratio) compliance,) compliance) with) internal) objectives) and,) where) applicable,) any)
regulatory)or)legal)requirements.)
)
The)cash)surplus)maintained)by)the)Group)is)usually)deposited)in)current)accounts)that)accrue)interest)at)
a)specific)rate)or)in)term)deposits,)with)maturity)dates)or)levels)of)liquidity)that)are)sufficient)to)offer)the)
appropriate)flexibility)in)light)of)the)forecasts)mentioned)above.)On)the)balance)sheet)date,)the)Group’s)
cash)totalled)EUR)14,231)thousand)(EUR)16,026)thousand)at)31)March)2018),)which)is)expected)to)generate)
cash)inflows.)
)
d)! Tax)risk)
)
As)mentioned)in)Note)1,)the)Parent)qualified)for)the)special)tax)regime)for)real)estate)investment)trusts)
(REITs).) As) established) in) section) 6) of) Spanish) Law) 11/2009,) of) 26)October,) amended) by) Spanish) Law)
16/2012,)of)27)December,)REITs)that)have)opted)for)the)special)tax)regime)are)required)to)distribute)the)
profit)generated)during)the)year)to)their)shareholders)in)the)form)of)dividends,)once)the)related)corporate)
obligations)have)been)met.)This)distribution)must)be)approved)within)six)months)from)each)yearSend,)and)
the)dividends)paid)in)the)month)following)the)date)on)which)the)paySout)is)agreed)(Note)9).)
)
If)the)shareholders)at)the)General)Meetings)of)these)companies)do)not)approve)the)dividend)distribution)
proposed)by)the)Board)of)Directors,)calculated)in)accordance)with)the)requirements)of)this)Act,)it)would)
not)be)complying)therewith)and,)accordingly,)tax)would)have)to)be)paid)under)the)general)regime,)not)the)
regime)applicable)to)REITs.)
)
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)
)
)

4.2! Capital(management(
(
The)main) objectives) of) the) Group’s) capital) management) are) to) ensure) shortS) and) longSterm) financial)
stability,)the)positive)market)performance)of)the)shares)of)Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.,)the)adequate)
financing)of)its)investments)or)the)reduction)of)its)borrowing)levels.)Financial)leverage)ratios,)calculated)as)
(Net)financial)debt)at)amortised)cost))/)(Net)financial)debt)at)amortised)cost)+)Equity),)at)30)September)
2018)and)31)March)2018)were)as)follows:)
)

) ) Thousands(of(
euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
) ) )
Net)financial)debt)(Note)10)) 167,084) 123,264)
Equity) 234,282) 182,845)
Leverage)ratio) 41.6%) 40.3%)
) ( (

)
Management)considers)that)the)Group’s)level)of)debt)is)low.)
)
The)leverage)ratio)for)investment)property,)calculated)as)(Net)financial)debt)at)amortised)cost))/)(Fair)value)
of)investment)property),)at)30)September)2018)and)31)March)2018)was)41%)and)40%,)respectively,)and)
the)Group’s)aim)is)to)keep)these)ratios)at)between)50%S60%:)
)

) ) Thousands(of(
euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
) ) )
Net)financial)debt)(Note)10)) 167,084) 123,264)
Fair)value)of)investment)property)(Note)6)) 406,260) 308,050)
Leverage)ratio) 41.1%) 40.0%)
) ( (

)
4.3! Estimate(of(fair(value(
(
The)table)below)includes)an)analysis)of)the)financial)instruments,)classified)by)valuation)method,)that)are)
measured)at)fair)value.)The)various)levels)are)defined)as)follows:)
)

•! Quoted)prices)(unadjusted))in)active)markets)for)identical)assets)or)liabilities)(Level)1).)
•! Inputs)other) than)prices)quoted) included)within)Level)1) that)are)observable) for) the)asset)or)

liability,)either)directly)(i.e.,)as)prices))or)indirectly)(i.e.,)derived)from)prices))(Level)2).)
•! Inputs) for) the)asset)or) liability) that)are)not)based)on)observable)market)data) (unobservable)

inputs))(Level)3).)
)
The)following)table)shows)the)Group’s)financial)assets)and)financial)liabilities)measured)at)fair)value.)See)
Note)6)for)disclosures)on)the)fair)value)of)investment)property.)
)
30(September(2018(
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)
)
)

)
Assets( Level(1( Level(2( Level(3( Total( )
NonDcurrent(financial(investments( ) ) ) )
Interest)rate)hedging)derivatives) S) S) S) S)
Total(assets( S) S) S) S)
Liabilities( Level(1( Level(2( Level(3( Total(
NonDcurrent(payables(
Interest)rate)hedging)derivatives) S)

)
329) S)

)
329)

Total(liabilities( S) 329( S) 329(
)
)
31(March(2018(

Assets( Level(1( Level(2( Level(3( Total( )
NonDcurrent(financial(investments( ) ) ) ) )
S)Interest)rate)hedging)derivatives) S) S) S) S) )
Total(assets( S) S) S) S) )
Liabilities( Level(1( Level(2( Level(3( Total( )
NonDcurrent(payables( ) ) ) ) )
S)Interest)rate)hedging)derivatives) S) 210) S) 210) )
Total(liabilities( S) 210( S) 210( )
)
The)fair)value)of)the)interest)rate)swaps)is)calculated)as)the)present)value)of)the)estimated)future)cash)
flows)based)on)estimated)interest)rate)curves.)
)
There)were)no)transfers)between)levels)during)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)2018.)
)
4.4! Offsetting(financial(assets(and(liabilities(
(
The)only)financial)assets)and)liabilities)of)the)Group)that)can)be)offset)are,)respectively,)deposits)made)with)
official)bodies)and)deposits)to)be)returned)to)tenants.)It)is)the)Group’s)intention)that)these)financial)assets)
and)liabilities)will)be)settled)on)a)gross)basis.)
)
5.! SEGMENT(REPORTING(
(
The)Investments)Committee,)together)with)the)Board)of)Directors,)represent)the)Group’s)chief)operating)
decision) maker.) Management) has) determined) the) operating) segments) based) on) information) that) is)
reviewed) by) these) bodies) for) the) purpose) of) allocating) resources) and) evaluating) performance.)
Management)analyses)the)performance)of)the)operating)segments)based)on)the)results) for)the)period.)
Management)considers)retail)and)office)activities)separately.)
SixDmonth(period(ended(30(September(2018(
(
) ) Thousands(of(euros)
) Retail) Offices) Corporate) Total)
) ) ) ) )

Services)rendered) 11,961) 1,106) 337) 13,404)
) ) ) ) )
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)
)
)

Changes)in)fair)value)of)investment)
property)

11,709) 386) S) 12,095)

) ) ) ) )

Staff)costs) S) S) (1,100)) (1,100))
) ) ) ) )

Other)operating)expenses) (2,188)) (103)) (1,041)) (3,332))
) ) ) ) )

Other)gains)or)losses) 27) ) 50) 77)
( ( ( ( (

Profit/(loss)(from(operations( 21,509( 1,389( (1,754)( 21,144(
Finance)income) ) ) ) )
) ) ) ) )
Finance)costs) (2,732)) ) ) (2,732))

Financial(profit/(loss)( (2,732)( S) S) (2,732)(

Profit/(Loss)(before(tax( 18,777( 1,389( (1,754)( 18,412(
) ) ) ) )

Income)tax) S) S) S) S)
( ( ( ( (

Profit/(loss)(for(the(period( 18,777( 1,389( (1,754)( 18,412(
)

SixDmonth(period(ended(30(September(2017(
(
) ) Thousands(of(euros)
) Retail) Offices) Corporate) Total)
) ) ) ) )

Services)rendered) 2,980) 1,240) S) 4,220)
) ) ) ) )

Changes)in)fair)value)of)investment)
property)

1,822) 292) S) 2,114)

) ) ) ) )

Staff)costs) S) S) (40)) (40))
) ) ) ) )

Other)operating)expenses) (76)) (127)) (207)) (410))
) ) ) ) )

Other)gains)or)losses) S) S) S) S)
( ( ( ( (

Profit/(loss)(from(operations( 4,726( 1,405( (247)( 5,884(
Finance)income) ) ) ) )
) ) ) ) )

Finance)costs) (394)) S) S) (394))

Financial(profit/(loss)( (394)( S) S) (394)(

Profit/(Loss)(before(tax( 4,332( 1,405( (247)( 5,490(
) ) ) ) )

Income)tax) S) S) (71)) (71))
( ( ( ( (

Profit/(loss)(for(the(period( 4,332( 1,405( (318)( 5,419(
(
The)amounts)provided)to)the)Investments)Committee)and)the)Board)of)Directors)with)regard)to)total)assets)
and)liabilities)are)valued)in)accordance)with)the)same)criteria)as)those)applied)in)the)interim)condensed)
consolidated) financial) statements.) These) assets) and) liabilities) are) assigned) on) the) basis) of) segment)
activities.)
)
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)
)
)

30(September(2018(
Thousands(of(euros(

) Retail) Offices) Corporate) Total)
NonDcurrent(assets) ) ) ) )
Investment)property) 380,120) 26,140) S) 406,260)
Other)nonScurrent)assets) 2,535) 355) 123) 3,013)
) 382,655) 26,495) 123) 409,273)
Current(assets) ) ) ) )
Trade)and)other)receivables) 363) S) 280) 643)
Other)current)assets) 9,131) 2,948) 2,882) 14,961)
) 9,494) 2,948) 3,162) 15,604)
NonDcurrent(liabilities) ) ) ) )
Bank)loans)and)credit)facilities) 180,853) S) S) 180,853)
Other)nonScurrent)liabilities) 5,236) 294) 437) 5,967)
) 186,089) 294) 437) 186,820)

Current(liabilities) 3,616) S) 159) 3,775)
)
31(March(2018(
(

Thousands(of(euros(
) Retail) Offices) Corporate) Total)
NonDcurrent(assets) ) ) ) )
Investment)property) 282,300) 25,750) S) 308,050(
Other)nonScurrent)assets) 1,974) 355) 58) 2,387(
) 284,274) 26,105) 58) 310,437(
Current(assets) ) ) ) (
Trade)and)other)receivables) 576) 1,507) S) 2,083(
Other)current)assets) 10,657) 2,685) 2,684) 16,026(
) 11,233) 4,192) 2,684) 18,109(
NonDcurrent(liabilities) ) ) ) (
Bank)loans)and)credit)facilities) 138,936) S) S) 138,936(
Other)nonScurrent)liabilities) 4,495) 294) S) 4,789(
) 143,431) 294) D) 143,725)

Current(liabilities) 1,976) S) D) 1,976)
) )
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)
)
)

6.! INVESTMENT(PROPERTY(
(
Investment)property)includes)mainly)shopping)centres)and)retail)parks)owned)by)the)Group)that)are)held)
to)obtain)longSterm)rental)income)and)are)not)occupied)by)the)Group.)
)
The)detail)of)and)changes)in)the)items)included)under)investment)property)are)as)follows:)
)
)
) Thousands(of(euros(

Investment(property(
)
)
Balance(at(31/12/2017(

)
)

304,140(
Acquisitions) S)
Capitalised)subsequent)expenditure) S)
Profit/(loss))net)of)adjustments)at)fair)value) 3,910)
Balance(at(31/03/2018( 308,050(
Acquisitions) 80,627)
Capitalised)subsequent)expenditure) 5,488)
Profit/(loss))net)of)adjustments)at)fair)value) 12,095)
Balance(at(30/09/2018( 406,260(
)
During) the) sixSmonth) period) ended) 30) September) 2018,) the) Group) acquired) the) Habaneras) shopping)
centre) (Torrevieja,) Alicante)) through) its) subsidiary) Junction) Parque) Habaneras,) S.L.U.) for) EUR) 83,807)
thousand)(including)acquisition)costs).)
)
Note)15)contains)detailed)information)on)the)properties)included)in)this)heading.)
)
Several) mortgage) guarantees) have) been) arranged) for) certain) properties,) the) market) values) of) which)
amounts)to)EUR)406,260)thousand)(EUR)308,050)thousand)at)31)March)2018),)as)security)for)compliance)
with)the)obligations)assumed)under)the)financing)obtained)a)Company.)At)30)September)2018,)the)nominal)
value)of) this) financing)amounted) to)EUR)188,330) thousand) (EUR)146,000) thousand)at)31)March)2018))
(Note)10).)
)
) )
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)
)
)

a)! Investment)property)income)and)expenses)
)
The)following)income)and)expenses)on)investment)property)have)been)detailed)in)the)income)statement:)
)
) ( ) Thousands(of(euros(
) SixDmonth(period(

ended(30(September(
2018)

) SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2017)
) ) ) )
Rental)income) 13,067) ) 4,220)
Operating)expenses)arising)from)investment)
property)that)generate)rental)income)

(2,291)) ) (203))

Operating)expenses)arising)from)investment)
property)that)do)not)generate)rental)income)

S) ) S)

) 10,776( ( 4,017(
(
b)! Assets)under)operating)leases)
)
The)total)amount)of)future)minimum)lease)payments)under)nonScancellable)operating)leases)is)as)
follows:)
)

) ) Thousands(of(euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(

Within)one)year) 23,127) 17,102)
Between)one)and)five)years) 50,300) 37,561)
More)than)five)years) 19,326) 22,607)

) 92,753( 77,270(

) ( (
)
c)! Insurance)
)
The)Company)maintains)a)policy)of)taking)out)all)insurance)policies)necessary)to)cover)the)possible)risks)to)
which) its) investment) properties) are) subject.) The) coverage) provided) by) these) policies) is) considered)
sufficient.)
)
) )
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)
)
)

d)! Valuation)process)
)
The)cost)and)fair)value)of)the)investment)property)at)30)September)2018)and)31)March)2018)are)detailed)
below:)
)

Thousands(of(euros)

) 30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
)

Net(cost(
Fair(value( Net(cost( Fair(value(

)
Investment)property) 373,464) 406,260) 289,657) 308,050)
)
The)appraisals)of) these)property)assets)were)carried)out)under) the)market)value)assumption,)whereby)
these) appraisals) were) conducted) in) accordance) with) the) statements) of) the) asset) valuationSappraisal)
method)and)the)guidelines)published)by)the)Royal)Institution)of)Chartered)Surveyors)(RICS))of)Great)Britain,)
valuation)standards,)8th)edition.)The)market)value)of)the)Group’s)properties)was)determined)based)on)the)
appraisal)conducted)by)independent)valuers)(Colliers)International).)
)
Market)value)is)defined)as)the)estimated)amount)for)which)a)property)should)be)exchanged)on)the)date)of)
valuation)between)a)willing)seller)and)a)willing)buyer,)after)a)reasonable)marketing)period,)and)wherein)
the)parties)have)acted)knowledgeably,)prudently)and)without)compulsion.)
)
The)valuation)method)adopted)by) the) independent) valuers)with) regard) to)determining) the) reasonable)
value)was)mainly) the)discounted)cash) flow)method)at) ten)years)and) the) income)capitalisation)method)
(reflecting)net)rent,)capitalised)expenses,)etc.),)in)addition)to)analysing)comparable)information.)
)
The)discounted)cash)flow)method)is)based)on)predicting)the)net)income)likely)to)be)generated)by)the)assets)
during) a) certain) period)of) time,) taking) into) consideration) the) residual) value) thereof) at) the) end)of) this)
period.)The)cash)flows)are)discounted)at)an)internal)rate)of)return)in)order)to)come)up)with)the)present)
value.)This) internal)rate)of)return) is)adjusted)to)reflect)the)risk)associated)with)the) investment)and)the)
assumptions)made.)The)key)variables)therefore)include)net)income,)the)estimated)residual)value)and)the)
internal)rate)of)return.)
)
The)income)capitalisation)method)consists)of)capitalising)the)estimated)net) income)from)each)property)
based)on)the)lease)period)and)the)reversal.)This)involves)the)capitalisation)of)the)actual)income)throughout)
the)period,)together)with)a)valuation)of)estimated)future)rents)after)updating)the)rents)or)formalising)new)
lease)agreements)in)each)period,)based)on)current)values)in)each)case.)The)yield)applied)to)each)category)
of)income)reflects)all)the)forecasts)and)risks)associated)with)the)cash)flows)and)the)investment.)
)
The)key)variables)of)the)capitalisation)method)are)therefore)the)determination)of)net)income,)the)period)
of) time)over)which) discounting) is) applied,) the) value) estimate) used) at) the) end) of) each) period) and) the)
objective)internal)rate)of)return)used)to)discount)the)cash)flows.)
)
The)estimated)yields)are)determined)by)the)type,)age)and)location)of)the)properties.)The)properties)were)
valued)on)a)caseSbyScase)basis,)considering)each)of)the)leases)in)force)at)the)end)of)the)period)and,)where)
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)
)
)

applicable,)those)that)are)foreseeable.)These)calculations)are)based)on)current)market)rents)for)the)various)
areas,)as)well)as)comparable)figures)and)completed)transactions.)
)
Based)on)the)simulations)carried)out,)the)recalculated)impact)that)a)0.25%)variation)would)have)on)the)
rate)of)return)(yield))would)be)as)follows:)
)
30(September(2018(
(

Thousands(of(euros(
THEORETICAL(RESULT((

YIELD(VARIANCE(
) ) (0.25%)( 0.25%(
Retail) ) 7,110) (7,180))
Offices) ) 460) (460))
) ) 7,570( (7,640)(
) ) ) )
YIELDS) ) ) )
Retail) 5%)S)6.75%) ) )
Offices) 7.10%)S)9.15%) ) )
) ) ) )
) ) ) )
) DISCOUNT(RATES) ) )
Retail) 7.5%)S)10%)) ) )
Offices) 9.25%)S)10.25%) ) )

)
) (
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)
)
)

31(March(2018(
(

Thousands(of(euros(
THEORETICAL(RESULT((

YIELD(VARIANCE(
) ) (0.25%)( 0.25%(
Retail) ) 5,500) (5,210))
Offices) ) 460) (440))
) ) 5,960( (5,650)(
) ) ) )
YIELDS) ) ) )
Retail) 5%)S)6.75%) ) )
Offices) 7.10%)S)9.15%) ) )
) ) ) )
) ) ) )
) DISCOUNT(RATES) ) )
Retail) 7.5%)S)10%)) ) )
Offices) 9.25%)S)10.25%) ) )

(
(
The)valuation)of)investment)property)is)classified)under)level)2,)based)on)the)definition)set)forth)in)Note)
4.3)above.)The)fair)value)of)the)investment)property)has)been)calculated)by)independent)expert)valuers)
using)valuation) techniques) involving)observable)and)available)market)data,)based)to)a) lesser)extent)on)
specific)estimates)by)the)entities.)
)
There)were)no)transfers)between)levels)during)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)2018.)
)
On)30)September)2018,)the)Castellana)Group’s)EPRA)NAV)stood)at)EUR)234,996)thousand)(EUR)6.92)per)
share).)
)
) )
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)
)
)

7.( LOANS(AND(RECEIVABLES(
)
) Thousands(of(euros(
) 30/09/2018( ) 31/03/2018(
NonDcurrent(loans(and(receivables:( ) ) )
S)Other)financial)assets) 2,889) ) 2,329)
) 2,889( ) 2,329(
) ) ) )
Current(loans(and(receivables:) ) ) )
S)Trade)receivables)for)sales)and)services) 363) ) 546)
S)Trade)receivables)for)sales)and)services)S)related)parties)(Note)
13))

280) ) 617)

) 643( ) 1,163(
) 3,532( ) 3,492(
)
The)carrying)amounts)of)current)and)nonScurrent)loans)and)receivables)approximates)their)fair)value,)since)
the)effect)of)the)discount)is)not)material.)
)
“Other)nonScurrent)financial)assets”)includes)the)amounts)deposited)with)the)corresponding)organisations.)
)
At)30)September)2018,)of)the)total)current)loans)and)receivables,)trade)and)other)receivables)amounting)
to)EUR)432)thousand)had)matured)(EUR)621)thousand)at)31)March)2018),)of)which)provisions)of)EUR)190)
thousand) had) been) recognised) (EUR) 75) thousand) at) 31) March) 2018)) in) accordance) with) the) policy)
established)on) the)age)of) customer)balances)and) the)assessment)of) these)balances) carried)out)by) the)
Group.)At)the)end)of)the)period,)trade)receivables)included)EUR)121)thousand)yet)to)be)invoiced)(EUR)0)at)
31)March)2018).)
)
The)analysis)of)the)age)of)trade)receivables)for)sales)and)services,)accounts)receivable)from)related)
parties)and)sundry)accounts)receivable:)
)

) Thousands(of(euros(

) 30/09/2018( ) 31/03/2018(

Less)than)3)months) 259) ) 621)
Between)3)and)6)
months)

32) ) S)

More)than)6)months) 141) ) S)

) 432( ) 621(
(
The)carrying)amounts)of)the)loans)and)receivables)are)denominated)in)euros.)
)
) )
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)
)
)

The)changes)in)the)allowance)for)doubtful)debts)in)the)year)were)as)follows:)
)

) Thousands(of(euros(

) 30/09/2018( ) 31/03/2018(

Beginning)balance) (75)) ) (44))
Charge)for)the)year) (115)) ) (31))
Reversals) S) ) S)
Allocation) S) ) S)

Ending(balance( (190)( ) (75)(
)
)
8.! SHARE(CAPITAL(AND(SHARE(PREMIUM(
(

a)! Share)capital)
)
At)19)May)2015)(see)Note)1),)the)Parent’s)share)capital)amounted)to)EUR)60)thousand,)represented)by)
60,000) fully) subscribed) and) paid) shares) of) EUR) 1) par) value) each,) all) of) which) are) of) the) same) class.)
Subsequently,)the)par)value)was)reduced)(without)reducing)share)capital))to)EUR)0.01)per)share)and)then)
increased)(without)increasing)share)capital))to)EUR)5)per)share.)Consequently,)the)number)of)shares)went)
from)60,000)to)12,000.)
)
On)30)May)2016,)a)share)capital)increase)took)place,)consisting)of)the)issuance)of)2,520,000)fully)subscribed)
and)paid)shares)of)EUR)5)par)value)each,)all)of)the)same)class.)
)
Following)this) transaction,)at)31)December)2016,) the)share)capital)amounted)to)EUR)12,660)thousand,)
represented)by)2,532,000)fully)subscribed)and)paid)shares)of)EUR)5)par)value)each,)all)of)the)same)class,)
granting)the)same)rights)to)their)holders.)
)
On) 28) June) 2017,) share) capital) was) reduced) by) EUR) 10,128) thousand) and) a) restricted) reserve) was)
recognised)for)the)same)amount.)The)capital)reduction)was)carried)out)by)reducing)the)EUR)5)par)value)of)
each)share)by)EUR)4,)resulting)in)a)par)value)per)share)of)EUR)1)and)a)share)capital)of)EUR)2,532)thousand)
following)a)resolution)to)reduce)share)capital.)
)
On)28)June)2017,)share)capital)was)increased)by)EUR)17,180)thousand,)through)the)issuance)of)17,180,172)
new)shares,)with)a)par)value)of)EUR)1)each.)These)new)shares)were)issued)with)a)total)issue)premium)of)
EUR)85,901)thousand.)The)share)capital)increase,)as)well)as)the)share)premium,)were)fully)subscribed)and)
paid)up)by)the)Company)shareholder,)Vukile)Property)Fund)Limited.)
)
) )
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)
)
)

On) 4) December) 2017,) share) capital) was) increased) by) EUR) 5,833) thousand,) through) the) issuance) of)
5,833,333)new)shares,)with)a)par)value)of)EUR)1)each.)These)new)shares)were)issued)with)a)total) issue)
premium)of)EUR)29,167)thousand.)The)share)capital) increase,)as)well)as)the)share)premium,)were)fully)
subscribed)and)paid)up)by)the)shareholder,)Vukile)Property)Fund)Limited.)
)
Following)this) transaction,)at)31)December)2017,) the)share)capital)amounted)to)EUR)25,546)thousand,)
represented)by)25,545,505)fully)subscribed)and)paid)shares)of)EUR)1)par)value)each,)all)of)the)same)class,)
granting)the)same)rights)to)their)holders.)
)
On) 8)March) 2018,) the) shareholders) at) the) General)Meeting) approved) a) capital) increase) through) the)
conversion)of)the)loan)entered)into)on)28)November)2017)with)its)majority)shareholder,)Vukile)Property)
Fund)Limited,)amounting)to)EUR)4,475)thousand)in)principal)plus)EUR)42)thousand)in)capitalised)accrued)
interest.)They)approved)a)share)capital) increase)of)EUR)753)thousand,)through)the)issuance)of)752,790)
new)registered)shares,)with)a)par)value)of)EUR)1)each.)This) increase)was)carried)out)with)a)total)share)
premium)of)EUR)3,764)thousand.)
)
Following) this) transaction,) at) 31) March) 2018,) the) share) capital) amounted) to) EUR) 26,298) thousand,)
represented)by)26,298,295)fully)subscribed)and)paid)shares)of)EUR)1)par)value)each,)all)of)the)same)class,)
granting)the)same)rights)to)their)holders.)
)
On)8)May)2018,)the)shareholders)at)the)Universal)Extraordinary)General)Meeting)approved)a)share)capital)
increase)of)EUR)7,117)thousand,)through)the)issuance)of)7,116,666)shares,)with)a)share)premium)of)EUR)5)
per)share,)i.e.,)EUR)35,583)thousand.)
)
On)7)June)2018,)the)shareholders)at)the)General)and)Universal)Meetings)approved)two)new)share)capital)
increases:)the)first)amounting)to)EUR)50)thousand,)with)the)issuance)of)50,000)new)shares)and)a)share)
premium)of) EUR)5) per) share,) i.e.,) EUR)250) thousand,) and) the) second) increase) amounting) to) EUR)503)
thousand)with)the)issuance)of)502,742)new)shares)with)a)share)premium)of)EUR)5)per)share,)i.e.,)EUR)2,514)
thousand.)
)
Following) this) increase,) at) 30) September) 2018,) the) share) capital) amounted) to) EUR) 33,968) thousand,)
represented)by)33,967,703)shares.)
)
At)30)September)2018)and)31)March)2018,)the)only)shareholder)with)more)than)a)10%)interest)in)the)share)
capital)of)the)Parent)was)Vukile)Properties)Limited.)
)
The)breakdown)of)share)capital)at)30)September)2018)and)31)March)2018)is)as)follows:)
)

) Thousands(of(euros(

) 30/09/2018( ) 31/03/2018(

Registered)capital)) 33,968) ) 26,298)
Unpaid)capital) S) ) S)

( 33,968( ) 26,298(
) )
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)
)
)

b)! Share)premium)
)
This)reserve)is)unrestricted.)
)

c)! Treasury)shares)
)
The)changes)in)treasury)shares)in)the)year)were)as)follows:)
)

) 30/09/2018) ) 31/03/2018)

) Number(of(
treasury(shares)

Thousands(
of(euros)

) Number(of(
treasury(shares)

Thousands(
of(euros)

At)beginning)of)year) S) S) ) S) S)
Increases/purchases) 50,000) 300) ) S) S)
Decreases) S) S) ) S) S)

At)end)of)year) 50,000( 300( ( D( D(
(
On)10)July)2018,)Castellana)Properties)entered)into)a)liquidity)agreement)with)Renta)4)Banco,)S.A.)with)the)
aim)of)increasing)liquidity)and)promoting)stability)in)the)listing)of)the)Company’s)shares.)The)agreement)
entered)into)force)on)25)July)2018.)
)
The)Company)shares)held)thereby)at)30)September)2018)represent)0.15%)of)the)Company’s)share)capital)
and)amount)to)50,000)shares.)The)average)cost)of)the)Company’s)treasury)shares)was)EUR)6)per)share.)
)
These)shares)are)recognised)as)a)reduction)to)the)shareholders’)equity)of)the)Company)at)30)September)
2018)amounting)to)EUR)300)thousand.)
)
The)Parent)has)fulfilled)the)obligations)arising)from)section)509)of)the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act)
that)establishes,)in)relation)to)shares)listed)on)an)official)secondary)market,)that)the)nominal)value)of)the)
shares)acquired,)in)addition)to)those)already)held)by)the)Parent)and)its)subsidiaries,)may)not)exceed)10%)
of)the)share)capital.)The)subsidiaries)do)not)hold)treasury)shares)or)shares)of)the)Parent.)
)

d)! Earnings)per)share)
)
Basic)earnings)per) share)are)calculated)by)dividing) the)net)profit/(loss)) for) the)year)attributable) to) the)
owners)of)the)Parent)by)the)weighted)average)number)of)ordinary)shares)outstanding)during)the)year,)
excluding)the)weighted)average)number)of)treasury)shares)held)in)the)year.)
)
Diluted)earnings)per)share)are)calculated)by)dividing)the)net)profit/(loss))for)the)year)attributable)to)the)
owners)of)the)Parent)by)the)weighted)average)number)of)ordinary)shares)outstanding)during)the)year,)plus)
the)weighted) average) number) of) ordinary) shares) that)would) be) issued) in) the) conversion) of) all) of) the)
instruments)with)a)dilutive)potential.)
)
The)following)table)reflects)the)income)and)information)on)the)number)of)shares)used)to)calculate)basic)
and)diluted)earnings)per)share:)
)
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)
)
)

Calculation)of)basic)and)diluted)earnings)
)
) SixDmonth(period(

ended(30(September(
2018)

) SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2017)
) ) ) )
Net)profit)(thousands)of)euros)) 18,412) ) 5,419)
Weighted)average)number)of)shares)issued)(shares)) 32,284,535) ) 11,356,788)
Average)number)of)treasury)shares)(shares)) 31,421) ) 0)
Basic)and)diluted)earnings)per)share)(euros)) 0.57) ) 0.48)
(
In)terms)of)calculating)earnings)per)share,)no)transactions)were)carried)out)involving)ordinary)shares)or)
potentially) ordinary) shares) from) the) reporting) date) of) the) interim) condensed) consolidated) financial)
statements) to) the) authorisation) for) issue) thereof) that) have) not) been) taken) into) account) in) these)
calculations)for)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)2018.)
)
9.! RESERVES(AND(RETAINED(EARNINGS(
(
Reserves)
)
At)30)September)2018,)EUR)148)thousand)(EUR)15)thousand)at)31)March)2018))corresponded)to)the)legal)
reserve.) The) legal) reserve) was) established) in) accordance) with) section) 274) of) the) Spanish) Corporate)
Enterprises)Act,)which)stipulates,)in)all)cases,)that)10%)of)net)profit)for)each)year)must)be)transferred)to)
the)legal)reserve)until)the)balance)of)this)reserve)reaches)at)least)20%)of)the)share)capital.)This)reserve)
cannot)be)distributed,)and)if)it)is)used)to)offset)losses,)in)the)event)no)other)reserves)are)available)for)this)
purpose,)it)must)be)restored)with)future)profits.)
)

) Thousands(of(euros( )
) 30/09/2018( ) ) 31/03/2018( )
Legal)reserve) 148) ) ) 15) )
Other)reserves) 9,422) ) ) 8,548) )
Hedging)reserve) (329)) ) ) (210)) )
Treasury)shares) (300)) ) ) S) )
Total(reserves( 8,941( ) ) 8,353( )
)
Retained(earnings(

) ) ) ) )

Accumulated)profit) 29,400) ) ) 22,845) )
Distribution)of)dividends) (12,284)) ) ) (134)) )
Total(retained(earnings( 17,116( ) ) 22,711( )

)
“Other)reserves”)includes)mainly)the)expenses)related)to)issuing)shares)and)the)two)share)capital)
increases)carried)out.)These)expenses)totalled)EUR)705)thousand)and)relate)mainly)to)banks)and)
advisors.)
)
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)
)
)

Distribution)of)profit)
)
The)proposed)distribution)the)profit)of)the)Parent,)Castellana)Properties)Socimi,)S.A.,)for)the)threeSmonth)
period)ended)31)March)2018,)which)was)approved)at)the)Annual)General)Meeting)on)13)July)2018,)was)
as)follows:)

(
) ( Thousands(of(

euros(
) ( 2018(
Basis(of(distribution( ) )
Profit) ) 1,335)
( ) )
Distribution( ) )
Legal)reserve) ) 133)
Dividends) ) 1,202)
) ( 1,335(

)
)
The)approved)distribution)of)2018)profit)included)the)distribution)of)an)interim)dividend)amounting)to)
EUR)1,202)thousand,)which)was)paid)to)shareholders)in)June)2018.)
)
Interim)dividend)
)
On)21)May)2018,)the)Board)of)Directors)approved)the)distribution)of)an)interim)dividend)of)EUR)10,948)
thousand)for)the)period)ended)31)March)2019,)which)was)paid)on)the)same)day.)
)
) (
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)
)
)

10.! ACCOUNTS(PAYABLE(
(
) Thousands(of(euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
NonDcurrent(accounts(payable:( ) ) )
S)Bank)borrowings) ) 180,853) 138,936)
S)Other)financial)liabilities) ) 5,201) 4,142)
S)Derivative)financial)instruments) ) 329) 210)
) ) 186,383( 143,288(
Current(accounts(payable:( ) ) )
S)Bank)borrowings) ) 133) 144)
S)Trade)and)other)payables) ) 1,721) 1,369)
S)Accounts)payable)to)related)parties) ) 976) S)
) ) 2,830( 1,513(
) ) 189,213( 144,801(
) ) ( (
(
(
The)carrying)amounts)of)current)and)nonScurrent)accounts)payable)approximates)their)fair)value,)since)the)
effect)of)the)discount)is)not)material.)In)the)case)of)payables)to)financial)institutions,)they)are)recognised)
at)amortised)cost.)
)
The) deposits) received) from) tenants) as) per) the) lease) agreements) are) recognised) as) other) nonScurrent)
financial)liabilities.)
)
“Trade) and) other) payables”) includes) mainly) the) provisions) recognised) in) relation) to) the) Company’s)
property)acquisitions,)financing)obtained)during)this)period,)as)well)as)balances)payable)for)investments)in)
assets)currently)under)construction.)
)
The)carrying)amount)of)the)Company’s)accounts)payable)is)denominated)in)euros.)
)
) )
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)
)
)

“Bank)borrowings”)includes)the)balance)of)two)loans)granted)to)the)Group.)The)maturities)of)these)bank)
borrowings,)by)their)nominal)amount,)are)as)follows:)
)

( Thousands(of(euros(
( 30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(

Maturity) NonDcurrent) Current) NonDcurrent) Current)
( ( ( ( (

2018) S) S) S) S)
2019) S) S) S) S)
2020) S) S) S) S)
2021) 43,800) S) 43,800) S)
>2022) 144,530) S) 102,200) S)

) ) ) ) )
Total( 188,330( D( 146,000( D(

( ( ( ( (
(
The)Company’s)balance)sheet) includes)EUR)7,477)thousand)(EUR)7,064)thousand)at)31)March)2018))at)
amortised)cost)for)debt)arrangement)expenses.)At)30)September)2018,)the)accrued)finance)costs)payable)
amounted)to)EUR)135)thousand)(EUR)144)thousand)at)31)March)2018).)The)borrowing)costs)accrued)during)
the)period)amount)to)EUR)1,433)thousand)(EUR)394)thousand)at)30)September)2017).)The)other)finance)
costs)recognised)in)the)income)statement)relate)to)the)interest)own)hedging)derivatives)and)the)financial)
costs)at)amortised)cost.)
)
During) the)period) the)Group) arranged) financing) in) the) amount) of) EUR)42,330) thousand) (EUR)146,000)
thousand)at)30)March)2018).)
)
The) loans)detailed)are) secured)by)a)mortgage) commitment)on) certain)properties,) the)market) value)of)
which)at)30)September)2018)totalled)EUR)406,260)thousand)(Note)6))(EUR)308,050)thousand)at)31)March)
2018).)
)
On)5)December)2017,)the)Parent,)acting)not)as)a)borrower)but)as)a)guarantor,)together)with)the)investees)
listed)below,)arranged)a)syndicated) loan)for)a)total)amount)of)EUR)146)million,)maturing) in)2023,)with)
CaixaBank,)Banco)Popular)and)Banco)Santander,)the)latter)acting)as)the)agent)bank,)which)has)been)used)
to) settle) the)Group’s) previous) financing) and) fund) the)purchase)of) the)properties) acquired)by) Junction)
Parque)Alameda,)S.L.U.)This)loan)is)secured)with)assets)as)detailed)in)the)following)table:)
) )
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)
)
)

) ) Nominal(amount(outstanding)
Company( Property( 30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
Junction)Parque)Castellón,)S.L.U.) Ciudad)del)Transporte) 2,924) 2,924)
Junction)Parque)Principado,)S.L.U.) Parque)Principados)Retail)Park) 13,593) 13,593)
Randolph)Spain,)S.L.U.)

Parque)Oeste)Retail)Park)
12,436) 12.436)

Roxbury)Spain,)S.L.U.) 8,941) 8,941)
Junction)Parque)Huelva,)S.L.U.) Marismas)del)Polvorín)Retail)Park) 12,466) 12,466)
Junction)Parque)Motril,)S.L.U.) Motril)Retail)Park) 3,594) 3,594)
Junction)Parque)Granada,)S.L.U.) Kinepolis)Retail)Park)&)Leisure)Centre) 23,359) 23,359)
Junction)Parque)Cáceres,)S.L.U.) Mejostilla)Retail)Park) 3,856) 3,856)
Junction)Parque)Mérida,)S.L.U.) La)Heredad)Retail)Park) 6,176) 6,176)
Junction)Parque)Villanueva)1,)S.L.U.) La)Serena)Retail)Park) 2,523) 2,523)
Junction)parque)Villanueva)fase)2,)S.L.U.) Villanueva)de)la)Serrena)II)Retail)Park) 4,368) 4,368)

Junction)Parque)Alameda,)S.L.U.)
Alameda)Shopping)Centre)

51,764) 51,764)
San)Pedro)Del)Pinatar)Retail)Park)

) TOTAL( 146,000) 146,000)
(
)
On)9)May)2018,)the)subsidiary)Junction)Parque)Habaneras,)S.L.U.)took)out)a)mortgage)loan)with)Aareal)
Bank,)AG)in)the)amount)of)EUR)42,330)thousand,)secured)by)the)Habaneras)shopping)centre,)and)maturing)
in)2025.)
)
These)loans)are)subject)to)compliance)with)certain)financial)ratios,)which)is)standard)practice)in)the)sector)
in) which) the) Company) operates,) with) the) ratio) being) calculated) every) six) months.) The) Group) was) in)
compliance)with)all)of)these)ratios)as)of)30)September)2018.)
)
11.! PROVISIONS(AND(CONTINGENCIES(
(
At)30)September)2018)and)31)March)2018,)the)Group)had)no)provisions)or)contingent)liabilities.)
)
12.! BOARD(OF(DIRECTORS(AND(OTHER(REMUNERATION(
(
Remuneration)of)Board)members)
)
During)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)2018,)remuneration)for)Board)members)amounted)to)
EUR)209)thousand)(EUR)12)thousand)at)30)September)2017),)of)which)executive)members)received)a)total)
of)EUR)162)thousand)(EUR)12)thousand)at)30)September)2017).)
)
The)Group)has)not)granted)any)loans)to)Board)members)and)does)not)have)any)pension)funds)or)similar)
obligations)to)their)benefit.)
)
) (
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)
)
)

13.! RELATED(PARTY(TRANSACTIONS(
(
The)detail)of)the)transactions)with)related)parties)is)as)follows:)
)

Income)

Thousands(of(euros(

SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2018(

SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2017(

Services)rendered) ) 280) D(
) ) 280( D(
) ) ( (
(
(
)

Expenses)

Thousands(of(euros(

SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2018(

SixDmonth(period(
ended(30(September(

2017(

Services)billed) ) (976)) D(
) ) (976)( D(
) ) ( (
(
The)breakdown)is)as)follows:)
(

BREAKDOWN(OF(ASSET(BALANCES(
Thousands(of(euros(

30/09/2018( 31/03/2018(
Adam)Lee)Morze) ) S) 78)
Morzal)Properties)Iberia,)S.A.) ) 280) S)
Dream,)SL) ) S) 3)
Vukile)Property)Fund)Limited) ) D) 536)
) ) 280) 617)
) ) (
) ) Thousands(of(euros)
BREAKDOWN(OF(LIABILITY(BALANCES) ) 30/09/2018) 31/03/2018)
Dream,)SL) ) 976) D)
) ) 976) D)
) ) ( (
(
) (
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)
)
)

14.! OTHER(INFORMATION(
(
The)average)number)of)employees,)by)professional)category,)in)the)sixSmonth)period)ended)on)these)
dates,)is)as)follows:)
)
)

Category( 30/09/2018( ) 30/09/2017(

Managers) 5) ) S)
University)graduates) 4) ) S)
Interns) 1) ) S)
Clerical)staff)and)other)
personnel)

2) ) S)

) 12( ) D(
)
15.! Disclosure(requirements(arising(from(REIT(status,(Spanish(Law(11/2009,(amended(by(Spanish(Law(

16/2012(
(
a)! Reserves)arising)from)the)years)prior)to)applying)the)tax)regime)established)in)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)

amended)by)Spanish)Law)16/2012,)of)27)December.)
)

Not)applicable.)
)
b)! Reserves) arising) from) the) years) in) which) the) tax) regime) established) in) Spanish) Law) 11/2009,)

amended)by)Spanish)Law)16/2012,)of)27)December,)was)applied,)distinguishing)between)the)portion)
that)comes)from)income)subject)to)a)0%)or)a)19%)tax)rate)and)that)which)is)taxed)at)the)standard)
tax)rate,)where)applicable.)

)
The)reserves)established)come)from)rental)income)subject)to)a)tax)rate)at)0%.)

)
c)! Dividends)distributed)against)profits)each)year)in)which)the)tax)regime)established)in)Spanish)Law)

11/2009,)amended)by)Spanish)Law)16/2012,)of)27)December,)was)applied,)distinguishing)between)
the)portion)that)comes)from)income)subject)to)a)0%)or)a)19%)tax)rate)and)that)which)is)taxed)at)the)
standard)tax)rate,)where)applicable.)

)
All)of)the)dividends)distributed)arise)in)full)from)rental)income)subject)to)a)tax)rate)at)0%.)

)
d)! In) the) case) of) dividends) distributed)with) a) charge) to) reserves,) indicate) the) year) relating) to) the)

reserves)applied)and)whether)they)were)taxed)at)a)rate)of)0%,)19%)or)at)the)standard)tax)rate.)
)

No)dividends)were)distributed)against)reserves)(Note)9).)
)
e)! Date)of)the)resolution)to)distribute)dividends)referred)to)in)letters)c))and)d))above.)
)

•! The)dividend)of)EUR)134)thousand)for)2016)approved)by)the)shareholders)at)the)Annual)
General)Meeting)on)29)June)2017.)
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)
)
)

)
•! The)dividend)of)EUR)1,202)thousand)for)the)threeSmonth)period)ended)31)March)2018)

approved)by)the)shareholders)at)the)Annual)General)Meeting)on)13)July)2018.)
)
•! Interim)dividend)of)EUR)10,948)thousand)for)the)year)ended)31)March)2019)approved)by)

the)Board)of)Directors)on)21)May)2018.)
)
f)! Acquisition)date)of)the)properties)intended)for)lease)and)the)ownership)interest)in)the)share)

capital)of)companies)referred)to)in)section)2.1)of)this)Act.)
)

The)Parent)owns)the)following)rental)properties:)
)

Property( Location( Date(of(acquisition(

Konecta)Madrid) Avenida)de)la)Industria,)49)Alcobendas,)Madrid) 30)May)2016)

Konecta)Sevilla) Ctra.)Prado)de)la)Torre)s/n)Polígono)5,)parcelas)77S79)Bollullos)de)la)Mitación,)Seville) 30)May)2016)

)
)
The)Parent)has)ownership)interest)in)the)share)capital)of)companies)referred)to)in)section)2.1)of)the)Spanish)
REIT)Act:)
)
)
Company( Date(of(acquisition( Property( Location(
Junction)Parque)Castellón,)
S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Ciudad)del)Transporte) Avenida)Europa)231,)Castellón)

De)La)Plana)
Junction)Parque)Principado,)
S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Parque)Principados)Retail)Park) LG)Paredes)201,)Siero)(Asturias))

Randolph)Spain,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Parque)Oeste)Retail)Park) Avenida)de)Europa)4,)Alcorcón)S)
Madrid)Roxbury)Spain,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017)

Junction)Parque)Huelva,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Marismas)del)Polvorín)Retail)Park) Calle)Molino)Mareal)1,)Huelva)

Junction)Parque)Motril,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Motril)Retail)Park) Rambla)de)las)Brujas,)Motril,)
Granada)

Junction)Parque)Granada,)
S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Kinepolis)Retail)Park)&)Leisure)

Centre)
Calle)Samuel)Billy)Wilder)1,)
Pulianas)S)Granada)

Junction)Parque)Cáceres,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Mejostilla)Retail)Park) Calle)José)Espronceda)52,)Parcela)
MS19.1ª,)Cáceres)

Junction)Parque)Mérida,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) La)Heredad)Retail)Park) Avenida)José)Saramago)de)Sousa,)
Mérida)

Junction)Parque)Villanueva)1,)
S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) La)Serena)Retail)Park) Carretera)Don)Benito,)S/N,)

Villanueva)de)la)Serena,)Badajoz)
Junction)parque)Villanueva)fase)
2,)S.L.U.) 30)June)2017) Villanueva)de)la)Serrena)II)Retail)

Park)
Carretera)Don)Benito,)S/N,)
Villanueva)de)la)Serena,)Badajoz)

Junction)Parque)Alameda,)
S.L.U.) 5)December)2017)

Alameda)Shopping)Centre) Calle)Luis)Buñuel)6,)18197,)
Pulianas)S)Granada)

San)Pedro)Del)Pinatar)Retail)Park)
UAS1)Plan)Parcial)“Area)3e”,)
Manzana)PS9,)San)Pedro)del)
Pinatar)(Murcia))

Junction)Parque)Habaneras,)
S.L.U.) 9)May)2018) Habaneras)shopping)centre) Avenida)Rosa)Mazón)Valero)7,)

Torrevieja,)Alicante)
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)
)
)

)
g)! Identify)the)assets)included)in)the)calculation)of)the)80%)referred)to)in)section)3.1)of)this)Act.)
)

The)assets)taken)into)account)when)calculating)the)80%)referred)to)in)section)3.1)of)the)REIT)Act)are)
those)listed)in)the)previous)point.)

)
h)! Reserves)arising)from)the)years)in)which)the)tax)regime)established)in)this)Act)was)applied,)that)were)

drawn)down)in)the)tax)period,)that)are)not)intended)for)distribution)or)to)offset)losses,)identifying)
the)year)in)which)such)reserves)originated.)

)
Not)applicable.)
)
16.! EVENTS(AFTER(THE(REPORTING(PERIOD(
(
On) 16)October) 2018,) the) Extraordinary) General) Shareholders)Meeting)was) called) to) take) place) on) 27)
November) 2018.) At) the)meeting,) the) shareholders)will) be) asked) to) approve) the) acquisition) of)Morzal)
Property)Iberia)S.L.)(“Morzal”))by)means)of)a)capital)increase)through)a)nonSmonetary)contribution)of)the)
Company’s)shares.)On)31)July)2018,)Morzal)acquired)the)following)four)shopping)centres)in)Spain,)formerly)
owned)by)UnibailSRodamcoSWestfield:) the)Los)Arcos)shopping)centre) in)Seville;) the)Bahía)Sur)shopping)
centre)in)Cádiz;)the)El)Faro)shopping)centre)in)Badajoz,)and)the)Vallsur)shopping)centre)in)Valladolid.)These)
four)shopping)centres)have)a)total)gross) leasable)area)of)121,338)square)metres)and)were)acquired)by)
Morzal)as)a)portfolio)for)a)total)price)(including)transaction)costs))of)EUR)490)million.)
(
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(

1)
)
)
)

1.! ORGANISATIONAL(STRUCTURE(AND(OPERATIONS(
(
Castellana)Properties) Socimi,) S.A.) (“Castellana)Properties”))was) incorporated) in) Spain)on)19)May)2015)
pursuant)to)the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act)under)the)name)Vinemont)Investment,)S.A.,)which)was)
then)changed)to)its)current)name)on)30)May)2016.)
)
On)15)September)2016,)the)Company)notified)the)tax)authorities)that)it)had)opted)to)apply)the)tax)regime)
for)Spanish)real)estate)investment)trusts)(REITs).)
)
On)25)July)2018,)Castellana)Properties)listed)all)of)its)shares)on)the)Alternative)Equities)Market)(MAB).)
)
Castellana)Properties) focuses) its)business)strategy)on) investing) in)highSquality) rental)assets)with)strong)
growth)potential.)In)just)one)and)a)half)years,)the)market)value)of)this)investment)has)risen)from)EUR)24)
million)at)31)March)2017)to)EUR)406)million)at)30)September)2018.)
)
The)Board)of)Directors)of)Castellana)Properties)conducts) its)business) in)accordance)with) the)corporate)
governance) rules) set) out) primarily) in) the) Company’s) Articles) of) Association,) the)General) Shareholders)
Meeting)Regulations)and)the)Board)of)Directors)Regulations.)
)
The) Board) of) Directors) is) a) supervisory) and) control) body) for) the) Company’s) business) activities) with)
competence)over)matters)such)as)approving)the)Company’s)general)policies)and)strategies,)the)corporate)
governance)policy,)the)corporate)social)responsibility)policy)and)the)risk)control)and)management)policy)
and,)in)all)cases,)over)compliance)with)the)requirements)to)maintain)the)Company’s)status)as)an)REIT.)
)
The)Board)of)Directors)has)two)committees,)an)Audit)and)Control)Committee)and)an)Appointments)and)
Remuneration)Committee,)whose)essential)function)is)to)provide)the)Board)of)Directors)with)support)in)
the)performance)of)its)duties)relating)to)the)supervision)and)control)of)the)Company’s)ordinary)operations.)
)
2.! BUSINESS(PERFORMANCE(AND(RESULTS(
(
Since)its)first)acquisition)in)2016,)the)Company)has)carried)out)several)transactions)for)the)acquisition)of)
property)assets,)which)have) led) to) retained)earnings)of)EUR)29.4)million)on)a)consolidated)basis)at)30)
September)2018.)
)
Revenue)arising)from)the)lease)of)the)property)assets)acquired)amounted)to)EUR)13,404)thousand)at)30)
September)2018)(EUR)4,220)thousand)in)the)same)period)of)2017).)
)
In) the) sixSmonth)period)ended)30)September)2018,) EBITDA) stood)at) EUR)21,144) thousand) (EUR)5,884)
thousand) in) the) same) period) in) 2017).) (EBITDA:) Earnings) before) interest,) taxes,) depreciation) and)
amortisation).)
(
3.! SHARE(PERFORMANCE(
(
The)Parent’s)shares)have)been)traded)on)the)Alternative)Equities)Market)since)25)July)2018.)The)shares)
were)listed)at)EUR)6.00)per)share,)closing)at)EUR)6.30)per)share)on)30)September)2018.)
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(
(

2)
)
)
)

)
)
4.! TREASURY(SHARES(
(
The)changes)in)treasury)shares)in)the)year)were)as)follows:)
)

) 2017) ) 31/03/2018)

) Number(of(
treasury(shares)

Thousands(
of(euros)

) Number(of(
treasury(shares)

Thousands(
of(euros)

At)beginning)of)year) S) S) ) S) S)
Increases/purchases) 50,000) 300) ) S) S)
Decreases) S) S) ) S) S)

At)end)of)year) 50,000( 300( ( D( D(
(
(
On)10)July)2018,)Castellana)Properties)entered)into)a)liquidity)agreement)with)Renta)4)Banco,)S.A.)with)the)
aim)of)increasing)liquidity)and)promoting)stability)in)the)listing)of)the)Company’s)shares.)The)agreement)
entered)into)force)on)25)July)2018.)
)
The)Company)shares)held)thereby)at)30)September)2018)represent)0.15%)of)the)Company’s)share)capital)
and)amount)to)50,000)shares.)The)average)cost)of)the)Company’s)treasury)shares)was)EUR)6)per)share.)
)
These)shares)are)recognised)as)a)reduction)to)the)shareholders’)equity)of)the)Company)at)30)September)
2018)amounting)to)EUR)300)thousand.)
)
The)Parent)has)fulfilled)the)obligations)arising)from)section)509)of)the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act)
that)establishes,)in)relation)to)shares)listed)on)an)official)secondary)market,)that)the)nominal)value)of)the)
shares)acquired,)in)addition)to)those)already)held)by)the)Parent)and)its)subsidiaries,)may)not)exceed)10%)
of)the)share)capital.)The)subsidiaries)do)not)hold)treasury)shares)or)shares)of)the)Parent.)
)
) (
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5.! DIVIDEND(POLICY(
(
REITs)are)governed)by)the)special)tax)regime)established)in)Spanish)Law)11/2009,)of)26)October,)amended)
by) Spanish) Law) 16/2012,) of) 27) December,) governing) real) estate) investment) trusts.) Once) the) related)
commercial)obligations)are)met,)these)companies)are)required)to)distribute)the)profit)obtained)during)the)
year)as)dividends)to)their)shareholders,)which)must)be)distributed)within)the)six)months)following)the)end)
of)each)year)as)follows:)
)
a)! 100%)of) the)profit) from)dividends)or) shares) in) profit) distributed)by) the) entities) referred) to) in)
section)2.1)of)this)Act.)
)
b)! At) least) 50%)of) the) profit) generated) from) the) transfer) or) property) and) shares) or) investments)
referred)to)in)section)2.1)of)this)Act,)once)the)periods)referred)to)in)section)3.3)of)this)Act)have)elapsed,)
subject)to)compliance)of) its)main)corporate)purpose.)The)rest)of)the)profit)must)be)reinvested)in)other)
properties)or)shares)subject)to)compliance)with)this)purpose,)within)a)period)of)three)years)following)the)
date)of)transfer.)Failing)this,)the)profit)must)be)distributed)in)full)together)with,) if)applicable,)the)profit)
generated) during) the) year) in) which) the) reinvestment) period) ends.) If) the) items) to) be) reinvested) are)
transferred)prior)to)the)end)of)the)holding)period,)that)profit)must)be)distributed)in)full)together)with,)if)
applicable,)the)portion)of)this)profit)allocated)to)the)years)in)which)the)Company)did)not)qualify)for)the)
special)tax)regime)established)in)this)Act.)
)
c)! At)least)80%)of)the)rest)of)the)profit)obtained.)
)
The)dividend)must) be) paid)within) one)month) following) the) date) of) the) distribution) agreement.)When)
dividends)are)distributed)with)a)charge)to)reserves)allocated)out)of)profit)from)a)year)in)which)the)special)
tax)regime)was)applicable,)they)must)be)distributed)in)accordance)with)the)section)above.)
)
The)Company)is)obliged)to)transfer)10%)of)profit)for)the)year)to)the)legal)reserve)until)the)balance)of)this)
reserve)reaches)20%)of)share)capital.)This)reserve)is)not)distributable)to)shareholders)until)it)exceeds)20%)
of) share) capital.) The) Articles) of) Association) of) these) companies) may) not) establish) any) other) type) of)
restricted)reserves.)
)
) )
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The)following)table)outlines)the)distribution)of)the)profit)for)the)threeSmonth)period)ended)31)March)2018,)
which)was)approved)at)the)Annual)General)Meeting)on)13)July)2018:)
)

(
) ( Thousands(of(

euros(
) ( 2018(
Basis(of(distribution( ) )
Profit) ) 1,335)
( ) )
Distribution( ) )
Legal)reserve) ) 133)
Dividends) ) 1,202)
) ( 1,335(

)
)
The)approved)distribution)of)2018)profit)included)the)distribution)of)an)interim)dividend)amounting)to)EUR)
1,202)thousand,)which)was)paid)to)shareholders)in)June)2018.)
)
Interim)dividend)
)
On)21)May)2018,)the)Board)of)Directors)approved)the)distribution)of)an)interim)dividend)of)EUR)10,948)
thousand)for)the)period)ended)31)March)2019,)which)was)paid)on)the)same)day.)
)
6.! RISK(MANAGEMENT(
(
Castellana)Properties)has)a)risk)control)system)in)place)that)covers)its)activity)and)suits)its)risk)profile.)These)
policies)are)controlled)by)the)Board)of)Directors.)
)
The)main)risk)with)regard)to)achieving)the)Company’s)objectives)is)to)meet)the)regulatory)requirements)
necessary)to)maintain)its)status)as)an)REIT.)
)
The)risk)control)system)also)includes)management)of)financial)risk.)The)policies)applied)to)hedge)against)
each)type)of)risk)are)detailed)in)the)accompanying)notes)to)the)financial)statements.)
)
Note)4)to)the)accompanying)financial)statements)details)the)Group’s)risk)management)activities.)
)
) (
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7.! THE(TEAM(
(
The)team)of)professionals)who)make)up)Castellana)Properties) is)one)of) the)Company’s)main)strengths.)
Since) its) incorporation,) the)Company)has) selected) the)personnel)necessary) to)develop) its) strategy)and)
achieve)its)objectives.)
)
Castellana)Properties)is)a)selfSmanaged)real)estate)investment)group)whose)management)team)forms)an)
integral)part)of)its)organisational)structure.)
)
This)internal)team)works)exclusively)for)the)Company)and)its)shareholders)on)a)fullStime)basis.)The)team)
comprises)specialised)professionals)with)extensive)experience,)a)recognised)track)record)in)the)real)estate)
sector)and)a)deep)understanding)of)the)market.)This)expert)group)of)professionals) is)able)to)undertake)
highly)complex)investment)transactions)over)short)periods)of)time)and)complete)all)aspects)of)the)value)
creation)process.)
)
The)Company)is)overseen)by)a)Board)of)Directors,)the)broad)majority)of)which)are)independent)directors,)
who)combine)skills)in)the)real)estate,)financial)and)legal)sectors.)The)Board)is)advised)by)an)Appointments)
and)Remuneration)Committee) and)an)Audit) and)Control) Committee) that)oversee) compliance)with) the)
investment)and)profitability)requirements)established)by)the)Company.)
)
8.! SIGNIFICANT(EVENTS(AFTER(THE(REPORTING(PERIOD(
(
Note)16)to)the)accompanying)financial)statements)details)the)events)that)took)place)after)the)reporting)
period)and)prior)to)the)approval)of)these)financial)statements.)
)
9.! OUTLOOK(FOR(THE(COMPANY(
(
During)the)second)half)of)the)year)ended)31)March)2019,)the)Group)will)continue)to)pursue)its)investment)
strategy,)which)focuses)on)commercial)properties)in)Spain.)
)
The)Group)will)also)continue)to)actively)manage) its)properties,) focusing)on) improving)those) leases)that)
expire)in)2019,)as)well)as)occupancy.)
)
)
) (
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AUTHORISATION(FOR(ISSUE(OF(THE(INTERIM(CONDENSED(CONSOLIDATED(FINANCIAL(STATEMENTS(
AND(INTERIM(CONSOLIDATED(MANAGEMENT(REPORT(FOR(THE(SIXDMONTH(PERIOD(ENDED(30(
SEPTEMBER(2018(
(
In)compliance)with)section)253)of) the)Spanish)Corporate)Enterprises)Act)and)section)37)of) the)Spanish)
Commercial) Code) (Código$ de$ Comercio),) on) 8) November) 2018) the) Board) of) Directors) of) Castellana)
Properties)Socimi,)S.A.)authorised)for)issue)the)interim)condensed)consolidated)financial)statements)and)
the)interim)consolidated)management)report)for)the)period)from)1)April)2018)to)30)September)2018,)which)
consist)of)the)attached)documents)preceding)this)page.)
)
)
)
[illegible$signature])) ) [illegible$signature])
Laurence)Gary)Rapp)
Chairman)

) Alfonso)Brunet)
Director)

) ) )
[illegible$signature])) ) [illegible$signature])
Jorge)Morán)
Director)
Signature)does)not)appear)as)he)
attended)the)Board)meeting)by)
videoconference)

) Michael)John)Potts)
Director)

) ) )
[illegible$signature])) ) [illegible$signature])
Nigel)George)Payne)
Director)

) Adam)Lee)Morze)
Director)

) ) )
[illegible$signature])) ) )
Guillermo)Massó)
Director)

) $

)
)
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APPENDIX IV Consolidated Financial Statement and Auditor’s Report 

of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. for the period 
ended 31 March 2018. 
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!
INDEPENDENT!AUDITOR’S!REPORT!ON!CONSOLIDATED!FINANCIAL!STATEMENTS!
!
To!the!shareholders!of!Castellana!Properties!Socimi,!S.A.!(at!the!request!of!the!directors):!
!
Opinion!
!
We!have!audited!the!consolidated!financial!statements!of!Castellana!Properties!Socimi,!S.A.!(the!
Parent)!and!its!subsidiaries!(the!Group),!which!comprise!the!consolidated!balance!sheet!as!at!31!
March!2018,!and!the!consolidated!income!statement,!consolidated!statement!of!changes!in!equity,!
consolidated!statement!of!cash!flows!and!notes!to!the!consolidated!financial!statements!for!the!
three2month!period!then!ended.!
!
In!our!opinion,!the!accompanying!consolidated!financial!statements!present!fairly,!in!all!material!
respects,!the!consolidated!equity!and!consolidated!financial!position!of!the!Group!as!at!31!March!
2018,!and!its!consolidated!results!and!its!consolidated!cash!flows!for!the!three2month!period!then!
ended!in!accordance!with!International!Financial!Reporting!Standards!as!adopted!by!the!European!
Union! (EU2IFRSs)! and! the! other! provisions! of! the! regulatory! financial! reporting! framework!
applicable!in!Spain.!
!
Basis!for!opinion!
!
We!conducted!our!audit!in!accordance!with!current!audit!regulations!in!Spain.!Our!responsibilities!
under!these!regulations!are!further!described!in!the!Auditor’s*responsibilities*for*the*audit*of*the*
consolidated*financial*statements!section!of!our!report.!
!
We!are! independent!of! the!Group! in!accordance!with! the!ethical! requirements,! including! those!
pertaining!to!independence,!that!are!relevant!to!our!audit!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements!
in!Spain!pursuant!to!current!tax!legislation.!In!this!regard,!we!have!not!provided!any!services!other!
than!those!relating!to!the!audit!of!financial!statements!and!there!have!not!been!any!situations!or!
circumstances!that,!in!accordance!with!the!aforementioned!audit!regulations,!might!have!affected!
the!requisite!independence!in!such!a!way!as!to!compromise!our!independence.!
!
We!believe! that! the!audit!evidence!we!have!obtained! is!sufficient!and!appropriate! to!provide!a!
basis!for!our!opinion.!
!
Most!significant!audit!matters!
!
The!most! significant!audit!matters!are! those!matters! that,! in!our!professional! judgement,!were!
considered!to!be!the!most!significant!risks!of!material!misstatement!in!our!audit!of!the!consolidated!
financial!statements!of!the!current!period.!These!risks!were!addressed!in!the!context!of!our!audit!
of!the!consolidated!financial!statements!as!a!whole,!and!in!forming!our!opinion!thereon,!and!we!
do!not!provide!a!separate!opinion!on!these!risks.!
!
Measurement*of*investment*property*
*
As! indicated! in!Note! 6! to! the! accompanying! consolidated! financial! statements,! the!Group! has!
property!assets!held! to!earn! rentals,!which!are! recognised!under! “Investment!property”!on! the!
balance! sheet! at! 31! March! 2018! in! the! amount! of! EUR! 308,050,000.! Investment! property!
constitutes!94%!of!the!Group’s!assets.!
!
As!described!in!Note!4.4!to!the!accompanying!consolidated!financial!statements,!the!Group!applies!
the!fair!value!model!at!the!end!of!the!reference!period!and!does!not!depreciate!investment!property!
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)
)

in! accordance! with! IAS! 40,! recognising! any! changes! in! value! in! the! consolidated! income!
statement.!Based!on!this!criteria,!at!31!March!2018,! the!Group!recognised!a!change!in!the!fair!
value!of!the!investment!properties!in!its!portfolio,!which!amounted!to!EUR!3,910,000,!as!described!
in!Note!6!to!the!accompanying!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
The!Group!recognises!the!fair!value!of!the!investment!properties!based!on!the!appraisals!carried!
out!by!independent!experts.!The!appraisals!are!performed!in!accordance!with!the!appraisal!and!
evaluation!standards!issued!by!the!Royal!Institute!of!Chartered!Surveyors!(RICS)!of!the!United!
Kingdom,! the! methodology! of! which! has! been! described! in! Note! 6! to! the! accompanying!
consolidated!financial!statements.!To!determine!the!recoverable!amount,!the!independent!experts!
considered! specific! elements! such! as! the! current! lease! agreements,! and! certain! future!
assumptions! in!relation!to!capitalisation!rates,!estimated!market!rents,!comparable!transactions!
and!other!variables.!Any!appraisals!carried!out!involve!a!high!degree!of!judgement!and!uncertainty!
in!their!estimate!in!relation!to!the!valuation!methods!used!and!the!degree!of!compliance!with!the!
future! assumptions! considered.! This! matter! was! therefore! considered! to! be! one! of! the! most!
significant!in!our!audit!in!relation!to!these!investments.!
!
In!relation!to!this!matter,!we!have!carried!out!a!series!of!audit!tests,!by!applying,!among!others,!
the!following!procedures:!
!

•! We!have!verified!the!independence!and!qualifications!of!the!experts!by!receiving!written!
confirmation!and!verification!of!their!recognised!prestige!in!the!market.!
!

•! We!have!reviewed!the!calculations!made!by!the!independent!experts!and!have!assessed!
whether! the! main! assumptions,! variables! and! methods! used! are! adequate! by! holding!
meetings!with!management.!
!

•! We!have!verified!that!the!information!disclosed!in!the!consolidated!financial!statements!is!
sufficient!and!adequate!in!accordance!with!the!applicable!financial!reporting!framework.!

*
Compliance*with*the*financial*ratios*established*in*the*refinancing*agreement*
!
As!indicated!in!Note!13!to!the!financial!statements,!the!Group!recognised!EUR!138,936,189!under!
“Non2current!bank!borrowings”.!On!5!December!2017,!as!part!of!the!process!in!which!Castellana!
Properties!Socimi,!S.A.!purchased!the!companies!previously!owned!by!Redevco!Iberian!Ventures!
I,!S.L.,!a!syndicated!loan!was!arranged!to!finance!the!properties!of!each!of!these!companies!and!
repay!their!previous!financing.!By!virtue!of!this!agreement,!the!Group!must!comply,!on!an!annual!
basis!during!the!term!of!the!loan,!with!a!series!of!ratios!calculated!on!the!basis!of!the!aggregate!
financial! statements! of! the! companies! included! in! the! scope! of! the! financing,! whereby! non2
compliance,!provided!that!this!requirement!has!not!been!waived,!may!give!rise!to!grounds!for!early!
termination.!
!
This!has!been!a!significant!matter!in!our!audit,!given!that!aforementioned!loan!agreement!is!the!
Group’s!main!financing!instrument!and!the!importance!of!the!consequences!that!could!result!from!
its!early!termination.!
!
As! part! of! our! audit! and! in! response! to! the! aforementioned! risk,! we! analysed! the! financing!
agreement!and!have!reviewed!the!internal!calculations!prepared!by!the!Group!on!the!value!of!the!
ratios!at!31!March!2018,!verifying!that!they!have!been!kept!within!the!range!established!by!the!
financing! agreement.! We! also! evaluated! whether! the! information! disclosed! in! the! financial!
statements! complies! with! the! requirements! of! the! regulatory! financial! reporting! framework!
applicable.!
!
Other!matters!
!
As!indicated!in!Note!1.1.1!to!the!accompanying!consolidated!financial!statements,!the!change!of!
the!reporting!date!of!each!financial!year!to!31!March!of!each!year!(previously!31!December)!was!
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approved!on!21!December!2017.!The!consolidated! financial! statements! for! the!year!ended!31!
March!2018!therefore!correspond!to!a!three2month!period,!whereas!those!for! the!financial!year!
ended! 31! December! 2017! corresponded! to! a! twelve2month! period,! which!must! be! taken! into!
account!when!comparing!the!figures!of!each!year.!
!
Other information: Consolidated management report 
!
The!other! information!comprises!only! the!consolidated!management! report! for! the! three2month!
period!ended!31!March!2018,!the!preparation!of!which!is!the!responsibility!of!the!Parent’s!directors!
and!that!does!not!form!part!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
Our! audit! opinion! on! the! consolidated! financial! statements! does! not! cover! the! consolidated!
management! report.! Our! responsibility! relating! to! the! consolidated! management! report,! in!
accordance!with! current! audit! regulations,! consists! of! evaluating!and! reporting!on!whether! the!
consolidated!management!report!is!consistent!with!the!consolidated!financial!statements,!based!
on!the!knowledge!of!the!Group!obtained!in!the!audit!of!those!financial!statements!and!excluding!
any! information! other! than! that! obtained! as! evidence! during! the! audit.! Our! responsibility! also!
consists!of!evaluating!and!reporting!on!whether!the!content!and!presentation!of!the!consolidated!
management! report!are! in!conformity!with! the!applicable! regulations.! If,!based!on! the!work!we!
have!performed,!we!conclude!that!there!are!material!misstatements,!we!are!required!to!report!that!
fact.!
!
Based! on! the! work! performed,! as! described! in! the! paragraph! above,! the! information! in! the!
consolidated!management!report!is!consistent!with!the!consolidated!financial!statements!for!the!
three2month!period!ended!31!March!2018!and!its!content!and!presentation!are!in!conformity!with!
the!applicable!regulations.!
!
Responsibilities!of!the!Parent’s!directors!and!of!the!audit!committee!for!the!consolidated!
financial!statements!
!
The! Parent’s! directors! are! responsible! for! preparing! the! accompanying! consolidated! financial!
statements! so! that! they! present! fairly! the! Group’s! consolidated! equity,! consolidated! financial!
position!and!consolidated! results! in!accordance!with!EU2IFRSs!and! the!other!provisions!of! the!
regulatory! financial! reporting! framework!applicable! to! the!Group! in!Spain,!and! for!such! internal!
control!as!the!directors!determine!is!necessary!to!enable!the!preparation!of!consolidated!financial!
statements!that!are!free!from!material!misstatement,!whether!due!to!fraud!or!error.!
!
In! preparing! the! consolidated! financial! statements,! the! Parent’s! directors! are! responsible! for!
assessing!the!Group’s!ability! to!continue!as!a!going!concern,!disclosing,!as!applicable,!matters!
related! to!going! concern!and!using! the!going! concern!basis!of! accounting!unless! the!Parent’s!
directors!either!intend!to!liquidate!the!Group!or!to!cease!operations,!or!have!no!realistic!alternative!
but!to!do!so.!
!
The!Parent’s!audit!committee!is!responsible!for!overseeing!the!process!involved!in!the!preparation!
and!presentation!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements.!
!
Auditor’s!responsibilities!for!the!audit!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements!
!
Our! objectives! are! to! obtain! reasonable! assurance! about! whether! the! consolidated! financial!
statements!as!a!whole!are!free!from!material!misstatement,!whether!due!to!fraud!or!error,!and!to!
issue!an!auditor’s!report!that!includes!our!opinion.!
!
Reasonable!assurance!is!a!high!level!of!assurance,!but!is!not!a!guarantee!that!an!audit!conducted!
in!accordance!with!current!audit!regulations!in!Spain!will!always!detect!a!material!misstatement!
when! it! exists.! Misstatements! can! arise! from! fraud! or! error! and! are! considered! material! if,!
individually! or! in! the! aggregate,! they! could! reasonably! be! expected! to! influence! the! economic!
decisions!of!users!taken!on!the!basis!of!these!consolidated!financial!statements.!
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!
As!part!of!an!audit!in!accordance!with!current!audit!regulations!in!Spain,!we!exercise!professional!
judgement!and!maintain!professional!scepticism!throughout!the!audit.!We!also:!
!
•! Identify!and!assess!the!risks!of!material!misstatement!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements,!

whether!due!to!fraud!or!error,!design!and!perform!audit!procedures!responsive!to!those!risks,!
and!obtain!audit!evidence!that!is!sufficient!and!appropriate!to!provide!a!basis!for!our!opinion.!
The!risk!of!not!detecting!a!material!misstatement!resulting!from!fraud!is!higher!than!for!one!
resulting! from! error,! as! fraud! may! involve! collusion,! forgery,! intentional! omissions,!
misrepresentations,!or!the!override!of!internal!control.!
!

•! Obtain! an! understanding! of! internal! control! relevant! to! the! audit! in! order! to! design! audit!
procedures!that!are!appropriate!in!the!circumstances,!but!not!for!the!purpose!of!expressing!an!
opinion!on!the!effectiveness!of!the!Group’s!internal!control.!
!

•! Evaluate! the! appropriateness! of! accounting! policies! used! and! the! reasonableness! of!
accounting!estimates!and!related!disclosures!made!by!the!Parent’s!directors.!
!

•! Conclude!on! the!appropriateness!of! the!use!by! the!Parent’s!directors!of! the!going!concern!
basis!of!accounting!and,!based!on!the!audit!evidence!obtained,!whether!a!material!uncertainty!
exists!related!to!events!or!conditions!that!may!cast!significant!doubt!on!the!Group’s!ability!to!
continue!as!a!going!concern.!If!we!conclude!that!a!material!uncertainty!exists,!we!are!required!
to!draw!attention!in!our!auditor’s!report!to!the!related!disclosures!in!the!consolidated!financial!
statements!or,!if!such!disclosures!are!inadequate,!to!modify!our!opinion.!Our!conclusions!are!
based!on!the!evidence!obtained!up!to!the!date!of!our!auditor’s!report.!However,!future!events!
or!conditions!may!cause!the!Group!to!cease!to!continue!as!a!going!concern.!
!

•! Evaluate! the! overall! presentation,! structure! and! content! of! the! consolidated! financial!
statements,! including! the! disclosures,! and! whether! the! consolidated! financial! statements!
represent!the!underlying!transactions!and!events!in!a!manner!that!achieves!fair!presentation.!
!

•! Obtain!sufficient!appropriate!audit!evidence!regarding!the!financial!information!of!the!entities!
or! business! activities!within! the!Group! to! express! an! opinion! on! the! consolidated! financial!
statements.!We!are!responsible!for!the!direction,!supervision!and!performance!of!the!Group!
audit.!We!remain!solely!responsible!for!our!audit!opinion.!

!
We!communicate!with!the!Parent’s!directors!regarding,!among!other!matters,!the!planned!scope!
and!timing!of!the!audit!and!significant!audit!findings,!including!any!significant!deficiencies!in!internal!
control!that!we!identify!during!our!audit.!
!
From!the!significant!risks!communicated!with!the!Parent’s!directors,!we!determine!those!risks!that!
were!of!most!significance!in!the!audit!of!the!consolidated!financial!statements!of!the!current!period!
and!are!therefore!the!most!significant!assessed!risks.!
!
We!describe!these!risks!in!our!auditor’s!report!unless!law!or!regulation!precludes!public!disclosure!about!the!
matter.!
!
Sincerely,!
Grant!Thornton,!S.L.P.,!Single2Member!Company!
ROAC!no.!S0231!
!
 
[illegible*signature]!
Marta!Alarcón!Alejandre!
ROAC!no.!16086!
5!July!2018 
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A.  
AND SUBSIDIARIES  

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET  
At 31 March 2018 

 
ASSETS Note  31/03/2018  31/12/2017 

      
NON-CURRENT ASSETS   310,437,395  306,498,032 

Property, plant and equipment   58,440  47,880 
Plant and other items of property, plant and equipment   58,440  47,880 

Investment property 6  308,050,000  304,140,000 
Land, buildings and plant   308,050,000  304,140,000 

Non-current financial investments 8  2,328,955  2,310,152 
Other financial assets   2,328,955  2,310,152 

      
CURRENT ASSETS   18,109,003  15,242,567 
      
Trade and other receivables 10  1,465,706  1,575,248 
Trade receivables for sales and services 8 and 10  545.286  242,196 
Current tax assets 15  489,042  447,522 
Other accounts receivable from public authorities 15  431,378  885,530 

Investments in Group companies and associates 8 and 18  617,127  617,127 
Investments in Group companies and associates   617,127  617,127 

Cash and cash equivalents 12  16,026,170  13,050,191 
Cash   16,026,170  13,050,191 

      
TOTAL ASSETS   328,546,398  321,740,599 

 
)  
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A.  
AND SUBSIDIARIES  

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET  
At 31 March 2018 

 
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Note  31/03/2018  31/12/2017 
EQUITY 14  182,843,930  169,983,426 
Equity   183,054,339  170,284,875 
Share capital   26,298,295  25,545,505 

Share capital   26,298,295  25,545,505 
Share premium   118,831,476  115,067,521 
Reserves   31,273,655  11,056,362 

Legal and bylaw reserves   14,876  14,876 
Prior years’ profit   1,607,254  - 
Other reserves   29,651,525  11,041,486 

Profit for the year attributable to the Parent 3  6,650,913  18,615,487 
Valuation adjustments 13  (210,409)  (301,449) 

Hedging transactions   (210,409)  (301,449) 
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES   139,583,837  143,281,455 

Non-current payables 13  139,583,837  138,306,455 
Bank borrowings   138,936,189  138,067,767 
Derivatives   210,409  301,449 
Deferred tax liabilities 15  437,239  437,239 

      
Non-current payables to Group companies and 
associates 

13 and 18  -  4,475,000 

      
CURRENT LIABILITIES   6,118,630  8,475,718 
      
Current payables 13  4,286,169  6,297,594 

Bank borrowings   143,876  2,086,851 
Other financial liabilities 11  4,142,293  4,210,743 

      
Current payables to Group companies and associates 13 and 18  -  14,053 
      
Trade and other payables 13  1,832,461  2,164,072 

Sundry accounts payable   1,369,279  1,931,119 
Other accounts payable to public authorities 15  463,182  232,953 

      
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES   328,546,398  321,740,599 
)  
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A.  
AND SUBSIDIARIES  

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 
At 31 March 2018 

 
 

 
Note  

(3 months) 
2018  

(12 months) 
2017 

CONTINUING OPERATIONS      
Revenue 16.1  5,154,578  9,311,245 
Staff costs 16.2  (216,193)  (328,038) 
Other operating expenses 16.3  (1,068,123)  (2,472,087) 

Outside services   (684,687)  (1,546,262) 
Taxes other than income tax   (16,656)  (516,107) 
Other operating expenses   (366,780)  (409,718) 

Changes in fair value of investment property 6  3,910,000  14,020,770 
      
PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS   7,780,262  20,531,891 
      
Finance income 16.4    251,301 
Finance costs 16.4  (1,129.350)  (2,121.355) 
FINANCIAL LOSS   (1,129,350)  (1,870,054) 
PROFIT BEFORE TAX   6,650,913  18,661,837 
Income tax 15  -  (46.350) 
PROFIT FOR THE YEAR   6,650,913  18,615,487 
Weighted average number of outstanding shares   21,749,254  21,665,611 
Basic earnings per weighted average number of shares   0.31  0.86 
Diluted earnings per weighted average number of shares   0.31  0.86 
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME AND CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TOTAL EQUITY 
At 31 March 2018 

 
A) CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

 
 Note  2018  2017 
Profit for the year per income statement 3  6,650,913  18,615,487 
Items that will be taken to profit or loss in subsequent years   91,040  (301,449) 
Items that will not be taken to profit or loss in subsequent years   -  - 
TOTAL RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE   6,741,953  18,314,038 

 
 
B) CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TOTAL EQUITY 
 
 

Registered capital 
Share 

premium Legal reserve 
Prior years’ 

profit Other reserves 
Profit for the 

year 
Valuation 

adjustments TOTAL 
ADJUSTED BALANCE AT 
BEGINNING OF 2017 

12,060,000 - - - (1,578) 003,538 - 13,961,960 

Total recognised income and expense - - - - - 18,615,487 (301,449) 18,314,038 
Capital increase (Note 14) 23,013,505 115,067,521 - - (241,294) - - 137,839,732 
Capital reduction (Note 14) (10,128,000)  - - 10,128,000 - - - 
Distribution of dividends - - - - (132,304) - - (132,304) 

Other changes in equity - - 14,876 - 1,288,662 (1,303,538) - - 
BALANCE AT END OF 2017 25,545,505 115,067,521 14,876 - 11,041,486 18,615,487 (301,449) 169,983,426 
BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF 2018 25,545,505 115,067,521 14,876 - 11,041,486 18,615,487 (301,449) 169,983,426 

Total recognised income and expense - - - - - 6,650,913 91.040 6,741,953 
Capital increase (Note 14) 752,790 3,763,955 - - (5,448) - - 4,511,297 
Adoption of IFRS 9 (see Note 2.2) - - - 1,607,254 - - - 1,607,254 
Other changes in equity - - - - 18,615,487 (18,615,487) - - 

BALANCE AT END OF 2018 26,298,295 118,831,476 14,876 1,607,254 29,651,525 6,650,913 (210,409) 182,843,930 
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CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
At 31 March 2018 

 
 

Note 
(3 months) 

2018 
(12 months) 

2017 
1.- PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD BEFORE TAX 3 6,650,913 18,615,487 
2.- Adjustments to profit or loss  -2,778,391 -12,148,191 
Fair value adjustments 6 -3,910,000 -14,020,770 
Finance costs 16.4 1,129,350 1,659,077 
Finance income/costs due to financial instruments 16.4 0 210,977 
Depreciation and amortisation charge  2,259 2,526 
3.- Changes in working capital  -180,554 495,502 
Change in trade and other receivables  151,060 -334,256 
Change in trade and other payables  -331,614 829,758 
4.- Other cash flows from operating activities  41,520 -1,981,647 
5.- Interest received/paid  -652,847 -1,645,024 
A) CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES  3,080,640 3,336,128 
B) CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES  -31,622 -174,117,014 
6.- Payments due to investments 6 -31,622 -174,117,014 
a) Investment property acquisitions  0 -173,009,741 
b) Guarantees / Deposits  -18,803 -1,056,869 
c) Other items of property, plant and equipment  -12,819 -50,404 
C) CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES  -73,039 182,827,437 
a) Loan repayment  0 -107,333,440 
b) Loans to Group companies 18 0 4,475,000 
c) Issue of equity instruments 14 -5,448 137,839,732 
d) Dividends paid 3 and 14 0 -132,304 
e) Other payables  -67,592 1,978,449 
f) Long-term loans 13 0 146,000,000 
D) NET INCREASE/DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS  2,975,979 12,046,550 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year   13,050,191 1,003,641 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year  16,026,170 13,050,191 
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1. ACTIVITIES AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

1.1. Group companies 
 

1.1.1 Parent 
 

CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. (“the Parent”) is the head of the Group (“the 
CASTELLANA PROPERTIES GROUP”), with registered office at Glorieta de Rubén Darío, 3 – 1º, dcha., 
28010, Madrid. 
 
Castellana Properties Socimi, S.A. (“the Company”) was incorporated on 19 May 2015 under the corporate 
name of Vinemon Investment, S.A. On 30 May 2016, the Company changed its name to Castellana 
Properties Socimi, S.A. It is registered with the Madrid Mercantile Register in volume 33483, page 64, 
sheet M-602735. 
 
The Company’s corporate purposes is as follows: 
 

•! The acquisition and development of urban properties earmarked for lease. The development 
activity includes refurbishment of buildings in accordance with Spanish Law 37/1992, of 28 
December, on Value-Added Tax. 

•! The holding of equity interests in other real estate investment trusts (REITs) or in other non-resident 
entities in Spain that have the same corporate purpose and that operate under a regime similar to 
that established in Spain for REITs with regard to the mandatory profit distribution policy 
established by law or the Articles of Association. 

•! The holding of shares or equity interests in other resident or non-resident entities in Spain, the main 
corporate purpose of which is the acquisition of urban properties earmarked for lease, and that 
operate under the same legal regime established for REITs with regard to the mandatory profit 
distribution policy established by law or the Articles of Association and meet the investment 
requirements referred to in section 3 of Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October. 

•! The holding of shares or equity interests in collective real estate investment undertakings governed 
by Collective Investment Undertakings Act. 

 
The Parent’s current activities coincide with its corporate purpose. 
 
The Company is registered in the Register of Legal Entities of the Ministry of Economy and Finance under 
tax identification number A87293015. 
 
The Company is in turn majority owned by the group of companies headed by Vukile Property Fund 
Limited, a South African company with tax identification number N3881057H that is listed on the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange. 
 
On 21 December 2017, the shareholders at the General Meeting approved the change of reporting date for 
the companies comprising the Group, to 31 March of each year (previously 31 December). Therefore, the 
financial statements for the period ended 31 March 2018 relate to a three-month period. 
 
The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the subsidiaries 
controlled by the Parent at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017 and that are fully consolidated. Control 
is considered to be held by the Parent when: 
 

a)! It has the power to establish the financial and operating policies of its investees. 
b)! It is exposed or has the right to obtain variable returns from its involvement in the investee. 
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c)! It has the ability to use its power over the investee to influence the amount of its returns. 
 
The Parent’s abridged financial statements for 2017 were approved by the shareholders at the Annual 
General Meeting on 25 May 2018. 
 
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) are governed under Spanish Law 11/2019, of 26 October, and may 
opt to apply the voluntary special tax regime if they meet the requirements envisaged in section 8.1 of 
Spanish Law 11/2009 or in its transitional provision one. On 24 August 2016, the Parent’s shareholders at 
the General Meeting decided to adhere to this special tax regime. This option was reported to the Special 
Office of the Spanish Tax Administration on 15 September 2016. 
 

1.1.2 Subsidiaries 
 

The Parent is the head of a group of subsidiaries, the main data of which are as follows: 
 

Company Registered office Corporate purpose Date of takeover 

JUNCTION PARQUE CASTELLÓN, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE PRINCIPADO, 
S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 

lease 30 June 2017 

RANDOLPH SPAIN, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

ROXBURY SPAIN, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE HUELVA, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE MOTRIL, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE GRANADA, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE CÁCERES, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE MÉRIDA, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE VILLANUEVA 1, 
S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 

lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE VILLANUEVA 
FASE 2, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 

lease 30 June 2017 

JUNCTION PARQUE ALAMEDA, S.L.U. Glorieta Rubén Darío, nº 3 (Madrid) Shopping centre 
lease 5 December 2017 

 
The companies acquired did not constitute a business and, therefore, the takeover of these companies was 
not accounted for in 2017 in accordance with IFRS 3 Business combinations, but rather accounted for as 
an acquisition of assets, as these companies lacked some of the fundamental elements that define a business. 
A business consists of inputs and processes applied to those inputs that have the ability to create outputs. 
The acquisitions carried out by the Group include inputs (mainly investment property) and outputs (rental 
income from leases), however, no processes were acquired and no personnel joined the Company. In 
accordance with IAS 40.14A, certain judgements are necessary to determine whether the acquisition of 
investment property constitutes an acquisition of assets or a business combination within the scope of IFRS 
3. 
 
All subsidiaries have the same registered office and business activity as the Parent. 
 
The results of investees acquired or disposed of during the year are included in consolidated profit from 
the date on which control was effectively acquired or until control was lost, as appropriate. 
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These companies were fully consolidated. 
 
The Group has no investments denominated in a functional currency other than the local currency of 
presentation of its consolidated financial statements. 
 
All significant balances and transactions between the CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI Group 
companies have been eliminated from the accompanying consolidated financial statements, including the 
amount of any cross-holdings. 
 
When necessary, if the accounting policies and measurement bases used in preparing the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements differ from those used by some of the consolidated companies, the 
required adjustments and reclassifications are made on consolidation to unify the policies and methods and 
to adapt them to the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) used by the Parent (see Note 2). 
 

1.1.3 REIT regime 
 

Group companies are governed by Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October, amended by Spanish Law 
16/2012, of 27 December, governing real estate investment trusts (REITs). Sections 3 to 6 of this Act 
establish the main requirements and obligations that must be fulfilled by REITs: 
 
Investment requirements (section 3) 
 
a.1) REITs must have invested at least 80% of the value of their assets in urban properties intended for 

lease, in land for the development of property that will be intended for this purpose provided that 
development begins within three years following acquisition, and in shareholdings or in the equity 
other entities referred to in section 2.1 of this Act. 

 
This percentage must be calculated on the basis of the consolidated balance sheet if the Company is 
the parent of a group, in accordance with the criteria established in section 42 of the Spanish 
Commercial Code, regardless of its place of residence and of the obligation to formally prepare the 
financial statements. Such a group must be comprised exclusively the REITs and the other entities 
referred to in section 2.1 of the REIT Act. 
 

a.2) Similarly, at least 80% of the rental income for the tax period corresponding to each year, excluding 
the rental income arising from the transfer of the ownership interests and the properties used to 
achieve its main corporate purpose, once the holding period referred to below has elapsed, should be 
obtained from the lease of properties and dividends or shares in profits arising from the 
aforementioned investments. 

 
This percentage must be calculated on the basis of consolidated profit if the Company is the parent 
of a group, in accordance with the criteria established in section 42 of the Spanish Commercial Code, 
regardless of its place of residence and of the obligation to formally prepare the financial statements. 
Such a group must be comprised exclusively the REITs and the other entities referred to in section 
2.1 of the REIT Act. 
 

a.3) The properties that form part of the assets of the Group companies must remain leased for at least 
three years. The time during which the properties have been made available for lease, up to a 
maximum of one year, will be included for the purposes of this calculation. 
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In this regard, the period will be calculated as follows: 
 
- For properties that are included in the assets of the Group companies before the Company 

avails itself of the regime, from the beginning of the first tax period in which the special tax 
regime set forth in this Act is applied, provided that the property is leased or offered for lease 
at that date. Otherwise, the following will apply. 

 
- For properties developed or acquired subsequently by the Group companies, from the date on 

which they were leased or made available for lease for the first time. 
 
In the case of shares or investments in entities referred to in section 2.1 of this Act, they should be retained 
on the asset side of the Group companies’ balance sheet for at least three years following their acquisition 
or, where applicable, from the beginning of the first tax period in which the special tax regime set forth in 
this Act is applied. 
 
As established in transitional provision one of Spanish Law 11/2009, of 26 October, amended by Spanish 
Law 16/2012, of 27 December, governing real estate investment trusts, REITs may opt to apply the special 
tax regime under the terms and conditions established in section 8 of this Act, even if they do not meet the 
requirements established therein, provided that such requirements are met within two years after the date 
of the option to apply the regime. 
 
If any of these conditions are not met, the Group companies would be required to file taxes under the 
general tax regime if this deficiency is not rectified within the year following the non-compliance. 
 
Obligation to distribute profit (section 6) 
 
Once the commercial and corporate requirements are fulfilled, Group companies must distribute as 
dividends: 
 

- 100% of the profit from dividends or shares in profit distributed by the entities referred to in section 
2.1 of this Act. 
 
- At least 50% of the profit generated from the transfer of property and shares or investments referred 
to in section 2.1 of Spanish Law 11/2009, once the minimum holding periods have elapsed, subject 
to compliance of its main corporate purpose. The rest of the profit must be reinvested in other 
properties or shares subject to compliance with this purpose, within a period of three years following 
the date of transfer. 
 
- At least 80% of the rest of the profit obtained. When dividends are distributed with a charge to 
reserves allocated out of profit from a year in which the special tax regime was applicable, they must 
be distributed as set out above. 

 
The resolution to distribute dividends must be approved within six months from the end of each year and 
the dividends must be paid within the month following the date on which the payout is agreed. 
 
The income tax rate for REITs was set at 0%. However, where the dividends that the REIT distributes to 
its shareholders holding a stake exceeding 5% are exempt from tax or are subject to a tax rate lower than 
10%, the REIT will be subject to a special charge of 19%, which will be considered to be the income tax 
charge, on the amount of the dividend distributed to these shareholders. If applicable, this special charge 
must be paid by the REIT within two months after the dividend distribution date. 
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The financial statements of each of the companies that form part of the Group include the reporting 
obligations envisaged in Spanish Law 11/2009. 
 
 
2. Basis of presentation of the consolidated financial statements 
 

2.1. Fair presentation 
 
The accompanying consolidated financial statements for the three-month period ended 31 March 
2018 and the year ended 31 December 2017 were prepared from the accounting records of the 
Company and of the subsidiaries, and are presented in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards and other provisions of the regulatory financial reporting framework that are 
applicable in Spanish accounting legislation, such that they present fairly the Group’s consolidated 
equity, consolidated financial position, consolidated results of its operations, the changes in 
consolidated equity and the consolidated cash flows during the year ended 31 March 2018 and 31 
December 2017. 
 
There are no exceptional reasons that caused current accounting legislation not to be applied in order 
to show the true and fair view of the Company. 
 
The accompanying consolidated financial statements will be submitted for approval by the 
shareholders at the Parent’s Annual General Meeting, and it is considered that they will be approved 
without any changes. 
 
2.2. Application of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) 
 
The consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union, in conformity with Regulation (EC) 
no. 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council and subsequent amendments, taking 
into account all mandatory accounting principles and standards and measurement bases with a 
material effect. 
The main accounting policies and measurement bases applied in preparing the consolidated financial 
statements drawn up by the directors are summarised in Note 4. The information in these 
consolidated financial statements is the responsibility of the Parent’s directors. 
 
In accordance with IFRSs, the consolidated financial statements for the period ended 31 March 2018 
and the year ended 31 December 2017 include the following consolidated financial statements: 

 
- Consolidated statement of financial position 
- Consolidated income statement 
- Consolidated statement of comprehensive income 
- Consolidated statement of changes in equity 
- Consolidated statement of cash flows 
- Explanatory notes to the consolidated financial statements 

 
In the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 and the year ended 31 December 2017, the following 
new accounting standards and/or amendments came into force that, accordingly, were taken into 
account in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements: 
 
The accounting policies that were applied for the first time in 2018 are as follows: 
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  Effective date (annual 
periods beginning on or 

after): 
   
IFRS 9 Financial instruments 1 January 2018 
   
IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers 1 January 2018 
   
Clarifications to IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers 1 January 2018 
   
Amendments to IFRS 4 Applying IFRS 16 together with IFRS 4 1 January 2018 
   
Annual improvements to 
IFRSs 

2014-2016 Cycle 1 January 2018 

 
The accounting policies that were applied for the first time in 2017 are as follows: 
 

  Effective date (annual 
periods beginning on or 

after): 
   
Amendments to IAS 7 Disclosure initiative 1 January 2017 
   
Amendments to IAS 12 Recognition of tax assets for unrealised losses 1 January 2017 
   
Improvements to IFRSs 2014-2016 Cycle 1 January 2017 

 
The application of these changes, amendments and improvements did not have a significant impact 
on the consolidated financial statements for 2018, except for the application of IFRS 9. 

 
a) Other standards, amendments and interpretations issued by the IASB that have yet to be 

approved by the European Union: 
 

  IASB effective date EU effective date 

    
IFRS 16 Leases 1 January 2019 1 January 2019 
    
Amendments to 
IFRS 2 

Classification and measurement of share-
based payment transactions 

1 January 2018 Pending 

    
Annual 
improvements to 
IFRSs 

2015-2017 Cycle 1 January 2019 Pending 

    
IFRIC 22 Foreign currency transactions and advance 

consideration 
1 January 2018 Pending 

    
Amendments to 
IAS 40 

Transfers of real estate 1 January 2018 Pending 

    
Amendments to 
IFRS 9 

Prepayment features with negative 
compensation 

1 January 2019 Pending 

    
IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over income tax treatments 1 January 2019 Pending 
    
Amendments to 
IAS 28 

Long-term interests in associates and joint 
ventures 

1 January 2019 Pending 
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IFRS 17 Insurance contracts 1 January 2021 Pending 
    
Amendments to 
IAS 19 

Plan amendment, curtailment or settlement 1 January 2019 Pending 

 
None of these standards was adopted early by the Group. 
 
IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers 
 
IFRS 15 establishes that revenue is recognised such that it represents the transfer of promised goods 
or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the Group expects to 
be entitled in exchange for those goods and services. Revenue is recognised when the customer 
obtains control of the goods or services. In accordance with the new criteria, a five-step model must 
be applied in recognising revenue to determine when this revenue should be recognised and its 
amount: 

 
•! Step 1: Identify the contract 
•! Step 2: Identify the performance obligations in the contract 
•! Step 3: Determine the transaction price 
•! Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract 
•! Step 5: Recognise revenue when the performance obligations are met 

 
Based on the analysis performed as of the date of authorisation for issue of these consolidated 
financial statements, the Group has concluded that the potential impacts of the new requirements are 
not significant. 
 
IFRS 9 Financial instruments 
 
IFRS 9 introduces a single approach for the classification and measurement of financial assets, a 
function of its cash flow characteristics and business model through which they are managed. In this 
regard, the analysis of the new classification criteria did not give rise to significant impacts. 
 
IFRS 9 also introduces a new impairment model based on expected credit loss instead of incurred 
credit loss (based on objective evidence of impairment), as included in IAS 39 “Financial 
Instruments: recognition and measurement”. In this regard, the analysis of the new criteria did not 
give rise to significant impacts. 
 
IFRS 9 introduces new hedge accounting rules, specifically with regard to the way in which the 
effectiveness of the hedges is measured. The Group confirms that its current hedging relationships 
are classified as hedges that will continue with the adoption of IFRS 9. At the moment, the Group 
has opted to continue applying IAS 39 in relation to hedge accounting. 
 
In accordance with the IASB interpretation issued in October 2017, when a financial liability 
measured at amortised cost is modified or exchanged without this resulting in the derecognition of 
this liability, a gain or loss must be recognised in the income statement, the amount of which is 
calculated as the difference between the original contractual cash flows of the liability and the new 
modified cash flows, both discounting the effective interest rate of the original liability. IFRS 9 must 
be applied retrospectively as of 1 January 2018 and, therefore, the gains or losses from the 
modification of financial liabilities that arise in applying this new standard in years prior to 1 January 
2018 will be recognised in reserves on this date and will not be restated for comparison purposes. In 
this regard, the Group has calculated the effect under IFRS 9 of the refinancing carried out on 5 
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December 2017. As a result of this calculation, the adoption of IFRS 9 entails a positive impact on 
reserves at 1 January 2018 of EUR 1,607,254. 
 
IFRS 16 Leases 
 
IFRS 16 Leases, which is applicable for the first time on 1 January 2019, establishes that a right-of-
use asset and a liability for future payment obligations to be incurred are generated for the lessor 
(apart from certain exceptions involving low-value assets and short-term leases). As of the date of 
authorisation for issue of these financial statements, the Group has concluded that the potential 
impacts of the new requirements would not be significant. In this regard, Note 9 discloses the non-
cancellable future minimum payments. 
 
For the other standards, interpretations and amendments issued by the IASB and that have not yet 
come into force, the directors have assessed the potential impacts of the future application of these 
standards and consider that their entry into force will not have a significant effect on the consolidated 
financial statements. 

 
2.3. Key issues in relation to the measurement and estimation of uncertainty and relevant 

judgements in applying the accounting policies 
 
In preparing the accompanying consolidated financial statements in accordance with IFRSs, 
estimates and assumptions were made by the Parent’s directors in order to measure certain of the 
assets, liabilities, income, expenses and obligations reported herein. Those with the most significant 
impact on the consolidated financial statements are discussed in the different sections of this 
document: 

 
- Fair value of investment property and property, plant and equipment 

 
The market value of investment property was obtained from the appraisals conducted by 
independent valuers at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017. These valuations are calculated 
in accordance with the criteria established by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
(RICS). 
 
In relation to the assets measured at fair value, the Group has used the hierarchy defined in 
IFRS 13 for their classification, in accordance with the variables used in their valuation and 
their observability in the market. 

 
o! Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities 

that the entity can access at the measurement date. 
o! Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for 

the assets or liabilities, either directly or indirectly through valuation techniques that 
use observable market inputs. 

o! Level 3: unobservable market inputs for the asset or liability. 
 

There were no transfers between Levels 1, 2 and 3, whereby Level 3 was applied. 
 
In accordance with IFRS 13, the level of the hierarchy within which an asset or liability is 
classified in its entirety (Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3) is determined in accordance with the 
relevant variables used in the lowest valuation within the fair value hierarchy. If the variables 
used to measure the fair value of an asset or liability can be classified into different levels, the 
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measurement of the fair value is classified in its entirety within the same level of the fair value 
hierarchy as the lowest level variable that is significant for the measurement of the value. 
 
Calculation of fair values: 
 
The calculation of fair values requires the Group to calculate future cash flows and make 
assumptions about the future values of these cash flows and the discount rates applicable 
thereto. The estimates and assumptions made are based on historical experience and on various 
other factors that are understood to be reasonable in accordance with the circumstances. 
 
Note 6 details the information on the calculation of the fair value of investment property, 
which, in accordance with level 3, amounted to EUR 308,050 thousand at 31 March 2018 
(EUR 304,140 thousand at 31 December 2017). 

 
- Fair value of derivatives or other financial instruments (see Note 13) 

 
The fair value of those financial instruments that are not traded on an active market (e.g. OTC 
derivatives) is determined using valuation techniques. The Group exercises judgement in 
selecting a range of methods and making assumptions that are based mainly on prevailing 
market conditions at the reporting date. The Group used the discounted cash flow analysis for 
various interest rate contracts that are not traded on active markets. 
 
The fair value of financial assets and liabilities is calculated as followed: 

 
o! The fair value of financial assets and liabilities that are traded on active, liquid 

markets is measured by reference to prices quoted in the market. 
o! The fair values of financial assets and liabilities (except derivative instruments) that 

are not traded on active markets are calculated in accordance with the generally 
accepted valuation models on the basis of discounted cash flows using the prices of 
observable market transactions and the contributor prices of similar instruments. 

 
Financial instruments measured subsequent to initial recognition at fair value are grouped into 
levels 1 to 3 based on the degree to which the fair value is observable: 

 
−! Level 1: those measured using quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for 

identical assets or liabilities. 
−! Level 2: those measured using inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 

1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or 
indirectly (i.e. derived from prices). 

−! Level 3: those measured using valuation techniques, including inputs for the asset or 
liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs). 

 
There were no transfers between Levels 1, 2 and 3, whereby Level 2 was applied. 

 
- Business combinations compared to asset acquisitions 

 
As mentioned in Note 1.1.2, the acquisition of interests in subsidiaries carried out in 2017 was 
considered an acquisition of assets (investment property). The Company’s directors made 
value judgements to determine the adequate accounting treatment to be adopted. In particular, 
the accounting treatment applied is based on the fact that no relevant processes were acquired 
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and no personnel joined the Company, and that the only significant asset of the companies 
acquired was an investment property. 

 
- Income tax 

 
The Parent and the subsidiaries have opted to adhere to the regime established in Spanish Law 
11/2009, 26 October, governing real estate investment trusts (REITs), which in practice means 
that provided certain requirements are met, the Parent and the subsidiaries are subject to a 
corporate income tax rate of 0%. The directors monitor compliance with the relevant legal 
requirements for the purpose of securing the tax advantages offered. In this regard, the directors 
consider that such requirements were met at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, and 
therefore have not recognised any type of income tax income or expense (Note 14). 

 
The estimates and assumptions made are based on historical experience and other facts 
considered reasonable taking into account the circumstances at the reporting date, the outcome 
of which represents the basis of judgement to establish the carrying amount of the assets and 
liabilities whose value cannot be immediately determined. 
 
The actual results may end up being different from the estimates made. These estimates and 
judgements will be assessed on an ongoing basis. 

 
Certain accounting estimates are considered significant if the nature of the estimates and events 
is material and if the impact on the financial position or operating performance is material. 
 
These estimates were made on the basis of the best information available at the date of 
authorisation for issue of these consolidated financial statements. Any future event unknown 
at the date of preparation might make it necessary to change these estimates (upwards or 
downwards), which would be recognised prospectively as appropriate. 

 
2.4. First-time adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards 
 
The consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2017 were the first to be 
prepared by the Parent and, therefore, the first in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards as adopted by the European Union. The transition date, determined in accordance with the 
principles and criteria included in IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting 
Standards, was 1 January 2016. 

 
2.5. Going-concern principle of accounting 
 
The Group prepared the consolidated financial statements in accordance with the going-concern 
principle, whereby there is no material risks that may imply that the Company will be unable to 
realise its assets and settle its liabilities in the normal course of its business activities in the coming 
year. 
 
On 5 December 2017, and as a replacement for the financing agreement entered into on 31 May 
2016, the Group entered into a new syndicated financing agreement to carry out the comprehensive 
refinancing of its financial debt in order to: 

 
−! Finance the complete repayment and cancellation as of this date of all amounts owed under 

the existing debt to be repaid 
−! Finance a portion of the acquisition cost of the properties 
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−! Finance the initial provision of the Debt Service Reserve Account. 
−! Pay the expenses arising from executing the financing documents. 

 
The main characteristics of this agreement entailed an extension of the maturity dates and a grace 
period for the repayments, by dividing the repayment of the principle into three periods (see Note 
13). 
 
The agreement stipulates, inter alia, that during the term of the agreement (six years from the signing 
date) a series of ratios and covenants must be met, which are calculated on the basis of the aggregate 
financial statements of the companies included in the scope of the financing, whereby non-
compliance, provided that this requirement has not been waived, may give rise to grounds for early 
termination. 
 
In accordance with the loan agreement executed on 5 December 2017 between Caixabank, Banco 
Popular Español and Banco Santander (“the Agent”) and the Parent, the latter and the rest of the 
borrowers in the financing agreement are required to comply with the following financial ratios: 

 
−! Maintain a Debt Service Coverage Ratio (“DSCR”) greater than 1.15x throughout the term 

of the financing (Note 13). 
 

−! Maintain an LTV ratio (Note 13) throughout the term of the financing that does not exceed: 
 

2018 60% 
2019 58% 
2020 56% 
2021 54% 
2022 52% 
2023 50% 

 
−! Maintain an overall LTV ratio (Note 13) throughout the term of the financing that does not 

exceed 65%. 
 

The date on which these ratios first had to be fulfilled was 31 March 2018. As of 31 March 2018, 
these ratios had been fulfilled based on the calculations performed by the directors. 
 
In accordance with the syndicated financing agreement, the subsidiaries act as borrowers and provide 
the in rem guarantees described in Note 13 to the consolidated financial statements. 
 
The directors prepared these consolidated financial statements in accordance with the going-concern 
principle of accounting, as the Company expects to comply with the obligations assumed in the 
financing agreement signed and described above and generate sufficient cash flows in the medium 
term to make the necessary payments. 

 
2.6. Current and non-current classification 
 
Items due to be settled within a maximum of one year from the date of these consolidated financial 
statements can be classified as current. 
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2.7. Comparative information 
 
In accordance with Note 1.1.1, the Group’s figures at 31 March 2018 cover a three-month period and 
are presented in comparison with the figures for the twelve month period of 2017. 
 
The comparative information relating to future minimum lease payments under operating leases for 
the year ended 31 December 2017 shown in Note 7 was changed with regard to that presented in the 
consolidated financial statements for the previous year, due to the fact that only future rents from 
non-cancellable leases by the lessee are presented in this table. In the previous year, this table 
included all future rents from contracts considering a maximum time horizon of ten years and without 
taking into account the minimum non-cancellable periods. 

 
2.8. Grouping of items 
 
The consolidated financial statements do not include any items that were grouped together in the 
balance sheet, the income statement, the statement of changes in equity or the consolidated statement 
of cash flows. 

 
2.9. Items included under several line items 
 
There are no assets or liabilities included under several line items on the consolidated balance sheet. 

 
2.10. Transactions between companies included in the scope of consolidation 
 
No significant transactions were carried out between companies included in the scope of 
consolidation, except for the asset management agreement entered into by the Parent and the 
subsidiaries on 7 May 2018. 

 
2.11. Materiality 
 
In determining the disclosures to be made in these financial statements in relation to the various items 
in the financial statements or other matters, the Parent and consolidated entities, in accordance with 
the conceptual framework of the International Financial Reporting Standards, took into account their 
materiality in relation to the consolidated financial statements for the periods ended 31 March 2018 
and 31 December 2017. 
 
The information is material or significant if its omission or misstatement could influence the 
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial information specifically reported by 
an entity. 

 
 
3. Earnings/(Loss) per share 
 

Basic earnings/(loss) per share 
 
Basic earnings/(loss) per share are calculated by dividing the consolidated profit for the year 
attributable to the Parent by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the 
year, excluding the average number of treasury shares held in the year. 
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Diluted earnings/(loss) per share 
 
Diluted earnings/(loss) per share are calculated in a similar manner to basic earnings/(loss) per share, 
but adjustments are made to profit or loss attributable to ordinary equity holders of the parent entity, 
and the weighted average number of shares outstanding, for the effects of all dilutive potential 
ordinary shares. 
 
 2018 2017 
Net profit for the period 6,650,913 18,615,486 
Weighted average number of outstanding shares 21,749,254 21,665,611 
Basic earnings per weighted average number of shares 0.31 0.86 
Diluted earnings per weighted average number of shares 0.31 0.86 

 
The proposed distribution of profit obtained by the Parent (in accordance with the requirements 
established in Legislative Royal Decree 1/2010, of 2 July, approving the revised text of the Spanish 
Corporate Enterprises Act) in 2018, prepared by the Parent’s Board of Directors to be submitted for 
approval at the Annual General Meeting, is as follows: 
 

Basis of distribution 2018 

Income statement balance 1,334,936 
Total 1,334,936 

 
Distribution 2018 

Distribution of dividends 1,201,442 
Legal reserve 133,494 
Total 1,334,936 

 
The allocation of loss approved for 2017 was as follows: 
 

Basis of distribution 2017 

Income statement balance (1,333,233) 
Total (1,333,233) 

 
Distribution 2017 

Prior years’ losses (1,333,233) 
Total (1,333,233) 

 
On 23 March 2017, the distribution of an interim dividend out of profit for the year ended 31 
December 2016 in the amount of EUR 549,431 was approved. Final profit at the end of this year was 
EUR 132,304. On 30 March 2017, the distribution of an interim dividend out of profit for 2017 in 
the amount of EUR 200,000 was approved, however, the Parent ended up incurring a loss for the 
year ended 31 December 2017. The extra amounts distributed were therefore adjusted, recognising 
an account receivable with the shareholders amounting to EUR 617,127 (see Note 18). 
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4. Accounting policies and measurement bases 
 

4.1. Consolidation procedure 
 
The consolidated financial statements include the Parent and all subsidiaries over which the Group 
has control. Subsidiaries are those entities over which the Parent or one of its subsidiaries has control. 
 
Control is determined through: 

 
−! Power over the investee. 
−! Exposure, or rights, to variable returns as a result of its relationship with the investee. 
−! The possibility of using its power over the investee to change the amount of these returns. 

 
Subsidiaries are consolidated even when they have been acquired for the purpose of being sold. 
 
The balances, transactions, and gains and losses between Group companies that form part of 
continuing operations are eliminated on consolidation. Transactions between continuing and 
discontinued operations that are expected to continue after the sale are not eliminated from 
continuing operations in order to present the continuing operations in a manner that is consistent with 
the commercial transactions carried out. 
 
The financial statements of the subsidiaries relate to the financial year ended on the same date as the 
separate financial statements of the Parent and that were prepared in accordance with the Spanish 
National Chart of Accounts. 
 
4.2. Uniformity of items 
 
Reporting date uniformity 
 
The various items of the separate financial statements for each of the Group companies were subject 
to the corresponding reporting date uniformity adjustments, bringing the criteria applied into line 
with those used by the Parent for its own financial statements, provided the effect is significant. 
 
If the reporting period of a Group company ends on a date other than that of the consolidated financial 
statements, it will be included through interim financial statements at the same date and for the same 
period as the consolidated financial statements. 
 
When the reporting date of a Group company ends on a date that is no more than three months prior 
or subsequent to the reporting date of the consolidated financial statements, it may be included in 
consolidation for the carrying amounts corresponding to these consolidated financial statements, as 
long as the duration of the financial year coincides with that of the consolidated financial statements. 
 
When significant transactions are carried out or events take place between the reporting date of the 
Group company and that of the consolidated financial statements, these transactions or events must 
be adjusted; in this case, if the transaction was carried out with a Group company, the relevant 
adjustments and eliminations must be made and reported in the notes to the consolidated financial 
statements. 
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Valuation uniformity 
 
The assets and liabilities, income and expenses, and other items in the Group’s consolidated financial 
statements are measured using the same methods and in accordance with the accounting principles 
and measurement bases established in the International Financial Reporting Standards. 
 
If any asset or liability, any income or expense, or any other item in the separate financial statements 
of the subsidiaries is measured using criteria that are not consistent with those applied on 
consolidation, this item is measured again and, in accordance with such criteria, the necessary 
adjustments are made for consolidation purposes only, unless the result of the new measurement is 
of scant relevance for the purpose of providing a true and fair view of the Group. 
 
Uniformity relating to internal transactions 
 
If the financial statements of the Group companies include amounts arising from internal transactions 
that do not coincide, or if any item has yet to be recognised, the relevant adjustments are made to 
make the related eliminations. 
 
Uniformity to carry out aggregation 
 
The necessary reclassifications in the structure of the financial statements of a Group company are 
carried out so that it coincides with the structure of the consolidated financial statements. 
 
4.3. Property, plant and equipment 
 
Property, plant and equipment are measured at acquisition or production cost less any accumulated 
amortisation and, where necessary, any accumulated impairment losses. 
 
The indirect taxes that are levied on the items of property, plant and equipment are only included in 
the acquisition or production cost thereof when they are not directly recoverable from the tax 
authorities. 
 
The costs of expansion, modernisation or improvements leading to increased productivity, capacity 
or efficiency or to a lengthening of the useful life of the assets are capitalised. Upkeep and 
maintenance expenses are recognised with a charge to the consolidated income statement for the year 
in which they are incurred. Property, plant and equipment are depreciated from the time they are 
ready for their intended use, on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives, whereby the 
residual value is estimated to be zero, based on the following years of useful life: 
 

Description Annual % Years 
Furniture 20% 5 
Computer hardware 25% 4 

 
The Group tests its property, plant and equipment for indications of impairment at least at the end of 
each reporting period to determine whether the recoverable amount of the assets has been reduced to 
below their carrying amount. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is 
estimated in order to determine the extent of the potential impairment loss. Where the asset itself 
does not generate cash flows that are independent from other assets or groups of assets, the Group 
estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit (CGU) to which the asset belongs. 
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The recoverable amount of the assets is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. 
The value in use is determined based on the expected future cash flows that will arise from using the 
asset, expectations about possible variations in the amount or timing of the cash flows, the time value 
of money, the price to be paid for supporting uncertainty related to the asset and other factors that 
market participants would take into consideration in valuing the future cash flows related to the asset. 
 
If the estimated recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, an impairment loss 
is recognised for the difference with a charge to the consolidated income statement, reducing the 
carrying amount of the asset to its recoverable. 
 
Once an impairment loss has been recognised or reversed, the accumulated depreciation is adjusted 
in the following years based on the new carrying amount. 
 
However, if an irreversible impairment loss arises as a result of the specific circumstances of an asset, 
the impairment loss is recognised directly in losses on non-current assets in the consolidated income 
statement. 
 
The Group did not recognise any impairment losses on property, plant and equipment in the three-
month period ended 31 March 2018 or in the year ended 31 December 2017. 
 
4.4. Investment property 
 
The Group classifies as investment property those non-current assets that are properties and held to 
earn rentals, for capital appreciation or both, rather than for use in the production or supply of goods 
or services, for administrative purposes or for sale in the ordinary course of its business. This heading 
also includes land and buildings held for future uses that are undetermined at the time that they are 
included in the Group’s equity. 
 
Investments are initially measured at cost, including related transaction costs, if applicable. 
Following its initial recognition, investment property is accounted for at fair value. 
 
Investments are presented at fair value at the end of the reference period and are not depreciated in 
accordance with IAS 40. 
 
To determine the fair value of the investment property, the Group engages independent valuers not 
related to the Group to carry out appraisals on all its assets at the reporting date. The properties are 
valued individually on the basis of the lease agreements in force at the appraisal date (see Note2.3). 
 
The buildings with areas that were not leased were valued on the basis of the estimated future rental 
income, less a period for marketing the buildings. 
 
Any gains or losses that arise from changes in the fair value of the investment properties are included 
in the consolidated income statement for the period in which they take place. 
 
4.5. Leases 
 
The assets leased to third parties under finance leases are presented in accordance with their nature 
in applying the accounting principles that are set forth in the sections on property, plant and 
equipment and intangible assets. Lease income from operating leases, net of any incentives granted, 
is recognised in income on a straight-line basis over the lease term, unless another systematic basis 
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is more representative of the time pattern in which use benefit derived from the leased asset is 
diminished. 
For those assets leased by the Group: 
 

Assets acquired under finance leases are recognised by type, at the lesser of the fair value of 
the asset and the present value at the beginning of the lease of the minimum payments agreed 
upon, and a financial liability is recognised for this same amount. Lease payments are 
distributed between the finance costs and the reduction of the liability. The same criteria with 
regard to depreciation, impairment losses and derecognition are applied to these assets as to 
other assets of this type. 
 
Payments under operating leases are recognised as expenses in the consolidated income 
statement when incurred. 
 

For those assets that the Group leases to third parties: 
 

Income arising from operating leases is recognised in the consolidated income statement when 
incurred. Costs directly allocable to the contract are recorded as an increase in the value of the 
leased asset and are recognised as an expense during the term of the contract, applying the 
same criterion used when recognising lease income. 
 

4.6. Financial assets and liabilities 
 
The Parent and the consolidated companies recognise those contracts that give rise to a financial 
asset in a company and, simultaneously, a financial liability or an equity instrument in another 
company under financial instruments. This standard is therefore applicable to the following financial 
instruments: 
 
a) Financial assets: 
 

−! Cash and cash equivalents 
−! Trade receivables: trade and sundry accounts receivable; 
−! Loans to third parties: such as finance loans and credit facilities granted, including those 

arising from the sale of non-current assets; 
−! Debt securities of other companies acquired: such as debentures, bonds and promissory 

notes; 
−! Equity instruments of other companies acquired: shares, ownership interest in collective 

investment undertakings and other equity instruments; 
−! Derivatives with a favourable valuation for the Group: such as futures, options, financial 

swaps and foreign currency forward contracts; and 
−! Other financial assets: such as deposits in credit institutions, advances and loans to 

personnel, guarantees and deposits provided, dividends receivable and capital calls on 
equity instruments. 

 
b) Financial liabilities: 
 

−! Trade payables: payable to suppliers and sundry accounts payable; 
−! Bank borrowings; 
−! Debt instruments and other marketable securities issued: such as bonds and promissory 

notes; 
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−! Derivatives with an unfavourable valuation for the Group: such as futures, options, 
financial swaps and foreign currency forward contracts; 

−! Payables with special characteristics; and 
−! Other financial liabilities: debts to third parties, such as finance loans and credit facilities 

received from individuals or companies that are not credit institutions, including those 
arising from the purchase of non-current assets, guarantees and deposits received and 
capital calls by third parties on ownership interest. 

 
c) Own equity instruments: all financial instruments that are included under shareholders’ equity, 

such as ordinary shares issued, are considered own equity instruments. 
 

4.6.1 Financial assets 
 
Loans and receivables 
 
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that 
are not quoted on an active market. They are included under current assets, except for those maturing 
within more than 12 months from the consolidated balance sheet date, which are classified as non-
current assets. Loans and receivables are included under “Trade and other receivables” in the 
consolidated balance sheet. 
 
These financial assets are initially measured at their fair value, including any directly attributable 
transaction costs, and subsequently at amortised cost, reducing the interest accrued on the basis of 
the effective interest rate, which is considered to be the discount rate that matches the carrying 
amount of the instrument to all its estimated cash flows until maturity. However, trade receivables 
maturing within twelve months are measured, both on initial recognition and subsequently, at their 
nominal value when the effect of not discounting the cash flows is not material. 
 
At least at each reporting date, the necessary impairment losses are recognised if there is objective 
evidence that not all amounts owed will be collected. 
 
The amount of the impairment loss is the difference between the carrying amount of the asset and 
the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate at the time 
of initial recognition. Impairment losses and any subsequent reversal are recognised in the 
consolidated income statement. 
 
Interest and dividends received from financial assets 
 
Interest and dividends from financial assets accrued after the date of acquisition are recognised as 
income in the consolidated income statement. Interest is recognised using the effective interest 
method and dividend income from investments in equity instruments is recognised when the Group 
is entitled to receive the dividends. 
 
Unmatured accrued explicit interest as well as the dividends agreed upon by the competent body at 
the time of acquisition are independently recognised, by maturity, when the financial assets are 
initially recognised. 
 
Derecognition of financial assets 
 
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights on the cash flows from the related financial asset 
expire or have been transferred, and when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the 
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financial asset have been transferred. However, the Group does not derecognise financial assets, and 
recognises a financial liability for an amount equal to the consideration received, in transfers of 
financial assets in which substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are retained, such as in 
the case of bill discounting. 
 
4.6.2 Cash and cash equivalents 
 
This heading in the accompanying consolidated balance sheet includes cash on hand and at banks, 
demand deposits and other short-term, highly liquid investments maturing within three months that 
are readily convertible into cash and are not subject to risk of changes in value. 
 
4.6.3 Financial liabilities 
 
Accounts payable: 
 
Loans, debentures and similar liabilities are initially recognised at the amount received, net of the 
transaction costs incurred. Borrowing costs, including premiums payable on settlement or 
redemption and transaction costs, are recognised in the consolidated income statement on an accrual 
basis using the effective interest method. The amount accrued and not paid is added to the carrying 
amount of the instrument if settlement is not made in the accrual period. 
 
Accounts payable are recognised initially at fair value and are subsequently measured at amortised 
cost using the effective interest method. 
 
4.6.4 Guarantees delivered and received 
 
The deposits or guarantees provided or received as collateral for certain obligations are measured by 
the amount actually paid, which does not differ significantly from their fair value. 
 
Fair value 
 
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between 
knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. 
 
As a general rule, when financial instruments are measured at fair value, the Group calculates the 
fair value by reference to a reliable market value, where the quoted price on an active market is the 
best reference of this fair value. For those instruments where there is no active market, the fair value 
is obtained, where applicable, by applying measurement models and valuation techniques. 
 
The carrying amount of trade receivables and trade payables is assumed to approximate their fair 
value. 
 
Derecognition of financial liabilities 
 
The entity will remove a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its statement of 
financial position when, and only when, it is extinguished, i.e., when the obligation specified in the 
contract is discharged or cancelled or expires. 
 
The difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or part of a financial liability) 
extinguished or transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets 
transferred or liabilities assumed, will be recognised in profit or loss. 
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An exchange between an existing borrower and lender of debt instruments with substantially 
different terms wll be accounted for as an extinguishment of the original financial liability and the 
recognition of a new financial liability. Similarly, a substantial modification of the terms of an 
existing financial liability or a part of it (whether or not attributable to the financial difficulty of the 
debtor) will be accounted for as an extinguishment of the original financial liability and the 
recognition of a new financial liability. 
 
4.6.5 Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting 
 
Financial derivatives are measured both initially and in subsequent valuations at their fair value. 
Resulting gains and losses are recognised depending on whether or not the derivative is designated 
as a hedging instrument and, if so, the nature of the item being hedged. 
 
Hedging instruments are measured and recognised in accordance with their nature if they are no 
longer effective hedges. 
 
In the case of derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting, gains and losses in fair value are 
immediately recognised in the consolidated income statement. 
 
The Group designates certain derivatives as hedges of a specific interest rate risk associated with the 
liabilities recognised (cash flow hedge). 
 
At the inception of the hedge, the Group documents the relationship between the hedging instruments 
and the hedged items, as well as its risk management objectives and the strategy for undertaking 
various hedging transactions. The Group also documents its assessment, both initially and on an 
ongoing basis, of whether the derivatives that are used in hedging transactions are highly effective 
in offsetting changes or cash flows of hedged items. 
 
The total fair value of a hedging derivative is classified as a non-current asset or liability if the 
remaining term to maturity of the hedged item is over 12 months, and as a current asset or liability if 
the remaining term to maturity of the hedged item is less than 12 months. 
 
Cash flow hedges 
 
The effective portion of changes in the fair value of the derivatives designated and qualifying as cash 
flow hedges is recognised under other consolidated comprehensive income. Gains or losses relating 
to the ineffective portion are immediately recognised under financial profit or loss in the consolidated 
income statement. 
 
The cumulative balance under equity is reclassified in the consolidated income statement during the 
periods in which the hedged item affects profit or loss. The gains or losses relating to the effective 
portion of the interest rate swaps that hedge loans at floating interest rates are recognised under 
“Finance income” or “Finance costs” in the income statement. 
 
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when the hedge no longer qualifies for hedge 
accounting, any cumulative gains or losses recognised under equity until then remain in equity and 
are recognised in the income statement when the expected transaction finally takes place. When the 
envisaged transaction is not expected to take place, the cumulative gains or losses recognised under 
equity are immediately transferred to “Finance income” or “Finance costs” in the consolidated 
income statement. 
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4.7. Current and deferred taxes 
 
The current consolidated income tax expense represents the sum of the current tax expense and the 
deferred tax assets and liabilities. The current income tax expense is calculated by applying the 
current tax rate to the taxable profit, after deducting the tax relief and tax credits generated and taken 
in the year. 
 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities arise from temporary differences defined as the amounts expected 
to be payable or recoverable in the future that result from differences between the carrying amounts 
of assets and liabilities and their tax bases. These amounts are measured at the tax rates that are 
expected to apply in the period when the asset is realised or the liability is settled. 
 
Deferred tax assets may also arise from tax loss and tax credit carryforwards not used. 
 
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all temporary differences that will be taxable in the future, 
while deferred tax assets are recognised only to the extent that it is considered probable that the 
consolidated companies will obtain sufficient taxable profits in the future against which the deferred 
tax asset can be utilised. 
 
Also, tax assets (tax loss and tax credit carryforwards) are recognised only to the extent that it is 
considered probable that the consolidated companies will have sufficient taxable profits in the future 
against which the tax assets can be utilised. 
 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities include temporary differences measured at the amount expected to 
be payable or recoverable on differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities and 
their tax bases, and tax loss and tax credit carryforwards. These amounts are measured at the tax rates 
that are expected to apply in the period when the asset is realised or the liability is settled. 
 
The deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised are reassessed at each reporting date in order to 
ascertain whether they still exist, and the appropriate adjustments are made on the basis of the 
findings of the analyses performed. 
 
All Group companies are subject to the special REIT tax regime. 
 
REIT tax regime 
 
On 15 September 2016, the Parent notified the related tax authorities (Office of the Spanish Tax 
Administration) that the decision had been taken by the shareholders at the General Meeting held on 
24 August 2016 to adhere to the special REIT tax regime envisaged in section 8 of Spanish Law 
11/2009. Likewise, on 14 September 2017 all subsidiaries, except for Junction Parque Alameda, 
S.L.U., reported that they would adhere to the special REIT tax regime, which had been approved by 
the sole shareholder on 29 June 2017, and on 26 December 2017 Junction Parque Alameda, S.L.U. 
reported that it would adhere to this tax regime, which was approved by its sole shareholder on 4 
December. 
 
The special tax regime for REITs, as amended by Spanish Law 16/2012, of 27 December, is based 
on the application of a 0% income tax rate, provided certain requirements are met. 
 
However, income tax is accrued in proportion to the dividends distributed. If any tax losses are 
generated, section 26 of Spanish Law 27/2014, of 27 November, on income tax will not apply. 
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Likewise, the system of tax relief and tax credits established in Chapters II, III and IV of this law 
will not be applicable. With regard to all other matters not envisaged in the Spanish REIT Act, that 
established in the Corporation Tax Act will apply. 
 
As established in section 9 of the REIT Act, Group companies will be subject to a special tax rate of 
19% on the full amount of the dividends or share in profits distributed to shareholders whose 
ownership interest in the entity’s share capital is equal to or greater than 5%, when such dividends 
are exempt from taxation or taxed at a rate less than 10% at the tax domicile of such shareholders. 
 
The aforementioned REIT regime was applied starting in 2017 for the subsidiaries and in 2016 for 
the Parent. However, Group companies that do not comply with all the requirements stipulated by 
law for such regime to be applied (in particular, the only requirement not met by the Group is that of 
listing its shares as envisaged in section 4 of Spanish Law 11/2009, which is expected to take place 
in July 2018) since, pursuant to Transitional Provision One of Spanish Law 11/2009 on the REIT 
regime, the Group companies have two years from the date on which they opted to apply the regime 
to comply with all legal requirements. 
 
The tax losses that had yet to be offset when this regime was applied will be offset with the income 
that, where applicable, is taxed under the general regime, pursuant to the terms established in section 
26 of the Corporation Tax Act. 
 
4.8. Revenue and expenses 
 
Revenue and expenses are recognised on an accrual basis, regardless of when the resulting monetary 
or financial flow arises. 
 
However, the Group only recognises the revenue obtained at year-end, whereas foreseeable 
contingencies and losses, including possible losses, are recognised as soon as they become known. 
 
Revenue from the sale of goods or services is recognised at the fair value of the consideration 
received or receivable as a result thereof. Prompt payment discounts, volume rebates or other types 
of discounts, as well as interest included in the nominal amount of trade receivables, is recognised 
as a reduction thereof. However, the Group includes interest incorporated into the commercial loans 
maturing within one year where there is no contractual interest rate when the effect of not discounting 
the cash flows is not material. 
 
Discounts granted to customers are recognised as a reduction in revenue from sales when it is 
probable that the conditions for granting such discounts will be met. 
 
Advances on account from future sales are recognised by the value at which they were received. 
 
Property leases 
 
The Group’s main activity is the provision of property rental services. Income earned from the lease 
of property is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. When the Group offers 
incentives to its tenants, the cost of the incentive is recognised during the term of the lease on a 
straight-line basis, as a reduction in rental income. The costs related to each lease payment are 
recognised as an expense on an accrual basis. 
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4.9. Environmental assets and liabilities 
 
The directors confirm that the Parent and the consolidated companies do not have any liabilities, 
expenses, assets, provisions or contingencies of an environmental nature that could be material in 
relation to its equity, financial position or earnings. 
 

5. Property, plant and equipment 
 

The changes in this heading of the accompanying consolidated balance sheet are as follows: 
 
 01/01/2018 Additions Disposals 31/03/2018 
Cost     
Furniture 29,713 12,440 - 42,153 
Computer hardware and electronic equipment 20,692 379 - 21,071 
 50,405 12,819 - 63,224 
Accumulated depreciation     
Furniture (988) (1,021) - (2,009) 
Computer hardware and electronic equipment (1,537) (1,238) - (2,775) 
 (2,525) (2,259) - (4,784) 
Carrying amount 47,880 10,560 - 58,440 

 
!  
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 01/01/2017 Additions Disposals 31/03/2017 
Cost     
Furniture - 29,713 - 29,713 
Computer hardware and electronic equipment - 20,692 - 20,692 
 - 50,405 - 50,405 
Accumulated depreciation     
Furniture - (988) - (988) 
Computer hardware and electronic equipment - (1,537) - (1,537) 
 - (2,525) - (2,525) 
Carrying amount - 47,880 - 47,880 

 
At 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, there were no fully depreciated items of property, plant 
and equipment. The property, plant and equipment corresponds to the Parent. 

 
6. Investment property 
 

The changes in this heading of the accompanying consolidated balance sheet are as follows: 
 
 2018 (3 

months) 2017 
Cost   
Opening balance 304,140,000 24,488,000 
Acquisitions through the acquisition of subsidiaries - 197,741,070 
Acquisitions of new investments - 67,890,160 
Valuation adjustments to investments 3,910,000 14,020,770 
Total investment property 308,050,000 304,140,000 

 
The additions in 2017 relate to the investment property of the subsidiaries acquired in the year. 
 
The detail of the investment property is as follows: 
 

−! Ciudad del Transporte Retail Park, Castellón de la Plana (3,250 metres). JUNCTION 
PARQUE CASTELLÓN, S.L.U. 

−! Principado Retail Park, Siero, Asturias (16,396 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE 
PRINCIPADO, S.L.U. 

−! Building at Avenida de Europa, Alcorcón, Madrid (8,104 metres). RANDOLPH SPAIN, 
S.L.U. 

−! Building on plot 28, subdivision plan 2, centralidad N-V, Alcorcón, Madrid (5,500 metres). 
ROXBURY SPAIN, S.L.U. 

−! Marismas del Polvorín Retail Park, Marismas del Polvorín, Huelva (18,079 metres). 
JUNCTION PARQUE HUELVA, S.L.U. 

−! Motril Retail Park, Granada (5,559 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE MOTRIL, S.L.U. 
−! Kinepolis RP & LC, Pulianas, Granada (25,877 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE GRANADA, 

S.L.U. 
−! Mejostilla Retail Park, Cáceres (7,281 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE CÁCERES, S.L.U. 
−! La Heredad Retail Park, Mérida (13,447 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE MÉRIDA, S.L.U. 
−! Villanueva de la Serena I Retail Park, Badajoz (4,008 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE 

VILLANUEVA 1, S.L.U. 
−! Villanueva de la Serena II Retail Park, Badajoz (7,824 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE 

VILLANUEVA 2, S.L.U. 
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−! Building at Avenida de la Industria, Alcorcón, Madrid (16,055 metres). CASTELLANA 
PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 

−! Building at Bollullos de la Mitación, Seville (10,870 metres). CASTELLANA 
PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. 

−! Alameda Park Shopping Centre, Pulianas, Granada (31,944 metres). JUNCTION PARQUE 
ALAMEDA, S.L.U. 

−! Pinatar Park Retail Park, San Pedro del Pinatar, Murcia (10,637 metres). JUNCTION 
PARQUE ALAMEDA, S.L.U. 

 
The Company has property assets amounting to EUR 308,050,000 (EUR 304,140,000 at 31 
December 2017), which secured the debt totalling EUR 146,000,000. In the three-month period 
ended 31 March 2018, rental income from the investment property amounted to EUR 4,726,164 
(EUR 9,038,324 in 2017). Operating expenses relating to investment property amounted to EUR 
701,343 (EUR 2,062,369 in 2017), and operating expenses that did not generate rental income 
totalled EUR 366,780 (EUR 409,718 in 2017) (see Note 16). 
 
Valuation procedure 
 
The market value of the properties owned by the Group was determined on the basis of a valuation 
carried out by independent expert valuers with recognised professional qualifications and recent 
experience in the location and category of the investment property being valued. 
 
The appraisals of these property assets were carried out under the market value assumption, whereby 
these appraisals were conducted in accordance with the RICS Appraisal and Valuation Standards 
(Red Book) published by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) of Great Britain. 
 
Market value is defined as the estimated amount for which a property should be exchanged on the 
date of valuation between a willing seller and a willing buyer, after a reasonable marketing period, 
and wherein the parties have acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion. The valuation 
method adopted by the independent valuers with regard to determining the reasonable value was 
mainly the discounted cash flow method at ten years and the income capitalisation method, in 
addition to analysing comparable information. 
 
The discounted cash flow method is based on predicting the net income likely to be generated by the 
assets during a certain period of time, taking into consideration the residual value thereof at the end 
of this period. The cash flows are discounted at an internal rate of return in order to come up with 
the present value. This internal rate of return is adjusted to reflect the risk associated with the 
investment and the assumptions made. The key variables therefore include net income, the estimated 
residual value and the internal rate of return. 
 
The income capitalisation method consists of capitalising the estimated net income from each 
property based on the lease period and the reversal. This involves the capitalisation of the actual 
income throughout the period, together with a valuation of estimated future rents after updating the 
rents or formalising new lease agreements in each period, based on current values in each case. The 
yield applied to each category of income reflects all the forecasts and risks associated with the cash 
flows and the investment. 
 
The key variables of the capitalisation method are therefore the determination of net income, the 
period of time over which discounting is applied, the value estimate used at the end of each period 
and the objective internal rate of return used to discount the cash flows. 
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The estimated yields are determined by the type, age and location of the properties. The properties 
were valued on a case-by-case basis, considering each of the leases in force at the end of the period 
and, where applicable, those that are foreseeable. 
 
Based on the simulations carried out, the discount rates applied in the evaluation of the properties 
are between 7.5% and 10.3% (7.5% and 10.25% for 2017), with the average on a straight-line basis 
being as follows: 
 
 31 March 2018 31 December 2017 
Average discount rate applied 8.89% 8.98% 

 
The valuation of investment property is classified under level 3, based on the definition set forth in 
Note 2.3. 
 
It is estimated that a variation of 0.25% for the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 (0.25% for 
2017) in the discount rates would have given rise to a drop in the fair value of the investment property 
of 1.93% (1.84% in 2017). 
 
There is no restriction on the realisability of the investments, the remittance of income arising from 
these investments or the proceeds obtained on their sale or disposal by other means, except for those 
of the financing agreement (see Note 13). 
 
The Company takes out insurance policies to cover the possible risks to which its investment property 
is subject. At the end of the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 and in 2017, these risks were 
adequately covered. 

 
7. Operating leases 
 

The Group acts as the lessor of the investment property that it holds. 
 
The future minimum lease payments under operating leases, arranged with lessees based on the leases 
currently in force, are as follows: 

!
 Minimum lease payments 

31/03/2018 31/12/2017 (*) 
Within one year 17,102,102 17,222,796 
Between one and five years 37,561,268 40,201,927 
More than five years 22,606,947 23,468,848 
 77,270,317 80,893,571 
   

(*) Recalculated figures (see Note 2.7) 
 

The Group’s expenses as a lessee relate to the lease of the Company’s office, vehicles and other 
office equipment. The main characteristics of these leases are: 
 

 Lease maturity date 
Castellana Properties Socimi, S.A. office 30/03/2022 
Vehicles 31/12/2021 
Office supplies 17/10/2022 
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The future minimum payments for these leases are as follows: 
 

 2018 2017 
Within one year 93,079 93,078 
Between one and five years 278,994 302,264 
More than five years - - 
Total 372,073 395,342 

 
8. Non-current and current financial instruments 
 

The information on the Group’s non-current financial instruments on the asset side of the balance 
sheet, classified by category, is as follows: 
 

Class 
 
 
Category 

 
Non-current financial 

instruments 
Current financial 

instruments Total 

Loans, derivatives and 
other 

Loans, derivatives 
and other 2018 2017 

2018 2017 2018 2017 
Other financial assets 2,328,955 2,310,152 - - 2,328,955 2,310,152 
Trade and other receivables - - 545,286 242,196 545,286 242,196 
Investments in Group 
companies (Note 18) 

- - 617,127 617,127 617,127 617,127 

Total 2,328,955 2,310,152 1,162,413 859,323 3,491,368 3,169,475 
 
The detail of the maturity dates of the balances held is as follows: 
 

2018 
Within 1 

year 
Between 1 
and 5 years 

More than 
5 years TOTAL 

Guarantees provided - 141,963 2,186,992 2,328,955 
Trade and other receivables (Note 10) 545,286 - - 545,286 
Investments in Group companies (Note 18) 617,127 - - 617,127 
 1,162,413 141,963 2,186,992 3,491,369 

 
!  
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2017 
Within 1 

year 
Between 1 
and 5 years 

More than 
5 years TOTAL 

Guarantees provided - 80,803 2,229,349 2,310,152 
Trade and other receivables (Note 10) 242,196 - - 242,196 
Investments in Group companies (Note 18) 617,127 - - 617,127 
 859,323 80,803 2,229,349 3,169,475 

 
9. Other financial assets 
 

The balance of other financial assets includes the guarantees deposited with each of the competent 
bodies in each Autonomous Community. Their carrying amount represents a rational approximation 
of their fair value. 
 

10. Trade and other receivables 
 

The detail of “Trade and other receivables” at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

 Trade and other 
receivables 

2018 2017 
Trade receivables 545,286 242,196 

Total 545,286 242,196 
 
“Trade receivables” is presented net of impairment losses. The related provisions are recognised on 
the basis of the risk of possible doubtful debts with regard to the collection of the assets. At 31 March 
2018 and 31 December 2017, the allowance for doubtful debts was EUR 44,161. 
 
All of the amounts recognised in this heading correspond to amounts due and not provisioned, which 
the Group expects to recover. 
 

11. Information on the nature and level of risk of financial instruments 
 

The Group’s financial risk management is centralised in its Finance Department, which has 
established the mechanisms required to control exposure to interest rate and exchange rate 
fluctuations and credit and liquidity risk. 
The main financial risks affecting the Group are as follows: 
 
a) Credit risk: 
 
The potential areas of credit risk include mainly cash, money market funds, trade receivables and 
long-term loans granted. In order to minimise as much as possible the potential risks related to cash 
and money market funds, surplus funds may only be invested in money market funds with an AA 
rating up to certain predetermined levels. 
 
Management has established a credit policy under the terms of which the solvency of each new tenant 
is analysed on an individual basis prior to offering the Group’s standard payment terms and 
conditions, which require, in most cases, a deposit of at least one month of rent to be provided. The 
Group analyses the financial position of its tenants on an ongoing basis. Adjustments are made for 
impairment losses on specific uncollectible debts. At the end of the three month period ended 31 
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March 2018 and for the year ended 31 December 2017, management did not consider there to be any 
significant exposure to credit risk not covered by reserves for doubtful loans. 
 
The Group had deposits in cash from tenants amounting to EUR 4,142,293 at 31 March 2018 (EUR 
4,210,742 at 31 December 2017) to secure the lease obligations of the tenants. 
 
The tenants do not have a history of non-compliance. Taking into account its low credit risk and the 
collateral held by the Group, its exposure to credit risk is not significant. 
 
b) Liquidity risk: 
 
The Group, for the purpose of ensuring liquidity and enabling it to meet all the payment obligations 
arising from its business activities, has the cash disclosed in its balance sheet, as well as the financing. 
 
c) Interest rate risk: 
 
Given the current situation of the real estate sector and in order to mitigate any adverse effects that 
may arise, the Group has specific measures in place to minimise their impact on its financial position 
 
These measures are applied in accordance with the basis of the strategy and projections defined by 
the Group. 
 
Its financial debt is exposed to cash flow interest rate risk, which could have an adverse effect on 
financial profit or loss and cash flows. All bank borrowings are tied to floating interest rates and, 
therefore, the Group has arranged interest rate swaps, with regard to which it applies hedge 
accounting (see Note 12). 
 
d) Occupancy risk: 
 
The Group’s income is conditional on the occupancy of the premises of each of the Group companies. 
 

12. Cash and cash equivalents 
 

Euros 2018 2017 
Current accounts 16,026,170 13,050,191 
Total cash and cash equivalents 16,026,170 13,050,191 

 
Current accounts earn interest at the market rate for these types of accounts. 
 
At 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, there were restrictions on the availability of a total of 
EUR 740,000, corresponding to the reserve account for the fulfilment of certain clauses and 
commitments included in the loan agreement granted to the Company by the banks that form part of 
the syndicated loan (see Note 13). 
 

13. Non-current and current financial liabilities 
 

The detail of non-current and current financial liabilities, by category, is as follows: 
 
Euros 2018 2017 
Non-current financial liabilities  
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Non-current bank borrowings 138,936,189 138,067,767 
Non-current payables to Group companies - 4,475,000 
Derivatives 210,409 301,449 
Total 139,146,598 142,844,216 
   
Current financial liabilities  
Bank borrowings 143,876 2,086,851 
Other financial liabilities 4,142,293 4,210,743 
Payable to Group companies (Note 18) - 14,053 
Sundry accounts payable 1,369,279 1,931,119 
Total 5,655,448 8,242,765 

 
On 5 December 2017, the Parent, acting not as a borrower but as a guarantor, together with its 
investees, arranged a syndicated loan with CaixaBank, Banco Popular and Banco Santander, the 
latter acting as the agent bank, which has been used to settle the Group’s previous financing and fund 
the purchase of the properties acquired by Junction Parque Alameda. The loan is secured by the 
mortgage of the Group’s properties and the pledge by the sole shareholder of the shares in the 
subsidiaries. In addition, each year the borrowers must fulfil a series of ratios calculated based on 
their aggregate financial statements; the borrowers are Junction Parque Mérida, S.L.U., Junction 
Parque Villanueva I, S.L.U. Junction Parque Villanueva II, S.L.U., Junction Parque Motril, S.L.U., 
Junction Parque Huelva, S.L.U., Junction Parque Granada, S.L.U., Junction Parque Cáceres, S.L.U., 
Junction Parque Principado, S.L.U., Junction Parque Castellón, S.L.U., Randolph Spain, S.L.U., 
Roxbury Spain, S.L.U. and Junction Parque Alameda, S.L.U. These ratios are: 
 

−! Debt Service Coverage Ratio (“DSCR”): calculated by dividing (i) the Generated Cash Flow 
by (ii) the Debt Service, corresponding to the relevant calculation period in accordance with 
the Agreement. 

−! LTV Ratio: at any given time, calculated by dividing the Outstanding Principal of the 
Financing by the Total Value of the Properties. 

−! Overall LTV Ratio: at any given time, calculated by dividing the Group’s Financial Debt by 
the Overall Portfolio Value. 

 
The date on which these ratios first had to be fulfilled was 31 March 2018. As of 31 March 2018, 
these ratios had been fulfilled based on the calculations performed by the Parent’s directors. 
 
The aforementioned loan has a total term of 6 years with repayment in three instalments, 2021, 2022 
and 2023. The interest rate corresponds to a spread of 1.80% plus the Euribor, with the rate applicable 
for 2018 being 1.471% (1.429350% for 2017). 
 
The balance of bank borrowings is presented net of finance costs; and at 31 March 2018, the amount 
yet to be repaid totalled EUR 5,552,214 (EUR 5,845,382 at 31 December 2017), which are repayable 
throughout the useful life of the loan, without including the impact of the application of IFRS 9 
mentioned in Note 2.2. 
 
The collateral structure is as follows: 
 

−! Guarantees payable on first demand granted by the sole shareholder in relation to the 
financing agreements and guarantees payable on first demand granted by the borrowers in 
relation to the hedge agreements. 
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−! First-ranking limited mortgage on each of the properties. 
−! First-ranking pledges on all of the Company shares comprising the share capital of each of 

the borrowers. 
−! First-ranking pledges on the collection rights derived from the project documents. 
−! First-ranking pledges on the collection rights represented by the balance existing at any given 

time in favour of the borrowers and the sole shareholder in each of the accounts. 
−! First-ranking pledges on the collection rights derived from the hedge agreements. 
−! First-ranking pledge commitments on the collection rights derived from the project 

documents to be executed in the future. 
 
The creditors may enforce any of the guarantees in the order they consider appropriate. 
 
The creditors agreed that the amounts received by any of them as a result of the enforcement of the 
guarantees will be applied on a pro rata basis to the payment of each of the financing agreements in 
proportion to the amount of their enforceable unpaid balance. 
 
As of the date of authorisation for issue of these consolidated financial statements, the Group has 
complied with all the conditions derived from the aforementioned agreement. 
 
The detail of the debt maturity dates at 31 March 2018 is as follows: 
 

Account 1 year 
from 1 to 5 

years 
more than 

5 years Total 
Bank borrowings 143,876 138,936,189 - 139,080,065 
Other financial liabilities 4,142,295 - - 4,142,295 
Trade and other payables 1,369,279 - - 1,369,279 
Derivatives - 210,409 - 210,409 

 
!  
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The detail of the debt maturity dates at 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

Account 1 year 
from 1 to 5 

years 
more than 

5 years Total 
Bank borrowings 2,086,851 73,462,767 64,605,000 140,154,618 
Payable to Group companies and associates 
(Note 18) 

14,053 4,475,000  4,489,053 

Other financial liabilities 4,210,742 - - 4,210,742 
Trade and other payables 1,931,119 - - 1,931,119 
Derivatives - 13,654 287,796 301,450 

 
The guarantees and deposits received by the tenants of each leased property are recognised under 
“Other financial liabilities”. The guarantees are in turn deposited at the corresponding public body 
of the corresponding Autonomous Community. 
 
“Derivatives” includes the derivative financial instruments used to hedge the risks to which the 
Group’s activities are exposed. As part of these transactions, the Group has arranged certain hedging 
financial instruments, the detail of which is as follows: 
 
The detail for the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 is as follows: 
 

Descriptio
n Classification Entity 

Nominal 
amount at 

31/12/2017 
Maturity 

Fair value 
Liability 

IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 17,618,685 30/06/2021 -22,763 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 22,800,000 30/06/2021 -29,456 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 3,381,316 30/06/2021 -4,369 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 15,122,701 30/06/2022 3,563 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 19,570,000 30/06/2022 4,611 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 2,902,296 30/06/2022 683 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 25,987,560 05/12/2023 -94,252 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 33,630,000 05/12/2023 -78,494 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 4,987,441 03/12/2023 10,069 
 -210,409 
 

!  
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The detail for the year ended 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

Descriptio
n Classification Entity 

Nominal 
amount at 

31/12/2017 
Maturity 

Fair value 
Liability 

IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 17,618,685 30/06/2021 -8,965 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 22,800,000 30/06/2021 -11,601 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 3,381,316 30/06/2021 -1,721 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 15,122,701 30/06/2022 3,473 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 19,570,000 30/06/2022 4,494 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 2,902,296 30/06/2022 666 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Santander 25,987,560 05/12/2023 -145,832 
IRS Cash flow hedge Caixabank 33,630,000 05/12/2023 -143,355 
IRS Cash flow hedge Banco Popular 4,987,441 05/12/2023 1,392 
 -301,449 
 
 

14. Equity 
 
14.1. Share capital 
 
At 19 May 2015 (see Note 1), the Parent’s share capital amounted to EUR 60,000, represented by 
60,000 fully subscribed and paid shares of EUR 1 par value each, all of which are of the same class. 
Subsequently, the par value was reduced (without reducing share capital) to EUR 0.01 per share and 
then increased (without increasing share capital) to EUR 5 per share. Consequently, the number of 
shares went from 60,000 to 12,000. 
 
On 30 May 2016, a share capital increase took place, consisting of the issuance of 2,520,000 fully 
subscribed and paid shares of EUR 5 par value each, all of the same class. 
 
Following this transaction, at 31 December 2016, the share capital amounted to EUR 12,660,000, 
represented by 2,532,000 fully subscribed and paid shares of EUR 5 par value each, all of the same 
class, granting the same rights to their holders. 
 
On 28 June 2017, share capital was reduced by EUR 10,128,000 and a restricted reserve was 
recognised for the same amount. The capital reduction was carried out by reducing the EUR 5 par 
value of each share by EUR 4, resulting in a par value per share of EUR 1 and a share capital of EUR 
2,532,000 following a resolution to reduce share capital. 
 
On 28 June 2017, share capital was increased by EUR 17,180,172, through the issuance of 
17,180,172 new shares, with a par value of EUR 1 each. These new shares were issued with a total 
issue premium of EUR 85,900,854. The share capital increase, as well as the share premium, were 
fully subscribed and paid up by the Company shareholder, Vukile Property Fund Limited. 
 
On 4 December 2017, share capital was increased by EUR 5,833,333, through the issuance of 
5,833,333 new shares, with a par value of EUR 1 each. These new shares were issued with a total 
issue premium of EUR 29,166,667. The share capital increase, as well as the share premium, were 
fully subscribed and paid up by the shareholder, Vukile Property Fund Limited. 
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Following this transaction, at 31 December 2017, the share capital amounted to EUR 25,545,505, 
represented by 25,545,505 fully subscribed and paid shares of EUR 1 par value each, all of the same 
class, granting the same rights to their holders. 
 
On 8 March 2018, the shareholders at the General Meeting approved a capital increase through the 
conversion of the loan entered into on 28 November 2017 with its majority shareholder, Vukile 
Property Fund Limited, amounting to EUR 4,475,000 in principal plus EUR 41,745 in capitalised 
accrued interest. They approved a share capital increase of EUR 752,790, through the issuance of 
752,790 new registered shares, with a par value of EUR 1 each. This increase was carried out with a 
total share premium of EUR 3,763,955 (see Note 18). 
 
Following this transaction, at 31 March 2018, the share capital amounted to EUR 26,298,295, 
represented by 26,298,295 fully subscribed and paid shares of EUR 1 par value each, all of the same 
class, granting the same rights to their holders. 
 
The detail of the companies holding more than a 10% interest in the share capital of the Parent at 31 
March 2018 and 31 December 2017 is as follows. 
 

Company % of ownership in 2018 % of ownership in 
2017 

Vukile Properties Limited 98.74% 98.70% 
 
The Group forms part of the Vukile Properties Limited Group. 
 
14.2. Legal reserve 
 
Under the Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act, 10% of net profit for each year must be transferred to 
the legal reserve until the balance of this reserve reaches at least 20% of the share capital. The legal 
reserve may only be used to offset losses, provided that sufficient other reserves are not available for 
this purpose. The legal reserve can only be distributed in the event of the liquidation of the Parent. 
 
14.3. Share premium 
 
The Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act expressly permits the use of the share premium account 
balance to increase capital and does not establish any specific restrictions as to its use. 
 
14.4. Other reserves 
 
These are reserves generated by the Group as a result of undistributed profit from prior years, and 
from the equity transaction described in section 14.1. 
 
14.5. Dividends 
 
On 23 March 2017, the distribution of an interim dividend out of profit for the year ended 31 
December 2016 in the amount of EUR 549,431 was approved. The final result of the reporting date 
of this period was EUR 132,304. On 30 March 2017, the distribution of an interim dividend out of 
profit for 2017 in the amount of EUR 200,000 also was approved, however, in the end a loss was 
incurred in 2017 (see Note 3). The extra amounts distributed were therefore adjusted, recognising an 
account receivable with the shareholders amounting to EUR 617,127 (see Note 18). 
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Effective as of 21 May 2018 and after the Parent received the dividends distributed by the 
subsidiaries out of profit for 2017, the Parent’s Board Directors agreed to distribute an interim 
dividend amounting to EUR 10,948,954, i.e., EUR 0.32766623 per share, which was payable, after 
deducting the amount corresponding to the personal income tax withholdings of the shareholders 
under the terms established by law and the amount of the special tax legally applicable, the cost of 
which was assumed by the majority shareholder, Vukile Property Fund Limited, (i) by bank transfer 
to the account of each of the shareholders for a total amount of EUR 10,460,734 on 21 May 2018, 
and (ii) an amount of EUR 208,860 to partially offset the collection right that the Parent had with the 
shareholders for the amount of the excess interim dividends for 2016 and 2017 distributed out of 
final profit for these years. 

 
15. Tax matters 
 

The detail of the balances with public authorities at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017 is as 
follows: 
 

2018 Tax receivable Tax payable 
Non-current: - 437,239 
Deferred tax liability - 437,239 
Current: 920,420 463,182 
VAT refundable 431,378 - 
Tax withholdings and prepayments 489,042 - 
VAT payable - 463,182 

2017 Tax receivable Tax payable 
Non-current: - 437,239 
Deferred tax liability - 437,239 
Current: 1,333,052 232,953 
VAT refundable 885,530 - 
Tax withholdings and prepayments 447,522 - 
VAT payable - 232,953 

 
At 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, the income tax expense was zero, given that the income 
tax rate for REITs is set at 0% (see Note 4). At 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, income tax 
was calculated as follows: 
 

!  
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Income tax 31/03/2018 31/12/2017 
Profit after tax 6,650,913 18,615,487 
Income tax - - 
Profit/(Loss) before tax 6,650,913 18,615,487 
Temporary differences - - 
Taxable profit  6,650,913 18,615,487 
   
Tax loss carryforwards - - 
   
Taxable profit 6,650,913 18,615,487 
Tax charge at 0% - - 
Income tax payable and accrued - - 

 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities 
 
At 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017, deferred tax liabilities were recognised in the amount of 
EUR 437,239, which relate to taxable temporary differences of the subsidiary Junction Parque 
Mérida, S.L.U. 
 
Tax loss carryforwards 
 
The detail of the tax loss carryforwards  prior to adhering to the special tax regime for REITs is as 
follows: 
 

 Tax loss carryforwards to be used in future periods 

Year ROXBURY SPAIN, S.L. 
RANDOLPH SPAIN, 

S.L. TOTAL 
2008 2,242,972 669,015 2,911,987 
2009 2,010,536 664,829 2,675,365 
2012 1,190,574 1,323,067 2,513,641 
2013 186,679 936,625 1,123,304 
2014 1,193,296 671,541 1,864,837 

 6,824,057 4,265,077 11,089,134 
 
Given the current uncertainty as to the recoverability of these tax bases, as a result of the application 
of the special tax regime for REITs, the Group has not recognised any deferred tax assets for these 
tax losses. 
 
Years open for review and tax audits 
 
Under the current law, taxes cannot be deemed to have been definitively settled until the tax returns 
filed have been reviewed by the tax authorities or until the four-year statute-of-limitations period has 
expired. The Board of Directors considers that the tax returns for the aforementioned taxes have been 
filed correctly and, therefore, even in the event of discrepancies in the interpretation of current tax 
legislation in relation to the tax treatment afforded to certain transactions, such liabilities as might 
arise would not have a material effect on the accompanying abridged financial statements. 
 
The income tax rate for REITs was set at 0%. However, where the dividends that the REIT distributes 
to its shareholders holding a stake exceeding 5% are exempt from tax or are subject to a tax rate 
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lower than 10%, the REIT will be subject to a special charge of 19%, which will be considered to be 
the income tax charge, on the amount of the dividend distributed to these shareholders. If applicable, 
this special charge must be paid by the REIT within two months after the dividend distribution date. 
 
The Group has not recognised any provision for the special tax rate of 19%, given that this amount, 
to the extent that it is applicable, would be paid by Vukile Properties Limited. 
 

16. Revenue and expenses 
 

16.1. Revenue 
 
Revenue corresponds to the rental income from the financial investments of the Group companies. 
 

 2018 (3 months) 2017 
Rental income 4,726,164 9,038,324 
Expenses rebilled the tenants 428,414 272,921 
 5,154,578 9,311,245 

 
16.2. Staff costs 
 
The breakdown of this heading of the accompanying consolidated income statement is as follows: 
 

 2018 (3 months) 2017 
Wages and salaries 171,125 306,031 
Employer social security costs 15,427 20,475 
Other employee benefit costs 29,641 1,532 
Total 216,193 328,038 

 
!  
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16.3. Other operating expenses 
 
Operating expenses related to investments 2018 (3 months) 2017 
Taxes and duties 16,656 516,107 
Repairs and maintenance 32,252 7,342 
Management fees 31,297 26,934 
Other operating expenses 621,139 1,511.986 
Total expenses related to investments (Note 6) 701,343 2,062,369 
Other operating expenses 2018 (3 months) 2017 
Advertising 21,561 11,138 
Audit fees 56,936 158,451 
Banking charges 4,100 1,552 
Depreciation (Note 5) 2,259 2,525 
Legal expenses 175,945 211,560 
Office expenses 11,358 9,982 
Telephone expenses 645 674 
Travel expenses 20,353 10,344 
Brokerage services 28,760 1,207 
Other expenses 44,862 2,285 
Total other operating expenses (Note 6) 366,780 409,718 
Total operating expenses 1,068,123 2,472,087 

 
16.4. Finance income and costs 
 

 2018 (3 months) 2017 
Interest on bank borrowings (881,483) (1,644,285) 
Interest on payables to Group companies (Note 18) (9,385) (14,792) 
Income from derivatives - 251,301 
Costs relating to derivatives (238,482) (462,278) 
 (1,129,350) (1,870,054) 

 
17. Provisions and contingencies 
 

No provisions were recognised that are not included in other headings of the notes to the financial 
statements. 
 
On 13 October 2017, a notice was received from the tax authorities regarding a tax audit to verify 
compliance with the tax obligations and duties of the subsidiary Junction Parque Mérida, S.L.U. with 
regard to the following items and periods: 
 
-!Identification of the assets that have been subject to accelerated depreciation. 
 
-!Availability date of the assets that have been subject to accelerated depreciation. 
 
-!Adjustments made in the income tax returns in 2013, 2014 and 2015. 
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-!Entries in the official journal relating to depreciation charges for the assets that have been subject 
to accelerated depreciation in 2013, 2014 and 2015. 

 
As of the date of authorisation for issue of these consolidated financial statements, the Group has not 
received any additional notice from the tax authorities with regard to that mentioned above and this 
tax audit is not expected to give rise to tax liabilities for the Group, which, in any case, would be 
paid by the insurance taken out with W&I Insurance in the acquisition of the aforementioned 
company. 

 
18. Related party transactions and balances 
 

The information on the Group’s related party transactions in the three-month period ended 31 March 
2018 and in the year ended 31 December 2017 is included in the following tables: 
 

 2018 2017 
Total interest accrued in the period 9,385 14,792 

 
The interest accrued relates to the loan with the majority shareholder Vukile Property Fund Limited. 
 
The balances with the Group’s related parties at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017 are included 
in the following tables: 
 

 2018 2017 
Investments in Group companies (Note 14.5) 617,127 617,127 
Non-current payables to Group companies - (4,475,000) 
Current payables to Group companies - (14,053) 

 
Non-current payables to Group companies at 31 December 2017 correspond to the accrued interest 
payable relating to the loan with its majority shareholder Vukile Property Fund Limited. On 28 
November 2017, the Parent took out a loan with this majority shareholder, Vukile Property Fund 
Limited, for EUR 4,475,000, which accrues interest at an annual rate of 3.5%. This loan was 
capitalised on 8 March 2018, thus repaying the outstanding debt and interest accrued between 
Castellana Properties and Vukile Property Fund Limited. 
 
The Company has balances with shareholders in accordance with Note 14.5. The breakdown of these 
balances at 2018 and 2017 year-end is as follows: 
 

 Amount 
ADAM LEE MORZE 77,994 
DREAM, S.L. 2,925 
VUKILE PROPERTY FUND LIMITED 536,208 
 617,127 

 
19. Remuneration, investments and balances held with the Parent’s Board of Directors 
 

The amounts accrued in the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 by the Board members for 
carrying out their functions as directors amounted to EUR 10,971 (EUR 24,000 in 2017). 
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Likewise, the Board members that are also considered senior executives received the salaries 
described in the following paragraph. The amounts received as salaries and wages by senior 
executives in 2018 totalled EUR 75,938 (EUR 138,484 in 2017), whereby senior executives are 
considered to be key management personnel that have the authority and responsibility to plan, 
manage and control the Group’s activities, without prejudice to the fact that their relationship may 
not be classified as senior executives from the point of view of employment law. The Group considers 
the following persons to be senior executives: 
 

−! Alfonso Brunet 
−! Rubén Pérez Maíllo 
−! Adam Lee 

 
The Group has not granted any loans or advances to members of its managing bodies, and does not 
have any pension or life insurance obligations to them, except for those indicated in Note 18. 
 
The Company’s Board members and any persons related thereto referred to in section 231 of the 
Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act do not have any conflicts of interest in accordance with section 
229 of the revised text of the Spanish Corporate Enterprises Act. 
 

20. Other information 
 

The average number of Group employees, by category, is as follows: 
 

 2018 
 Men Women Total 
Other executives 3.74 1 4.74 
Clerical staff 1 2 0.29 
 4.74 3 7.74 

 
 
 

 2017 
 Men Women Total 

Other executives 0.70 0.17 0.87 
Clerical staff 0.06 0.23 0.29 
 0.76 0.40 1.16 

 
!  
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The number of people employed by the Group at the end of the three-month period ended 31 March 
2018 and the year ended 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

 2018 
 Men Women Total 
Other executives 4 1 5 
Clerical staff 1 2 3 
 5 3 8 

 
 2017 
 Men Women Total 
Other executives 4 1 5 
Clerical staff 3 - 3 
 7 1 8 

 
The fees accrued for the audit carried out by Grant Thornton, S.L.P. of the consolidated Group during 
the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 amounted to a total of EUR 48,000 (EUR 90,000 in 
2017) and no amounts were incurred for audits by other audit firms in 2018 (EUR 68,451 in 2017). 
In addition, Grant Thornton Advisory, S.L.P., sole-shareholder company, did not provide any non-
audit services to the Group during the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 (EUR 301,403 in 
2017). 

 
21. Segment reporting 
 

All of the Group’s income corresponds to its main activity, which is the lease of investment property. 
 
All revenue was generated in Spain. 
 
The Group’s activities consist of two main segments: one is the lease of retail parks and shopping 
centres (Retail) and the other segment is the lease of the properties (Other). 
 

!  
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The income statement by segment for the three-month period ended 31 March 2018 and the year 
ended 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

2018 Retail Other Total 
Investment property rental income 4,677,709 476,868 5,154,578 
Operating expenses of investment property (719,466) (564,849) (*) (1,284.315) 
Fair value adjustments 3,720,000 190,000 3,910,000 

Profit from operations 7,678,243 102,019 7,780,262 
Finance income 0 35,766 35,766 
Finance costs (1,070,114) (95,002) (1,165,116) 
Profit before tax 6,608,129 42,785 6,650,913 

Taxes 0 0 0 
Profit for the year 6,608,129 42,785 6,650,913 

 
2017 Retail Other Total 

Investment property rental income 7,239,089 2,072,156 9,311,245 
Operating expenses of investment property -1,540,661 -521,708 (*) -2,062,369 
Profit from operations 5,698,428 1,550,449 7,248,877 
Finance income 0 0 0 
Finance costs -1,077,472 -581,605 -1,659,077 
Other operating expenses -362,139 -586,594 -948,734 
Profit before fair value adjustments 4,258,817 382,250 4,641,067 
Fair value adjustments 12,948,770 1,072,000 14,020,770 

Profit before tax 17,207,587 1,454,250 18,661,836 
Taxes -46350 0 46,350 
Profit for the year 17,161,238 1,454,250 18,615,487 

 
(*) This amount includes the overhead costs related to managing the Group’s activities, including those in the “Retail” 
column. 
 

!  
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The balance sheet by segment at 31 March 2018 and 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 
2018 
ASSETS Retail Other Total 
Non-current assets    
Investment property 282,300,000 25,750,000 308,050,000 
Property, plant and equipment - 58,440 58,440 
Guarantees given 1,974,284 354,671 2,328,955 
Current assets    

Accounts receivable 575,851 1,506,982 2,082,833 
Cash and cash equivalents 10,657,477 5,368,693 16,026,170 

TOTAL ASSETS 295,507,612 33,038,786 328,546,398 
 
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Retail Other Total 
Equity    
Share capital - 26,298,295 26,298,295 
Other equity items - 156,545,635 156,545,635 
Non-current liabilities    
Non-current bank borrowings 138,936,189 - 138,936,189 
Derivatives 210,409 - 210,409 
Deferred tax liabilities 437,239 - 437,239 
Current liabilities    
Accounts payable 996,854 434,287 1,832,462 
Current bank borrowings 143,876 - 143,876 
Current payables to the Group - - - 
Guarantees received 3,848,165 294,128 4,142,293 
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 144,572,732 183,572,345 328,546,398 

 
2017 
ASSETS Retail Other Total 
Non-current assets    
Investment property 278,580,000 25,560,000 304,140,000 
Property, plant and equipment 0 47,880 47,880 
Guarantees given 1,955,481 354,671 2,310,152 
Current assets    
Accounts receivable 665,745 1,726,630 2,192,376 
Cash and cash equivalents 9,998,524 3,051,667 13,050,191 
TOTAL ASSETS 291,199,751 30,740,848 321,740,599 

 
! !
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EQUITY AND LIABILITIES Retail Other Total 
Equity    
Share capital 0 25,545,505 25,545,505 
Other equity items 0 139,171,187 139,171,187 
Accumulated profit 0 5,266,734 5,266,734 
Non-current liabilities    
Non-current bank borrowings 138,067,767 0 138,067,767 
Non-current payables to the Group 0 4,475,000 4,475,000 
Derivatives 301,449 0 301,449 
Provisions 0 0 0 
Deferred tax liabilities 437,239 0 437,239 
Current liabilities   0 
Accounts payable 1,522,562 560,696 2,164,072 
Current bank borrowings 2,086,851 0 2,086,851 
Current payables to the Group 0 14,053 14,053 
Guarantees received 3,916,614 294,128 4,210,742 
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 146,332,482 175,327,302 321,740,599 

 
22. Information on the average period of payment to suppliers. Additional provision three. 
“Disclosure obligation” provided for in Spanish Law 15/2010, of 5 July. 
 

Information regarding the average period of payment to suppliers in commercial transactions is as 
follows: 
 

Average period of payment to suppliers 

2018 2017 
Days Days 

20 32 
Ratio of transactions settled 0.86 0.91 
Ratio of transactions not yet settled 0.14 0.09 

Total payments made 
Amount (euros) Amount (euros) 

2,070,895 6,543,265 
Total payments pending 330,273 646,452 

 
23. Disclosure requirements arising from REIT status (Spanish Law 11/2009) 
 

The reporting obligations required by section 11 of Spanish Law 11/2009 are included in the separate 
financial statements of the Parent and the subsidiaries. 
 
There is no other information considered relevant to facilitate the understanding of these financial 
statements in order to present fairly the Group’s equity, financial position and results. 
 
The Group’s directors consider that the information provided herein is sufficient to present fairly its 
equity, financial position and results. 
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24. Information on the environment 
 

The Group companies do not have any assets and have not incurred any expenses aimed at 
minimising their environmental impact and protecting and improving the environment. There are 
also no provisions for risks and expenses or contingencies related to protecting and improving the 
environment. 

 
25. Events after the reporting date 
 

Purchase of a new company 
 
On 24 April 2018, the Parent acquired all of the shares of JUNCTION PARQUE HABANERAS, 
S.L.U. from IC NON RESIDENTS, S.L. The price paid in this transaction amounted to one euro per 
share, which represents a total cash amount of EUR 3,000. 
 
Acquisition of a new property 
 
On 9 May 2018, JUNCTION PARQUE HABANERAS, S.L.U. acquired ownership of the 
HABANERAS SHOPPING CENTRE, located at Avda. Rosa Mazón Valero 7, Alicante, Spain, from 
HEREF HABANERAS SOCIMI, S.A. The transaction price paid amounted to EUR 80,626,864. 
 
JUNCTION PARQUE HABANERAS, S.L.U. financed the transaction to purchase the property 
detailed in the paragraph above as follows: 
 

−! On 9 May 2018, a bank loan was taken out with Aareal Bank AG for EUR 42,330,000, 
maturing on 9 May 2025 and accruing interest at a rate of 0.37% plus EURIBOR for the first 
five years, which may be updated for the remaining period of the loan until its maturity. 

−! On 8 May 2018, a monetary contribution of EUR 42,700,000 was made by the majority 
shareholder Vukile Property Fund Limited. 

 
On 7 June 2018, share capital was increased by EUR 502,742, with a share premium of EUR 
2,513,710 subscribed and paid on this date by non-controlling shareholders. 
 
On 7 June 2018, share capital was increased by EUR 50,000, with a share premium of EUR 250,000 
subscribed and paid on this date by Diversified Real Estate Assets Management, S.L. 
 
An asset management agreement was entered into by the Parent and these subsidiaries on 7 May 
2018. 
 
There were no additional significant events that took place after the reporting date ended to 31 March 
2018, apart from those mentioned in this note and the interim dividend mentioned in Note 14.5. 
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CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018 
 

Dear Shareholders, 
 
2018 (ended 31 March) 
 
ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS OF CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. AND SUBSIDIARIES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 31 MARCH 2018 
 

1. Revenue and consolidated profit of the Group in 2018 (ended 31 March) 
 
The companies included in the scope of consolidation in 2018 (ended 31 March) are as follows: 
 

−! Junction Parque Mérida, S.LU., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Cáceres, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Motril, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Granada, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Villanueva Fase 1, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Villanueva Fase 2, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Huelva, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Castellón, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Principado, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Junction Parque Alameda, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Randolph Spain, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 
−! Roxbury Spain, S.L.U., fully consolidated. 

 
In 2018 (ended 31 March), net consolidated revenue amounted to EUR 5.4 million. 
 
The consolidated financial statements of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. are presented under 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). 
 

2. Revenue of the Group’s investees in 2018 (ended 31 March) 
 

Junction Parque Mérida, S.L.U. 322 
Junction Parque Cáceres, S.L.U. 156 
Junction Parque Motril, S.L.U. 161 
Junction Parque Granada, S.L.U. 764 
Junction Parque Villanueva Fase 1, S.L.U. 89 
Junction Parque Villanueva Fase 2, S.L.U. 166 
Junction Parque Huelva, S.L.U. 427 
Junction Parque Castellón, S.L.U. 107 
Junction Parque Principado, S.L.U. 683 
Randolph Spain, S.L.U. 431 
Roxbury Spain, S.L.U. 263 
Junction Parque Alameda, S.L.U. 1,400 

!  
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3. Significant events in 2018 
 

The reporting period was changed in 2018, which now runs from 1 April to 31 March. 
 

OUTLOOK 
 

The increase in the activities of Castellana Properties SOCIMI, S.A. for 2019 (beginning as of 1 April 
2018) is due to the assets already acquired and the acquisition of new properties, which considerably 
increases its current size. 
 
Its immediate objectives include the admission to listing on the Alternative Equities Market (MAB) prior 
to September 2018. 
 

PERSONNEL 
 
Castellana Properties SOCIMI’s average number of employees in the first quarter of 2018 amounted to 
9.00. 
 

SHARE CAPITAL DISTRIBUTION 
 
The shareholders with direct or indirect ownership interest in the share capital at 31 March 2018 are as 
follows: 
 

 31/03/2018 
 Number of shares % of ownership 
Vukile Property Fund Limited 25,966,295 98.74% 
Diversified Real Estate Assets Management, S.L. 12,000 0.05% 
Adam Lee Morze 320,000 1.21% 
 26,298,295 100.00% 

 
Balances and transactions with directors and senior executives 
 
The amounts accrued in 2018 (from January to March 2018) by the Board members for carrying out their 
functions as directors amounted to EUR 10,971 (EUR 24,000.00 in 2017). Likewise, the Board members 
that are also considered senior executives received the salaries described in the following paragraph. 
 
The amounts received as salaries and wages by senior executives in 2018 totalled EUR 75,938 (EUR 
138,484 in 2017), whereby senior executives are considered to be key management personnel that have the 
authority and responsibility to plan, manage and control the Group’s activities, without prejudice to the 
fact that their relationship may not be classified as senior executives from the point of view of employment 
law. The Group considers following persons to be senior executives: 
 

−! Alfonso Brunet 
−! Rubén Pérez Maíllo 
−! Adam Lee Morze 

 
The Group has not granted any loans or advances to members of its managing bodies, and does not have 
any pension or life insurance obligations to them, except for those indicated in Note 18. 
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Other disclosures concerning the Board of Directors 
 
The Company’s Board members and any persons related thereto referred to in section 231 of the Spanish 
Corporate Enterprises Act, in accordance with section 229, have been consulted regarding any direct or 
indirect conflicts of interest that the Company’s Board members or any persons related thereto may have 
with the interests of the Company. 
 
Information on the average period of payment to suppliers. Additional provision three. “Disclosure 
obligation” provided for in Spanish Law 15/2010, of 5 July. 
 
Information regarding the average period of payment to suppliers in commercial transactions is as follows: 
 

Average period of payment to suppliers 

2018 2017 
Days Days 

20 32 
Ratio of transactions settled 0.86 0.91 
Ratio of transactions not yet settled 0.14 0.09 

Total payments made 
Amount (euros) Amount (euros) 

2,070,895 6,543.265 
Total payments pending 330,273 646,452 

 
Information on the nature and level of risk of financial instruments 
 
The Group’s financial risk management is centralised in its Finance Department, which has established the 
mechanisms required to control exposure to interest rate and exchange rate fluctuations and credit and 
liquidity risk. 
 
The main financial risks affecting the Group are as follows: 
 
a) Credit risk: 
 
The potential areas of credit risk include mainly cash, money market funds, trade receivables and long-
term loans granted. In order to minimise as much as possible the potential risks related to cash and money 
market funds, surplus funds may only be invested in money market funds with an AA rating up to certain 
predetermined levels. 
 
Management has established a credit policy under the terms of which the solvency of each new tenant is 
analysed on an individual basis prior to offering the Group’s standard payment terms and conditions, which 
require, in most cases, a deposit of at least one month of rent to be provided. The Group analyses the 
financial position of its tenants on an ongoing basis. Adjustments are made for impairment losses on 
specific uncollectible debts. At the end of 2018 (ended 31 March) and 2017, management did not consider 
there to be any significant exposure to credit risk not covered by reserves for doubtful loans. 
 
The Group had deposits in cash from tenants amounting to EUR 4,142,295 at 31 March 2018 (EUR 
4,210,743 at 31 December 2017) to secure the lease obligations of the tenants. 
 
The tenants do not have a history of non-compliance. Taking into account its low credit risk and the 
collateral held by the Group, its exposure to credit risk is not significant. 
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b) Liquidity risk: 
 
The Group, for the purpose of ensuring liquidity and enabling it to meet all the payment obligations arising 
from its business activities, has the cash disclosed in its balance sheet, as well as the financing. 
 
c) Interest rate risk: 
 
Given the current situation of the real estate sector and in order to mitigate any adverse effects that may 
arise, the Group has specific measures in place to minimise their impact on its financial position 
 
These measures are applied in accordance with the basis of the strategy and projections defined by the 
Group. 
 
Its financial debt is exposed to cash flow interest rate risk, which could have an adverse effect on financial 
profit or loss and cash flows. All bank borrowings are tied to floating interest rates and, therefore, the Group 
has arranged interest rate swaps, with regard to which it applies hedge accounting (see Note 12). 
 
d) Occupancy risk: 
 
The Group’s income is conditional on the occupancy of the premises of each of the Group companies. 
 
Treasury shares 
 
The Group does not have any treasury shares. 
!  
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AUTHORISATION FOR ISSUE OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND 
CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT REPORT BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 
Under the current law, the Board of Directors of CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. and 
Subsidiaries authorised for issue the Group’s consolidated financial statements (consolidated balance sheet, 
consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of changes in equity, consolidated statement of cash 
flows and notes to the consolidated financial statements) for the period ended 31 March 2018. 
 
The directors affix their signatures to the aforementioned documents, signing this page attached to the notes 
to the accompanying consolidated financial statements, which comprise pages 1 to 47. 
 
 Madrid, 5 July 2018 
 
 
Adam Lee Morze 
Chairman of the Board 
 
[illegible signature]  
Mike Potts 
Director 
 
[illegible signature]  
Laurence Rapp 
Director 
 
 
Alfonso Brunet 
Director 
 
 
Jorge Morán 
Director 
 
 
Guillermo Massó 
Director 

 
!  
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AUTHORISATION FOR ISSUE OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND 
CONSOLIDATED MANAGEMENT REPORT BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 
Under the current law, the Board of Directors of CASTELLANA PROPERTIES SOCIMI, S.A. and 
Subsidiaries authorised for issue the Group’s consolidated financial statements (consolidated balance sheet, 
consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of changes in equity, consolidated statement of cash 
flows and notes to the consolidated financial statements) for the period ended 31 March 2018. 
 
The directors affix their signatures to the aforementioned documents, signing this page attached to the notes 
to the accompanying consolidated financial statements, which comprise pages 1 to 47. 
 
 Madrid, 5 July 2018 
 
[illegible signature] 
Adam Lee Morze 
Chairman of the Board 
 
 
Mike Potts 
Director 
 
 
Laurence Rapp 
Director 
 
[illegible signature] 
Alfonso Brunet 
Director 
 
[illegible signature] 
Jorge Morán 
Director 
 
[illegible signature] 
Guillermo Massó 
Director 

 
!  
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[illegible signature] 
Rubén Pérez 
Director 
 
[illegible signature]  
Javier Hernández Galante 
Non-director secretary 

 


